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Plate IV 

Hilt of Petersen distinctive type 1 having inlaid silver and copper wire decoration 
and bronze plaques with 'gripping-beast' ornament. This sword, accession C20317 
at Oslo, is further illustrated and discusred on p p  32-33 herein, Photograph by 
Lirik lrgens lohnwn, courtesy of and copyright by the Universitetcts Oldsaksamling. 



Sword of Petersen type H found in the Maas River near Kessel, Province Noord-Brabant, Holland, 
Restored by jaap Ypey, who notes the presence of a bronze strip on the tang apparently applied as a shim 
fit the upper guard, residual scabbard wood adherent to the blade by the crpssguard and patches of resid~ 
leather which once lined the scabbard with the hairy side facing the blade. For further details, see Jaap Yp 
'Einige wikingerzeitliche Schwerter aus den Niederlanden', Ofh 41 (1 9841, pp. 21 3-225. 



A cast bronze crossguard of both form and decoration characteristic of Pet 
was an isolated find in Haddebyer Noor, accession 13018 in the Wikinger 

ting process. Dimensions: 1.53 cm in the axis 
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Introduction to the Viking Sword 
Ewart Oakeshott- 

1* 'Wzo can separnte a man nnd his szuorcl? One is worth nothing without the other. 'I 

The sentiment behind this aphorism is the strong weft upon which the whole vivid fabric of 

1 Vjking Life and culture is woven. Though this is made manifest in every saga, every poem and 
kenning the importance of the sword is given no place in the large body of scholarly publications 
concerning the Age of the V k g s  written in the English language. Their efficiency as traders, 

t businessmen and bankers, farmers and craftsmen is celebrated in careful detail. Of course their 
sea-raiding in search of plunder, and the sacking of monasteries could not be evaded, but even 
this is passed over rather huriedly so as not to mar the picture of the pleasant and peaceable 
Viking. A striking example of this avoidance of the sword is shown in an illustration in a popular 

- book. This is a very careful and clear watercolour drawing of grave goods taken out of a grave 
near Clattghton in Lancashire, opened in the 1840's. There were many pieces of jewellery, 
beautimy drawn and carefully described in detail in 1847; but there is one item which is totally 
ignored, merely referred to as ofher pieces of ironwork. This other piece of ironwork is a fine sword 
of a most unusual form for the Age of the Vikings. If it were to have emerged on its own, without 
the associated grave goods, it would have been assigned to a period 1250-1350. It has a wide disc 
pommel and a long grip, some seven inches, though the cross-or the lower hat-is of the usual 
Viking thick stubby type. The blade is too badly corroded to form an opinion upon it. But it is 
undoubtedly a Viking Age sword, totally ignored. Had ths sword been appreciated and accepted 
as of Viking origin a century ago, all our thnking and classifyrng of medieval swords would have 
been different, and much more accurate. This drawing is now in the library of the Society of 
Antiquaries in London. 

This avoidance of the sword's role in the lifestyle of the ViIungsis all the more strange considering 
the wealth of vivid and evocative phrases-kenningswhich abound in all. the Norse literature 
and particularly the great body of poetry. 

The most frequently used k e d n g  is Ancient Nrir'loom. We find it everywhere, and it certaidy 
meant just what it says, for these swords were nearly always handed on horn generation to 
generation, and any one of them may have been in use for a couple of centuries. The kennings of 
course applied to any sword rather than to any one in pal-ticular; but each sword was deemed to 
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be a personal i~ in its own right, and it had its personill name. A great many of these names 
survive in the poems and sagas-even in wills. It is of such h~portance that though we have the 
swords, and the names, they can never coincide. But when the photographs here are looked at, it 
is well to remember that even though now they are archaeologcal artefacts, once they lived and 
were loved and named. Often a sword was given to a child at birth, and of ten a Viking with a little 
son would bring his own sword, when the boy was old enough to grasp the hilt and understand 
what his father told him. This is m1.1 57ci~rd. EXm nrzrne is Hildifonn. My father Jznd hm; and his fnther 
btjore. Nmu she is mine, find wiN soon be  OUTS. Then he would recount what feats the sword had 
achieved in the hands of the boy's Grandfather and Great-Grandfather, and, of course, his own. A 
sort of Curriculum Vitae. h this way the life-stories of swords were handed on. 

Davidson puts the whole ethos of the sword most succinctly:' 

Thus the sword was cIosely associated with much of what was most significant in a man's 
life-family ties, loyalty to his lord, the duties of a king, the excitement of battle, the attainment 
of manhood, and the last funeral rites. It was something from which its owner was never 
never parted throughout his life, from the moment that he received it and had the right to 
wear it. He carried it in the king's hall and at law meetings, although on such occasions it was 
forbidden to draw it, and it might be fastened down in the scabbard. At: night it hung above 
his bed, as we know from Beowulf and the Icelandic Sagas. A sudden attack often came at 
night, and to lose hold of one's sword, as King Athelstan discovered, was a terrifying 
experience. E it had to be sent away to be resharpened, it was necessary to find another sward 
to take its place, and even this temporary substitution might cost a man dear. It was indeed, as 
is said in one of the Angl*Saxon riddles, the prince's 'shoulder-companion", his close friend 
ever at his side, and 'the warrior's comrade'. SmaIE wonder that Bersi the Dueller, famous 
swordsman and poet of the tenth century, declared that if he could no longer wield his sword, 
life held nothing more for him 

The trolls may have my life indeed, when I can no more redden keen Laufi. Then you mny camj 
fhe destroyer of the rnailcont's wand info the Irozue, mithout delay 

For a man who could no longer rely upon his sword had become a nonentity, a helpless figure 
relying on others for the proteaion of life, property, and reputation. The time had come to 
hand over the guardianship of the family, with the sword, to his descendants. 

Many and varied were the types of sword hilt used by the V h g s ;  many also were the vivid and 
evocative poetic phrases which the skalds of the North used in their verses to replace the plain 
noun sword: 'Corpse-Bramble', 'War Snake', 'Mper', 'Hard-Edged Survivor of the Files', 'BattIe- 
Flasher', 'Serpent of Blood', 'Leech of Wounds', 'Widow-Maker', 'The Shield's Bane', 'Odin's 
Flame', 'Ice of Battle', 'Dog of the Helmet', 'Torch of the Blood', 'The Sea-King's Fire', 'Harmer of 
War Knitl-ings', 'Snake of the Byrie' and perhaps the most frequently used one, particularly in 
Anglo-Saxon poems, 'Ancient Heirloom'. This, as a synonym for sword, may seem a little odd, but 
in fact it describes something very real. Moving from the period of the migrations into the V h g  
Age, we find that many of the swords used by characters in the Norse Sagas indeed were ancient 
heirlooms, swords either handed down in a famgy for generations, or taken out of burial-mounds 
for re-use, often a couple of centuries after their original interment. In the same way, many of the 
swords which were made new during the Viking Age (which we may call roughly behveen A.D. 
750 and 1100) were still in active use as late as the 13th century, h the SMss National Museum in 
Zurich, there is even a pattern-welded blade of 7th cenkury date re-used with a 'katzbalger' hilt in 
the early 16th century-3 There may be many other similar examples yet to be found. This period 
which we call the Viking Age was a linking time between the Heroic Age of the migrations and 
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the Age of Chivalry; for the roving and raiding of the Vikings was the final manifestation of the 
migrations, while the Age of Chivalry began during the final ccntury of Vikingdorn, and was in 
fact the product of the Vihng heroic ethos added to the imaginative romanticism of the Celtic 
peoples of France and Brittany and Western Gdtain. 

So at the start of the V i h g  Age, swords from the Migration Period were still in use, and at its end 
we find that swords of types that have always been associated with the Age of Chivalry were put 
k t0  the graves of Vikings. 

In between these two 'periods' of swords, were the various types which are always known as 
'Viking Swords'. A most complete and masterly study of these hilt-forms was published in Oslo, 
in 1919, by Dr. Jan Petersen..' His study was mostly confined to the hilts because the forms of 
blade did not vary much. Nothing to compare with Petersen's work has been done-nor, indeed, is 
it ever likely that more work will need to be done, so sound is his study. However, it is possible to 
reduce his 26 types and numerous sub-types to just nine, which makes the whole thing more 
manageable. 

It iis not important to know the place where any sword has been found in modern times, because 
all through the Mddle ages, people were constantly on the move, none more so than warriors. To 
assert that, because an 11th century sword was found near a town in Southern England, it is 
probably English is nonsense. It would make as much sense to say that because the remains of a 
Junkers 88 aeroplane is found in a Norwegian fiord, it is probably Norwegian. These weapons 
got around with their owners. They were lost, captured in combat, given to a comrade, traded, or 
finally buried with a Viking who may have died on the shores of the Black Sea or in Africa, Spain, 
or Italy. However, having said that, we have to admit that where great numbers of the same kind 
of sword are found in the same region, then at least there is a little jushfication for stating that 
such a type did come from such and such a region. 'Came horn' here means the type used in that 
place, not necessarily made there. Fashion was as potent a force in the Viking Age as it has been 
ever since, but there is little evidence as to where hilts-which showed the fashion-were made. 

We can be fairly sure that blades, the best blades that is, were made in the Rhineland, where the 
town of Solingen later grew, and in the region of the old Roman Noricum (Southern Bavaria) 
where the Celts of the earlier h n  Age as well as the Romans obtained their swords, because in 
these two locations was found the fgest iron. 

Hilts of Types I and II: can be assigned with some certainty to the Norwegians, who used these 
types and very probably made them. Over 330 examples of Type I1 have been found in Norway 
(most of them on one-edged swords, for which the Norwegians seem to have had a preference), 

Fig. I .  1 - Vlt. Wheeler's typolorn of Viking Age sword hilt types associated with British Find-places, from R.E.M. wheeler, 
I London and the Vikings (London, .1327), fig. 13, p. 32.  VIll - IX. Oakeshott's extension of the classification, from R. Ewart 

Oakeshott, The Archaeology of 'we~pons (trrndon, 1 C3GO), fig. 57, p. 133. Drawing by Lee A. )ones. 
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some have been recorded from Sweden, and none at all from Dcnn~ask. In the British Isles, they 
occur along the line of the early Nonuegian r a i d d r k n e y  and thr Western Isles (four examples in 
the Scottish National Museum in Edinburgh)-and in ireland-fifteen or more in the National 
Museum in Dublin-where they are characteristic of the -king cemeteries. From England, which 
was attacked mostly by the Danes, only one example has been recorded, and that not for certain, 
from the River Lea at Enfield, near London; a single-edged blade from the Thames at Mortlake is 
of Norwegian character and may have had one of these hilts. This type lasted from perhaps about 
775 to about 900. 

Type ITI has a three-lobed (occasionally five-lobed) pommel, often with zoomorphic ends, and 
straight guards. The central lobe is always the largest. It is the normal type in north-west Europe 
during the ninth and tenth centuries, where its main development seems to have taken place in 
north-western Germany and southern Scandinavia, under the influence of the zoomorphic 
pommels which were chaacteristic of this region during the fifth and sixth cenhuies; it is, in fact, 
in all its forms simply an enlarged development of the cocked-hat pommels of Type V of the 
Migration Period. This type is rarely found in the British Isles, though it occurs in Scotland (on the 
island of Eigg) and in Dublin. 

Type IV is perhaps rather a sub-type of III. It has an almost flat pommel with five lobes, generally 
all of the same size; the lower edges are usually straight, as are the guards, but occasionally both 1 

are slightly curved. The distribution of the type is wide: many were found in graves at Knin and 
elsewhere in Jugoslavia; some in Norway (one with a curved pommel-base and guard) and others I 

in Ireland, and lone magnificently decorated pommel of nielloed silver was found in Fetter Lane 
in London. This is in the British Museum, Also in London (51 the Wallace Collection, in Manchester 
Square) is another, but it was acquired in France and was probably found there. This sword is of 
great in-portance, for on the under surface of the Iower hilt is engraved the name HIL'TiPREHT. This 
may refer to an owner, but it is more likely to be a maker, for there is a similar sword of the same 
type in the National Museum of Ireland in Dublin.= This type is generalIy held to be Frankish, 

1 

though the Fetter Lane example may suggest an English influence upon the development of a 
Viking type; it was in use between about 850 and 950. 

Type V is a distinctive group, dating between about A.D. 875 and 950, with a very high peaked 
central lobe and sharply curved pommel-base and pards.  One from the River Thames at 
Wallingford (from which the type has been named) and others found in Norway beat English 
ornament (in the 'Trewhiddle' sty1e)"f late ninth century date. This, combined with the fact that 
more have been found in England than anywhere else, suggests very strongly that it is a native 
English type. 

Type V1 may equally well be said to be a Danish type of the tenth and early eleventh centuries, for 
its greatest concentration of finds seems to be in Denmark and those parts of England where the 
Danes under Sweyn Forkbeard and Knut were concentrated upon London and south-east England 
dufig the fixst quarter of the eleventh century Most, in fact, have come out of the Thames. The 
type is lacking in Scotland and Ireland, and its main concentration in Europe is to be found in the 
south and east of the Baltic. 

Some of Type WI have an almost semi-circular, flatfish pommel in the shape of a tea-cosy. Most 
examples have grooves or beaded lines which divide the surface into tl~ree parts, vestiges of the 
threefold division characteristic of the pommels of Tvpcs 111 and Vl, though many have only one 
horizontal groove, suggesting a division between pommel and upper mard, and some have none 
at all. lt  is found in fairly wide distribution, and its association.; in Scandinavia suggest that it 
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belongs mainly to the tenth icnhu-y. Many cxarnples have been found in livers along the western 
coasts of France; there is a particuLvly fine one from the Schddt in the Royal Armouries, and 
another in the same c@llecl.ian from the Thames at Bray. There arc two in the Museum at York, 
found in the city-which captured by the Danes in 867-and another in the British Museum, 
from the River Lea at Edmonton in London, and others-one complete with its scabbard and grip- 
from the Seine at Paris, relics probably of the great siege of 885-6. 

me last two types are transitional folms which link the Khng sword, with its generally short 
guard and lobated pommel, with the later medieval sword, the knightly weapon of the Age of 
Chivahy. Type VIII has a much simplified development of Type VI. The divisions between the 
upper and lower parts have vanished, as we11 as the lobes, leaving a form just like a Brazil nut. 
Nearly all swords with this form of pommel have slender pards, much longer than the usual 
Viking ones and often curved towards the blade. The Vikings called this form of hilt gaddhj~l t ,  
spike-hilt. The earliest swords with these hilts have been found in Norwegian burials of about 
A.D. 950, and its latest forms may perhaps belong to the tenth century. Its distribution (in its 
earlier form within the Vilung Period) tended to be confined to northern and central Europe, with 
isolated examples in Norway. One was found near the city of Ely Ca~nbridgeshire.~ 

T'ype IX is a bye-form of VILI. The general shape of the hilt is similar, but the pommel at first 
retains the division into upper and lower parts, the upper part taking on an exaggerated cocked 
hat form. It is much less common than Type VIII, and one cannot say that it is found more in one 
locality than another, for only isolated examples have been found, widely separated. Its greatest 
popularity, in a more massive form, was in Germany during the 13th century. 

There is one further pommeI-type, which can be  included in the latest of the Viking Wt-styles. 
This is in the form of a thick disc, sometimes with the edges bevelled off. Now in nearly every 
work in any language which discussed medieval swords, you will come across statements such 
as 'The disc-shaped pommel did not come into use until the twelfth century'. There is pictorial 
evidence to show that this is quite wrong; it was used in the eleventh and even in the tenth 
century, but archaeological support was lacking until about 1950, when a series of late Viking 
graves-dating between 1000 and 1100-was opened in Finland. In these graves were found a number 
of swords with disc pommels, a discovery which enables us to say with certahty that this, the 
most common type of medieval sword-pommel, popular right up to about 1550, was in use by 
about 1050.E 

The V i n g  swords give the impression that their decoration was wrought by the sword-smith, 
not by a jeweller. In nine cases out of ten, it consists of simple designs applied to the iron in 
various ways; in the earlier part of the period, a thick plating of silver, oAen covered all over with 
small punched dots or crosses or small geometrical figures, was popular; during the ninth and 
tenth centuries, this plating was often engraved with running interlace patterns of the kind used 
in book decoration (the Lindisfarne Gospels, for instance) and engraved runic stones to which 
niello was sometimes applied, Toward the petiocY's end, we find geometrical patterns inlaid in 
brass, on a background of tin, each figure outlined by a strip of copper wire. A simple and much- 
used decoration all through the period consisted of the whole surface being covered with closely 
placed vertical skrips of copper and tin alternately, running from edge to edge of each element. 
This was sometimes elaborated by little herringbone patterns inlaid between each vertical strip, 
in a different metal. These decorations are often finely executed, works of real craftsmanship 
which in its way is far more effective than the older jeweller's work, for the direct simplicity of 
the ornament is well-matched to the grim dipit)? of the sword's shape. 
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The plating ~ \ .~ l r  Llprli,7ii kL7 tllL.,f hilt.; :'\, ' l , ? m ! n k ~ r : r ~ ~ -  ,) ! ? I !  
1.'' l ? . '  ' ' ~ h r c ' t c  of gold, silver. 

copppr. bra\< or tin f o i l  irntcr tllp c u r l ~ c p  t l l ~ ,  i i ~ j r l ,  .% l . i l . L  1f.1- CI). t ~ t - 1 4  .III o1.w- with a close 
net\\.osk of fine cuts; tht. 5Clttt>r mpk,7] of kht. plntjnq \v;I< t ~ ' ~ i ' c !  1 r ~ l ( 3  t!1r7\t' C L T ~ ~  t~ncl  held ~esuselv. In 
some caw.; it-hcre plating IVJS dccorntrd with in tt-1-1'1cc. or c,t!~c,r pi t t c r ! ~  1 3 ~  gcomclrical desips, 
the Lvound rrould be of tin or .;il\rer, the pattern itself of br.7- or gold o~~ t l i n rd  with copper or 
bronze. Sometimes the pattern was not inlaid in metal but filled \j7lth block niello." 

The swords of Tvpe V, probably Anslo-Saxon, have decoration applied in thick embossed or 
engmved plates ot silver or bronze; one or trvo have been found with medallions like coins (but 
not actual coins) inlaid in the centre of the pornmet. Some T+@e IV swords have a quite different 
sort of decoration, like spravs of foliage; this is a typically Frankish ornament of the ninth and 
tenth centuries, and strengthens the supposition that such swords are of a Frankish fashion. 

All of these hilt-forms are logical developments of the styles of the Migration Period. In a sword 
with a 7th centurv hilt from VaIsgarde in Sweden can be seen the same basic shape of the lower 
p a r d  and the upper p a r d  (or pommel-bar) with the pommel on top. Though more massively 
made, and no longer using the riveted sandwich method of making the lower and upper guards, 
the now nonfunctional rivet-heads are often still present. The most characteristic Viking pommel 
is made of three lobes, upon which basic form there is an infinity of variation. These later hilts 
were heavier and more solid than the earlier ones-they needed to be, to balance the bigger and 
heavier blades which had come into use circa 800. 

The question of blades is compIex because the actual farm, once it was set, varies 1ittIe. Most 
blades from that time on had various names, slogans or patterns inlaid upon them in iron, gold, 
silver, and brass (Iatten), and these inIays themseIves present us with such fascinating variations 
that thev deserve a detailed study." 

In considering the blades of the swords used by the Vikings and their contemporaries, thee  factors 
have to be taken into account-their form, their manufacture and distribution, but above ail, the 
inscriptions which were inlaid into their surfaces-which are much varied as to their style and 
content, and the symbolism which many of them represent is quite incomprehensible to us in the 
21st century" 

Confusion is added to the complexity when we observe the fact that, while some swords of the 
Migration Period were handed on to succeeding generations, often being in use for a century or 
more, the majority were either placed in great massed deposits like those found in the Danish 
bogs at Vimose, Nydam, Thorsbjerg, and kagebuI or put into the burial-mounds of their owners* 
Even here they did not always rest in peace, for they might be taken out by a later member of the 
dead man's family (as the resolute girl  Hervor opened her father's mound and forced his ferocious 
ghost to give her the family sword Tyrfing) or Iooted by a marauding Vikinglike Skeggi of Midfirth 
in Iceland, who broke into the howe of the 7th century Danish King Hrolf &-a& and took his 
sword, handingit on to his  family so that it hada second lifetime of some 150 vears. We have seen, 
too, how some swords were destroyed by burning or being bent into weird, twisted shapes or by 
being broken into pieces (as were thosc which Dr. Leppriaho found in those Viking graves in 
Finland). Some, like Skofnung and others which now rest in private collections or museums, 
must have been pu t  into the grave \vt.ll covered up and  protected, because so many of them 
survjvcd to this  dav in good, cvcn usable, cnndi tion. There is st i l I  the question as to why they 
were buried with the dead in the first plarr. 

The hladcs in LIW drlrinr: k!~r hl2/licra!ion Prt-ind wcrc not 11c.autiful in fc~rm, however gorgeous 



they may have lookei! rvhcn ncw by reason cf tlic splendid patterns produced by the complex 
and mysterinus method of forging by pattern-welding. Their outline was very plain, the edges 
running almost parallel 1.0 a rounded point. T11cy are clurnsv ta handle, too, for the point of balance 
is nearer to the point than to the hilt, which makes them seem slow and heavy in the hand. At 
some time, which archaeological dscoveries give us reason to believe was around the turn of the 
Sth and 9th centuries, much stouter, broader, heavier blades began to be produced. These, being 
heavier, feel even more clumsy. Then, about a hundred years later, the blade-form which was to 
become she beautiftd knightly sword of the Age of Chivalry and was to continue as the broadsword 
of the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries began emerging from the forges of a blade-maker in the 
mineland. These blades were, on the average, a little longer than their predecessors, but their 
main difference was that they tapered elegantly towards a moderately sharp point. In some, the 
taper widened quite strongly just below the hilt. This altered shape gave the sword the final 
touch of quality which lasted until the end of its days. This sword can be wholeheartedly admired 
without sentimentality about its romantic aspect or revulsion at its function. Here is the very 
essence of beauty-austere perfection of Line and proportion, the three elements of blade, guard 
and pommel forming a harmoniousXy balanced whole which need not suffer in comparison with 
any other art form. It is obvious that these swords and their successors havemuch in common, as 
art forms, with the severe purity of the Chinese porcelain of the Sung dynasty. Be that as it may, 
this handsome aspect is sometlung of a bonus when it is added to the fact that the sword was so 
closely associated with much of what was most sigrufrcant in a man's life-family ties, loyalty, 
valour in the excitement of combat, and the last funeral rites. A man was never parted from it; he 
carried it in the king's hall and on all social. occasions. It hung at his back when he was at table and 
by his bed while he slept-it was indeed his 'shoulder-companion'. We can appreciate the lament 
of the poet Bersi the Dueller, a famous swordsman (an archetypal DrArtagnan) of the tenth century, 
when he declared that when he could no longer wield his sword, life would hold nothing more 
for him. 

'The froI1s may have my life when I can no longer redden keen Laufi. 
Then you may carry the destroyer of the mailshirt info the howe.' 

These blades have their point of balance very much nearer to the hilt, giving then a swift mobility 
without in any way lessening their tremendous striking power. Forty years ago, The Archaeology of 
We~pons compared the a@ty of these swords as against thek predecessors with the speed and 
manoeuvrability of a fighter aircraft of the 1440s with the slow movements of a biplane of 1917. 

We can only make guesses, some inspired, some absurd, as to where the pattern-welded blades 
were made, but when we come to the 'new' blades of the 9th-10th centuries, we are on surer 
ground. A great number which have survived and been examined are found to have a name 
inlaid, in large letters of iron, in the broad shallow fuller of the blades. This name, USLBERHT, can 
be said with some confidence to be Frankish and to originate somewhere in the region of the 
Middle Mine, The town of Solingen grew up here, f?om which fine sword-blades came all through 
the Middle Ages and down to our time. Another source of blades, maybe for an even longer 
period, is the ancient: Noricum, from where the Romans and their adversaries in Western Europe 
got their blades. This is now pin-pointed by the town of Passau on the Upper Danube, from which 
fine blades were exported all over the known world. 

Though Ulfberht is the name of a Frankish blad.esmith, no one man could possibly have made all 
the Ulfberht blades, for the earliest to be found in dateable cantexts are of the years around 850, 



Fig. 2. Blade fragment from grave 1 at Valkeakoski (formerly S&aksmaki), Rapola, Finland, NM2767, with an +WBERH+ 
damascened (pattern-welded) Iron inlaid inscription within the 2.4 cm wide fuller upon one side and ll lC43ll l on the 
opposite face. See ]orma leppaaho, Spateisenzeitliche Waffen aus Finnland: Schwertinschrrften und Waffeenverzierungen 
des 9.-'12. lahrhundertr [Helsinki, 19G4), pp. 36-37. Photographs courtesy of and copyright National Museum of 
FinEand, negative 28039 (upper) and 28038 (lower). 

and the latest found in early 12th century graves may have been made decades earlier than the 
time of their burial; and even though many survive, one man in a long working life could not 
have made them all-even those which survive. But how long was a working life for a skilled 
craftsman? The average expectation in the 10th century was about 35 years; and for every Ulfberht 
blade which survives, literally hundreds must have been made. Thus, hundreds of blades over a 
period of 250 years is a great many blades. So Ulfberht may have been a smith, but he obviously 
was the founder and President of UIfberht, Lid., which as a company long outlasted him. 

A rival firm seems to have set up during the 10th century, because after circa 925, swords have 
been found in dateable graves bearing, in the same technique of inlaid strips of iron, the name 
INGELRI. One of the first blades by this maker to be found and identified (it was in a lake at 
Sipdsholm in Sweden) had the words ME FEClT12 (made me) follow% the name, leaving no 
doubt that these inlaid names were the names of makers, not owners. So far there are not so many 
of these as Wlfberhts, but that means only that nut so many have been recovered from the ground 
and identified @y means of x-ray, or sharp eyesight), there are no doubt many still waiting to be 
found today (or tomorrow), which is always a cheering thought for the lover and collector of 
such things. 

One or two other swords have come to light bearing similar smith-names, but none in such great 
numbers as Ulfberhts and Ingelris. Therefore i t is perhaps possible to say that in these we ]lave 
the work of an individual smith. These rare survivors are, so far, identified as foIlows: 

NlSOMEFECrr (3 swords) 
BANTO (1) 
ATALBAED (I) 
LErnRIT  (2) 



BENNO (1) 
EROLT (1) 
INNO (1 sword-and tlis is a name, not part of INNOMINEDOMINI, for it is followed by 
ME WIT) 
GECELJN ME ECIT (8 swords) 

 he UIfberht inscriptions are characterized by the inserkion of a cross among the letters- 
+LFLFBERH+T, and never (as so far observed) have they added Me Fecit. The Ingelri blades 
sometimes, but not always, have a plain cross preceding the name and sometimes, but not always, 
Me Fecit after. The blades of both these workshops have groups of various symbols on their reverse 
sides which appear to be arranged h an infinite variety of ways and which undoubtedly meant 
something jn the 10th century which is completely hidden from us now. The same group of symbols 
is an the reverse of the Niso, Atalbald, Banto, Benno, Inno, and Erolt blades, and their variants 
seem to have been standard. The Gicelin blades, however, are quite different. The technique of 
inlaying the lettering with strips of iron wire is the same, but in all the eight survivors, the fullers 
are narrower, and the letters neater. The name is preceded and folIowed by a cross, a few plain but 
most crutched, and in alI of them the reverse bears the entirely Christian invocation IN NOMINE 
DOMINl (In the name of the Lord). 

The find places of aU. of these swards are widely distributed, all over northwestern Europe, so 
while we may not say that one lund is Swedish and another West German, we can see that they 
went all over the map-as indeed the warriors who carried them did. The two Leutfrit blades are 
a case in point. One was found in southern Russia and the other in the River Witham near Lincoln. 

The 'new' type of blades was only fractionally lighter than the earlier ones, sometimes (like the 
Leutfrii sword from Lincoln) they were actually heavier, but because the point of balance is so 

Fig. 3. Iron inlaid inrcriprions, variations upon in Nomine Domini, upon the forte of an eleventh century blade, reading 
~ ~ N I M O R I O M I N I ~  above and @tNIMOIEEC ... NIm belwv. Note that the fuller is narrower than that of the earlier sword 
in fig. 2, but that the iron inlaid inscriplions arc confined to the iuilcr width in both cares. Thir sword har a disc pommel 
and had fractured just beyond the area of the inscriptionr. Phowraph by Doup, Whifman. 
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much nearer to the hand that wields them, they feel lighter. A feature which appears now for the 
fust time is one which lasted as long as sword-blades have been made: the tang and the upper 
part of blade, sometimes only about 4 crn and sometimes as much as 12 cm of it, were made of a 
softer, less carbonized metal. This part was scarf-welded onto the main tempered, business part 
of the blade, making it less liable to fracture at the hilt. This scarf weld may often be seen on 
blades, though it depends upon the kind of etchmg effect which mud or earth or ahnosphere has 
had upon a blade. 

The most significant exposure of blade ins~r@ons of the 20th century, with the most far-reaching 
effeas which are only just beginning to be felt, is in the posthumously published work of Dr. 
Jorma Leppeaho of Helsinki University. In the late 1940s and early 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  he deared a number of 
graves of the late V&ng period, in Southern Finland. The first surprising fact which he noted was 
that on many of these swords, the pommels were not of the usual 'V&g' styles, but were of the 
thick disc form always previously associated only with the 13th and 14th and 15th centuries. 
Now here they were, indisputably of the Ilth! Some were of plain disc form, others of what has 
come to be called the 'wheel' form, where the disc is very thick with the edges strongly bevelled 
to leave a circular boss in the centre of the disc, like the nave of a wheeI. One of these wheel 
pommels was faceted, in a way often seen in German sculpture of the later 14th century. There are 
many surviving swords with th is  kind of pommel, which have always been considered by students 
of arms-myself among them-to be no earlier than circa 1325. Now we have to reconsider one of 
o w  verdicts upon them, for they may turn out to be two centuries earlier than we thought. Among 
these wheel pommels, however, there was none having the central boss recessed, nor with the 
bevelled edges of a concave section.13 

The most startling and significant discoveries, however, did not come until the blades of these 
swords-some only f r apen t swere  examined by the applications of chemistry and by talcing x- 
ray photographs. These experiments showed that, along with the 'old' iron inlaid inscriptions 
were others of a quite different kind, inlaid in gold, silver, or brass (latten) wires. As with the 
wheel pommels, before the illustration and publication of these experiments in 1964/ nobody 
would have dared to suggest that they were any earlier than the late 12th century at the very 
earliest; most would have been assigned to the late 13th ar 14th centuries. In consequence, again, 
we have to reassess our statements (and indeed, ought to re-label a lot of swords in the geat  
museums). 

Overriding enthusiasm for the sword may give the impression that no other weapons were much 
regarded, or much used, by the Vikings and their predecessors. This would be quite wrong, for 
axe, spear, and sax (a short single-edged weapon rather Iike a Khyber knife) were very often used, 
particularly in battles; and they, too, had their splendid names, 'the flying dragon of the fight' 
(spear) for instance, or 'witch of the shield' (axe). But it was the sword they sang about, boasted 
about, and dreamed about. It was the weapon par excellence, too, of their great favourite 
occupation, the duel. The carefully worked-out rules of the duel were in full use by the eighth 
century, and in their formality, they seem to have been far more strict than the rules governing 
duelling in the 16th and 17th centuries and even in the lath, when the matter was far more formal. 

h the work of Sax0 Grammaticus he says: 

For of old, in the ordering of combats, men did not txy to exchange their blows thik and fast; 
but there was a pause, and at the same time a definite succession in shiking; the contest being 
canied on with few strokes, but those terrible, so that honour was paid more to the mightiness 
than to the number of the blo~vs.'' 
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There were two kinds of' duel, an informal one called 'Einvigi', in which there were few rules, and 
a most punctilious forn~al one called 'Holmgang'. This rnenns literally 'going on an island', and 
whenever possible, such duels were fot~ght on small islets, but where this was not possible, a 
space like a boxing ring-, md much the same size, was marked out an the ground. These Holmgang 
duels were often used as means of settling disputes about property or women, like the later Trial 
by Combat, They were much abused, thougl-t, by tough characters like professional duellists and 
Berserks to get possession of someone's wife, or his land, or even just his loose property, or 
sometimes-like Bersi the Dueller, of whom we read in Kormac's Saga-just for the hell of it. In 
Kormac's Saga, we find one of the best descriptions of the Holmganga law. Kormac borrowed 
Skofnung from Skegg of mdfirth for his duel. Here is what happened: 

A cloak was spread under their feet. Bersi said 'You Kormac, challenged me to Holmganga; 
but instead of it 1 offer you Einvigi. You are young and inexperienced, and at Holmganga there 
are difficult rules, but none whatever at Ekvigi!' Kormac answered, 'I shan't fight better at 
Einvigi, and I'lI risk it, and be on equal footing with you in everything.' 'You shall have your 
way then,' said Bersi. 

This was the Holmganga law: that the cloak should be ten feet from one end to the other, with 
loops should be put pegs with a head at the top. These were called Tjosnur. Then three squares, 
their sides each a foot beyond the other, must be marked round the cloak. Outside the squaxes 
must be placed four poles called Hoslur (hazel poles). It was called a HazelIed Field when it 
was prepared thus- Each man must have t h e e  shieIds, and when these were made useless he 
must stand upon the cloak, even if he had moved out of it before, and defend himself with his 
weapons. 

He who had been challenged must strike first. If either was wounded so that blood came upon 
the cloak he was not obliged to fight any longer. If either stepped with one of his feet outside 
the hazel poles he was held to have retreated; if he stepped outside with bath feet he was heId 
to have fled. One man was to hold the shieId before each of the combatants. The one who 
received the most wounds was to pay a Hohslausn (indemnity for being released from the 
fight) of three marks of silver. 

Thorgds held the shield for his brother, and Thord Arnidsaron that of Bersi, who struck the 
first bIow and cleft Kormac's shield. Kormac struck at Bersi in the same way. Each of them 
spoiled three shieIds for the other. Then Kormac had to strike; he struck, and Bersi parried 
with Hviting. Skofnung cut off its point, and it fell on Kormac's hand and wounded him in the 
thumb, whose joint was rent so that bIood fell on the cloak. Thereupon the others intervened 
and did not want them to go on fighting. Kormac said, 'It's not much of a victory Bersi has got 
from my accident, though we part now.'15 

So some fights, like the one of Bersi v. Kormac, were well-regulated affairs where nobody came to 
much harm. (In this fight the only damage was that BersiJs sword, Hviting, was broken, Kormac's 
Skolnung-which he had borrowed horn Skeggi-got a nasty nick in it and Korn~ac got a cut thumb.) 
Very different was one fought by Egil, described in Ef l s  Saga. 

There was a fine field not far from the sea, where the Holmganga was to be. There the place 
was marked out by a ring of stones. Ljot came t11it11er with his men, prepared for the Holmganga 
with shield and sword. He was very large and strong, and when he ariived on the field at the 
Holmgang pIace the Berserk frenzy came upon him, and lie howled fiercely and bit the rim of 
his shield. 

E d  made ready for the Holmganga, having his old shield, witl-t his sword Nadr girt to his 
side and with Dragvandil (his other sword) in his hand. He went inside the marks of the 
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duelling place (i.e. the spaces marked out round the cloak) but Ljot ~v.5 not ready. Egil mised 
his sword and sang. 

After the song. Liot came fonvard and the laws of the Holmganga, that whoever 
stepped outside the sbnes which are set around the place of the Holmganga should ever 
afterwards be called Nithing (coward). 

Then they rushed at each other, and Egd shuck  at Ljot, who covered himself with his shield 
while Egil dealt blow after blow so that Ljot codd not strike back. He drewback to get room to 
srvir~g his sword, but Egil went just as fast after him and smote most violently. Ljot went out 
beyond the mark-stones and to and fro on the field. Thus went the first attack. Then Ljot asked 
to be allowed to rest, which Egil granted. 

Egil bade Ljot to make himself ready: '1 want this fought out,' he said. Ljot sprang to his feet, 
and Egil ran forward at once and struck kim; he went so close that Ljot stepped back, and his 
shield did not cover him. Then Egd smote him above the knee and cut off his leg. Ljot fell, and 
at once died. 

Another story concerning a fight is very different again. It is a tale of two peaceable men, farmers 
from Iceland, Thorstein and Bjarni. Neither of them was quarrelsome, but one of Bjarni's men 
was rude to Thorstein. He took no notice, but his tough old father who had been a fighter in his 
youth, insisted that Thorstein had been insulted and that he must fight Bjami. So in the end Bjarni 
walked over to Thorskein's farm: 

'Zhorstein, today you'll have to come out and fight with me, in the meadow here.' Thorsteh 
wasn't willing. but in the end he went and fetched his weapons and they fought with swords 
until their shields were cut to pieces. Then Bjani said he was thirsty, so Thorstein told him to 
go and get a drinkin the brook. Bjarni laid his sword down and went off. Thorstein had a good 
look at it while Bajwni was gone, and when he came back they fought again, and each found 
the other a good opponent. Then Bjarni said his shoe was undone, and Rorstein told him to 
do it up. While Bjarni was doing this, Thorstein went backinto the house and brought out two 
fresh shields and another sword for Bja r i ,  which, he said, was less blunt than the one he had 
been using. At the same time he said he'd be very wjlling to stop fighting and come to terms. 
However, Bjarni said no, they must go on, but Thorstein refused to sac the opening blow. 
Then Bjarni cut Thorstein's shield clean away, but Thorstein hewed through Bjami's shield in 
return. 'That was a mighty stroke' said Bjarni. 'No better than yours,' said Thorstein. 

Again Thorstein offered to come to terms. Now they had no shields to protect them, and as 
Bjarni was about to strike, he thought better of it, and said they had done enough. The end of 
the story was that Bjami put In a man to manage the farm for Thorstein's old father and took 
Thorstein into his household, and they remained close friends at1 their Jives.' 

Here we capture the very atmosphere of the Einvigi. Vexy different is the t a k  of another fight, this- 
time a real tree-for-all, a small battle between two groups of men. There is a splendid description 
of it in Eyrbryggja Saga, a fight on the ice on a river between Steinthor and his friends against the 
sons of Thorbrand. These latter defended themselves on a rock skerr- rising out of the ice: 

... And when they had been contending against each other for a good while, Thord Hawkeye 
made a run at the skerry and hurled a speas at Thorleif kimbi; for he was ever in the forefront 
of the battle. The missile shuck Thorleif's shield, and Thord lvas so busy defending lun~self 
that he lost his footing on the sheet of ice and fell on his back and slid backwards off the skerry. 
Thorleif kimbi sprang after him and was going Lo slay him before Ire sot to his feet again, but 
Steinthot ran up and defended Thord with his sliiclc?, 3nd with his other. hand he hewed at 



Thorlcif Lmbi  and cut OH 111s Its abo1.c thr knee. At the same time, another man cut a t  
Steinthor's middle, and as he sau* this he leL.rpt into the air and the blade came between his 
legs, perfomzing all three actions at one and thc sarnc instant. 

It is hardly surprising, in view of this, that Steinthor was said to be one of the finest fighting men 
in Iceland. 

There are numerous tales to tell of the deeds of the Vikings, tales funny, tales bloody, tales hard ta 
believe but probably true. There are the ferocious Shield-Maidens, not mythical Valkyrs but real 
girls of the same kind as the fighting Maharanees of the Rajputs in India. 

To return to the sword in the river or in the grave. Why? 

That the dead man wanted to take his sword with him to wherever he thought he was going is 
probably totally irrelevant. Really the Song of Roland-a Viking epic jn its own right-says it- all. 
'Let no man have you who would run before anotherr. In the Age of the Vings, and Iong after, 
there were three ways of ensuring this. One was to destroy the sword altogether by breaking it in 
pieces or by bending and fwistingit up so that it could not be used at alll. Another was by carefully 
wrapping it up and putting it in the grave with him in the expectation that somebody would 
come and take it out of the grave-as Skeggi of Midfirth did when he raided the grave at Roskilde 
of the 7th century E-Frolf Kraki, or when the girl Hervor took Tyrf~ng out of her father's grave to 
give to her son Grettir. Another, perhaps, more usual way was to follow the age-old tradition of 
the Norman people-the Celts in particular-and throw a sword into the water of a lake or river (to 
the great advantage of 20th century researchers). 

The Count struggles to his feet; he hies to break Durendal on a dark stone which stands there. 
Ten times he strikes, but the sword will not splinter nor break. 'Eh, good Durendal, you were 
set for sorrow. So long have you been wielded by a good vassal. Now I am lost and can care for 
you no longer. I have fought so many on the field with you, and kept down so many countries 
which Charles holds, whose beard is white. Let no man have you who would run before 
another!' Again Roland struck the sword on the stone. The steel grates, but will not splinter or 
break. When he sees that he cannot break it  at all, he begins to mourn the sword to himself. 
'Eh! Good Durendal, how beautiful you are, how bright and white! How you gleam and flash 
in the sunlight!' 

Nor is it surprising, from what we know of the difficulties of its making, that a certain mystery 
hung over the creation of a good sword, and that poets associated such weapons with gods and 
giants and long-dead heroes of the past. From what w e  know also of the complex ritual of duelling 
and the skill of good swordsmanship, it is only to be expected that a vast body of sword-lore-part 
technicalities and part superstition-grew up, a small portion of which has survived, and an even 
smaller portion of which is comprehensible to us now. The conditions of society changed in time, 
and a more settled existence replaced the old heroic way of life of the warrior lord and his band of 
followers. StilI the value of the sword as a weapon remained of sufficient importance to keep its 
reputation alive. Heroic tales continued to be told, based on a world of adventure in which the 
sword in the hero's hand was the key to achievetnent. In medieval h e s  it gained fresh glories as 
the weapon of the Christian knight, and for a long while duelling customs kept up the necessity 
for swordsmanship. Now it is obsolete, and we can catch only the reflection of its former splendour 
in the literature of the past. There is no single object anlong the possessions of a modern man 
which may be compared to it. It demands, therefore, a determined effort of study andimagination 
if we are to realize the significance of the sword, so powcrkrl a weapon in men's hands and so 
potent a symbol in men's minds for hundreds of years. But s u d ~  an effort is indeed worth while, 
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for much of the life and vigour of our early literature must be lost for ever when the memory of 
the sword has faded.16 

Such is the sentiment and the mystique. To originate and sustain that, the work of generations of 
fine craftsmen was needed. In this book a few good examples of this craftsmanship are calibrated. 
When they are reassessed not with the eye alone, but with the shaping spirit of the imagination, 
understanding may come. 

H.R. Ellis Davidson, T?le Szuord in Arzglo-Snxot~ E~ig ln?~d  (Oxford, 1962). A Fragment from an Estonian Viking Epic, 
Knltmpoe,~.  

~av idson  (19621, p, 214. 
Heribert Seitz, Blnnhunfrn 1: Ge~chicErf e I r nd Tvenen fwicklrr n g  im ezcropdischen Kul f urbereich VOJI der priilristorischell 

Zeit bis znwr En& des 16.~nhr1tzuiderts (Braunschveig 1964). 
.' Jan Petersen, De Norske Vikittgesverd (Oslo, 1919) and A. N. Kirpichnikov, Russische Wagen des 9-15th Jnhrlt~tnderts. 

Dublin, The National Museum of Ireland. 
Seitz (19641; the h e s t  example of the hilt-form is the G&g West sword in York. 
This is in the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology in Downing College, Cambridge. 

.' Jorrna Leppaaho, Spiifeisezzriflich~ Wnfleen nus FinnInnd: Sckwertinschr~fm und W(i"envenierungen cles 9.-12. 
Jfllrrfrnndcrls (Helsinki, 1964). 

This is generally referred to as the Xing- Style. 
lo Leppaaho (1964). 

Ewart Oakeshott, 'Beati Omnipotensque Angeli Christi', Park Lane Arms Fair Catalogue 3 (19861, pp. 5-14. 
Seitz (1964), pl- 63, p. 106. 

l 3  Leppaaho (1964). 
l4 Davidson (1962), p. 196. 
" Davidson (19621, p. 266 and R. Ewat Oakeshott, 71ze Archneology of Weapons (London, 1960), pp. 155-156. 
'WDadson (19621, pp.215216. 

Portions of this chapter are excerpted from Ewart Oakeshott 'Medieval Swords-Pat TV: Odin's Flame*, TIIe Gun 
Report, vol. XXXL no. 8 Uan., 19861, pp. 18-23 and Ewart Oakeshott, 'Medieval Swords-Part 'V: Deshayer of the 
Mail Shirt', The Girr~ Report, vol. XXN, no, 9 (Feb-, 1986), pp. 14-19, courtesy of World-Wide Gun Report, Inc., PO. 
Box 38; Aledo, JL 61321. The entire series of Grtrr R q o r t  articles has been reprinted in a single voIum as S W Y ~  in 
H ~ n d  (Minneapolis;, 2000) and is evajlablc from Arms & Armor, Inc., 1101 Stinson Blvd. NE; MinneapaIis, MN 
5541 3. 
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Overview of Hilt & Blade Classifications 
Lee A. Jones 

The swords of the Viking Age have traditionally been classified on the basis of the form and 
decoration of their Mts, as this is where the variation is greatest and the developmental 
relationships are the most obvious. Subtle evolution of blade form may also be discerned during 
this period, but this is generally gradual and rarely offers convenient 'break points' for natural 
typological classification. Preferred blade length and weight would have varied among warriors 
throughout the period, as men vary in their own attributes, and this contemporary variation 
obscures recognition of overd trends in blade dimensions. Also, the manufacture of blades was 
likely Limited to relatively fewer centres of production than that of hilts, with consequently 
increased standardization. While particular styles of hilt are often associated with corresponding 
types of blade, this hequently is not the case. Some blades appear to have had a long 'worhng' 
Me, as an earlier blade is occasionally found mounted with a style of hilt which dearTy had yet to 
be devised when the blade was forged. 

Classifications Based Upon Hilts 

At h s t  glance, there appears to be a near limitless variety of forms of Vrking Age sword hdt, and 
indeed, as handmade objects, no two are exactly alike. After some consideration, however, it may 
be seen that, among swords in general, those of the Viking Age are all relatively similar, having 
symmetrical single-handed grips, a simple crossguard or lower guard and an upper hilt composed 
of an upper guard and or pommel. Perfect schemes of classification are rarely, if ever, acheved. 
Fortunately, this is inconsequential as the ultimate value of a SypoIogical dassification Jies not in 
it being an end unto itself, but in being a tool with which to organize recognition of common 
features and thus relationships. For the swords of the Vdcing Age, Jan Petersen's classification 
centred upon the Norwegian rnatex-ial and published in 1919' has proven most enduring. The 
same work also presents classifications of Viking Age spears and axes and proposes a still well 
accepted chronology based upon associations between the various types and other dateable 
artefacts found within excavated paves. Petersen has assigned letter designations, A to AZ, to the 
main kult styles, with the earliest types being assigned the letters at the front of the alphabet and 
the latest those at the end. Petersen placed those types less common in his experience ar otherwise 
not fitting into the main classification into szrfypcw or 'distinctive types' and placed them in his 
book in sections at the close of each century's main types. R.E,M. Wheeler published a somewhat 
simpler classification, more focused upon the British material, in 1927"hich Ewart Oakeshott 
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s~~bseq~ent lv  upndrd  in 1960' to include hvo furthcr types .lnd rvhich ia  presented in the 
preceding siction on pp. 3-5. Alfred Geibig a multiaxial scheme in 1991' which covers 
the material of western Germany. Both Wheeler and Geibiig ornil some of the forms described by 
Petersen and include other forms not p~esented in Petersen's system, owing primarily to the 
differences in geographical focus between their works. Still further forms are described in the 
works of those scholars such as A.N, Kirpichnikov%and Leena Tomaniera6 who have concenhated 
on finds from further eastern localities. 

Jakobsson' divided the majority of hilt styles into six design prindples. The first three incorporate 
triangular pommels, three lobed pommels and five lobed pommels, roughly corresponding to 
Wheeler's types II, JII and respedively. Jakobsson's design pfinciple 4 is the absence of a pommel 
with retention of the upper guard and corresponds to Wheeler's type I. Jakobsson's hfth design 
principle is the use of a curved lower guard, which incorporates Wheeler's t ypes V through VII, 
while his sixth design principle is the opposite of the fourth, with the presence of a pommel and 
the absence of an upper guard. Even a classification so simplified as Jakobsson's faces confounding 
examples. Curved crossguards may be associated with hilts having both a pommel and an upper 
pard  or with hilts lacking either the pommel or upper guard. Some of PetersenJs types aUow for 
either three or five lobed pommels on the basis of otherwise stnking simiIarities and both Wheeler 
and Jakobsson acknowlhdged that a case rou1d be made for combining these types into a single 
'lobated' type8 

Plotting swords of known h d  place on maps by type, whichJakobssong has done for his own and 
Petersen's types, leads l o  the inescapable conclusion that these swords did travel far and wide. 
Indeed the diversity of origins and styles of swords present in a particular Viking community 
must likely be analogous to the diversity of origins and styles of automobiles or watches which 
would be encountered analysing a modern community. The craftsmen who made these hlts were 
not constrained by twentieth century classifications and, though surely there were traditions to 
be maintained, i t  is dear that fasfions did change and attractive features noticed on a sword hilt 
imported from far afield could soon find their way into local production. Similarly, very old 
design features frequently persist often from well back into the Migration Period,lo though 
sometimes only in vestigial form, such as rivet heads upon the guards or lines i n s ~ b e d  into a late 
pommel recalling lobes. 

Observations on Petersen's Hilt Types 
The catalogue of exampIes, which follows on p. 25, is organized largeIy after Petersen's types and 
the features of many of the types are illustrated and discussed in more detail there. Below, on pp. 
18-19, is a diagram laying out the principal styles of Vking Age sword hilts under Petersen's 
classification and including a few common contemporary forms not included by Petersen. Rather 
than laying these out alphabetically, they have been grouped along the x-axis by similarities, with 
first consideration given to Jakobsson's six design principles. The convention of MichaeI Miiller- 
WILleI1 of shading the hilts usually made of or decorated with materials other t11an iron has been 
adopted. Finally, these type examples are positioned along the y-axis to depict the chronology of 
the types between 700 and 1100, with vertical bars indicating the time span with which each is 
associated. Curved gray arrows indicate those developmental relationships suggested by Petersen. 

Petersen considered his first two main types, type A and 8, which hot], hcorporak of 
triangular profile, to be from the t ime of the transition behueen the Migration Period and the 
Viking Age. Type A pommels are thin and  triangular and usually without decoration or lobation, 
although three lobed and even a seven lobed variant have been documented." The faces of type B 
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guards are relatively short in lengtll perpendicular to the blade but high in the dinlension of the 
bladers length and characteristically have a central ridge perpendicular to the bladefs length. 
Type B ponlmels are basically of triangular form, although a convex curve may be expected along 
the M O  free edges not affixed to the upper guard. The pommels and upper guards of type A and 
B hilts are both directly attached to the tang. as will often be the case with distinctive types 1 and 
2 and t h e ~ ~ ~ e i m  t~pe." petersen regarded type C, which appeared at the opening of the ninth 
century as being directly derived horn type B. Made of plain iron and without applied decoration, 
the basic overall hilt profle and the ridged, faceted crossguard face of type B is usually retained, 
but the upper p a r d  and pommel are now fused and made as a single, usually more massive 
piece, h u g h  @ooves and facets may the former separate elements of upper guard and 
~ornmd.  Type H was also regarded by Petersen as being derived from type B and remained in 
style kom the onset of the V h n g  Age, or even slightly earlier, through to the mid-tenth century. 
Type H was fie style most hequently encountered by Petersen, a ranking maintained in Jakobsson's 
survey. Just over one quarter of the type H swords in Petexsen's material were single-edged.'" 
Swords of type H are found across northern Europe and have been documented horn as far south 
as Switzerland and Yug~slavia?~Petersen notes that the guards of his type H are wide and have 
an elliptical contour. The width is greatest at the centre of each lateral face from where it tapers 
towards the plane of the bIade at either end and towards the grip and blade, respectively. In the 
earlier examples, a central. r idge line perpendicular to the blade length may be seen, recalling the 
geometry seen in types B and C.16 Unlike the plain iron of type 13, the exposed surfaces of these 
tvpe H hilts are usually covered with a soft metal plating of silver, copper and or brass generally 
k the form of wires in parallel m y  and often forming geometric patterns with the contrast 
betrueen the different metals. Another difference from type B is that type H pommels are secured 
to the upper guard by rivets, rather than being directly attached to the tang. Type I, represented 
herein by C23127 in Oslo and depicted in pl. VII, retains most of the features of type H, but differs 
in being characterized by a lower pommel. in whch the upper edges of the pommel may have a 
gently concave contour and in having narrower, lower guards. 

Lobated pommels represent a stylistic heritage persisting from the Migration Period, with Petersen's 
distinctive types 1 and 2 and the later described Mannhejm type representing the form in the 
transition to the Viking Age. Pe tersen regarded distinctive type 1 as a simplification of a Migration 
Period pattern having a tall middIe section and animal heads on the side. The example he illustrated, 
C19809 horn S. Skjsnne, Nore, Buskerud, is without applied decoration.I7 Applied decoration is 
commonly, though not uniformly, seen upon hilts af distinctive type 2. Hilts of the related 
Mamheim type will frequently be decorated with characteristic applied engraved or embossed 
strips of bronze. Some of the Mannheim hilts which have such decoration will show littIe or no 
Iobulation of a fairly smoothly semicircular pommel. Type D comprises a type with distinctively 
massive decorated hilts incorporating lobated pommels and is from the first half of the ninth 
century. The guards, pommel and in some examples the grips are formed of iron which is overlaid 
with bronze or copper over the recessed areas and with silver covering the raised areas. The 
pommel of a type D hilt is usually attached to the upper guard by rivets. Petersen regarded his 
type E as being derived horn type D and many examples retain the same three lobed ~ornrnel 
profile with the outer lobes vaguely recalling animal heads. However this shape is not the ultimate 
defining characteristic as Petersen goes on to note that the shape and even the lobation are absent 
in some examples. What is uniformly present is an array of dosely spaced depressions or l its 
covering the faces of the p a r d s  and pommel. In contrast Wit11 t w e  D, pctersen notes that the 
pommels of E arc fastpned directly b the tang rather than being riveted tQ the u ~ ~ e r ~ a r d - ' '  
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hilts with overlaid non-ferrous 
decoration and non-ferrous hiits 

plain iron hilh (after Miiller-Wille) 
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A number of forn-ts will follo~v in the tenth century x v l ~ i c h  ~t .21 r c t ~ i n  the legacy of a dominant 
central pommel lobe and smaller flanking lobes, such as types I<, S and Z Other successors to this 
tradition will be the more semirircular in profile, though stil1 three lobed, pommels of the tenth 
century t,vpes U and V. 

Petersen regarded his type K with its characteristic five, and rarely seven, lobed pommel as being 
native to the Frankish lands by the mine and speculated that the type came to Norway in the first 
half of the ninth century as a result of Viking raids.'? Find places are broadly distributed across 
Europe from as far south as the Balkans." The presence of two distinct upper hilt components is 
most typical of this type; however, in late examples of type K the upper guard and pommel, may 
have fused into a single piece with only incised lines recalling the former boundary, as is the case 
with C11014 in the Universitetets Oldsaksamling, Oslo, shown on pp- 72-73. Within Norway, the 
form continued evolving into the second half of the 1115th century, ultimately to g v e  rise to type 
0 in the late ninth to early tenth century. 

The simplest pattern of Viking Age Mt, type M, has relatively austere bars of iron forming the 
guards and lacks a pomme1. A variable degree of tapering and rounding of the edges of the bars 
may be expected, T p e  M is the second most commonly encountered type of Viking hilt and is 
associated with contexts of the mid ninth century though to the middle of the second half of the 
tenth century. A variant with gently carving guards, type persists into the early eleventh centuryf 
and likely gives rise to type E, which has wider and more strongly curved guards which flare out 
at  the ends. The double edged blades associated with type fi are characterized by Petersen as 
having a narrow, deep fuller and neither inscriptions nor pattern-welckkng. The earliest hilt type 
d t h  guards strongly curved away from the grip, Petersen's type Lf has traditionally been regarded 
as a native English Anglo-Saxon type on the basis of the frequent presence of Anglo-Saxon 
Trewhiddle style nielloed silver overlay ornament.21 Also most common in Britain are later forms 
with similarly w e d  pards  having broader faces, not present within Petersen's classification, 
but included by Wheeler as hs types VX and Vn. 

Swords having a pommel but lacking an upper guard are typified by type X. Petersen defines two 
variants of type X collectively dating from the first half of the tenth century through to the middle 
of the eleventh century. He did not regard the type as being originally Nordic, and noted that it 
was a common Germanic type in central and northern E ~ o p e . ~  More recent finds from outside 
of Scandinavia suggest the appearance of the type may be as early as the mid ninth century.'?3 The 
rarer form, which Petersen designated as older, has a s h r n e r  and taller pornrneI, up to 5.1 an in 
height, and a crossguard measuring up to 2 cm along the axis of the blade, which may be slightly 
curved downwards towards the blade. An example of tlus vafiant, C26494 in Oslo, may be seen 
on pp. 11&117. The later and more common of the two variants, typified by the example illushated 
on pp. 120-121, has a narrower, lower, 2.7 to 3.5 cm, and thicker pommel and a less tkck, 0.7 to 1.4 
cm along the axis of the blade, crossguard." Fefersen notes that the evolution of pommels kowards 
those smaller in terms of height and width, but thicker, is associated with a lenghening of the 
crossguard and that the transition to post: Viking Age medieval swords may be seen in later 
examples where the grip side of the pommel assumes a more convex form, such as may be seen in 
NM 20331 on pp. 122-123. 

Single-edged Blades of the Viking Age 

While the majorjty of srlwiving Viking Age swords have double-edged blades, single-edged blades 
coexisted throughout the period. T ~ t e r s e n ~  describes single-edged blades without surviving hilt 
elements being found principally in the context of th* binsition from the Migration Period into 
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the Viking Age. He considered these blades, most often found in western and central Norway, to 
have 'evolved' locally in that area b.ir stages from the knife length scramasax. With the onset of the 
V i n g  Age, the same sort of hilts are found on double-edged blades began to be applied to 
these single-edged blades, and in Petersen's material, single-edged blades predominate among 
 words with hilts of his types C, F and G and are a common finding among types B, H and M. 
~ h e s e  single-edged blades are often a little longer than contemporaneous double-edged blades, 
being as much as 80 to 85 cm in length and even rarely exceeding 90 cm. Such single-edged sword 
blades have haditionauy been regarded as the work of local smiths, rather than as being imported 
~roducts from a spec iked  workshop. The usual lack of inlays or pattern-welding is offered in 
defence of this attribution, but occasional exceptions, such as the pattern-welding observed in 
f-24217 in Oslo, illustrated on p. 41, confound either this hypothesis or, more likely, that which 
holds pattern-welding to be limited to specialized workshops outside of Scandina~a. Single- 
edged blades also have a reputation of being thicker, and thus heavier, than double-edged blades. 
From two-dimensional photographs, a balance point well forward from the hiIt would be expected, 
however, the three single-edged swords for which balance points could be measured in preparation 
for this volume had a balance point located an average of 20% of the length of the blade forward 
from the cross, as compared with 23% for all measured swords. Single-edged blades are unusual 
among swords with kilt types appearing after the close of the ninth century. Petersen% reported 
two single-edged bIades with hilts of type X from western Norway, noting them to have blades 
that, while remaining wide, were thinner than those single-edged blades from earlier in the V k n g  
Age. 

Double-edged Blades of the Viking Age 

Geibig" has classified the principal blade forms relevant to the Viking Age into five types on the 
basis of the length of the blade and fuller, the width of the blade at its origin, the degree of taper of 
the blade and fuller and the form of the tip. This typology is schematically represented to scale on 
the following page, with numerical measurement ranges from Geibigfs work, in some cases 
expanded by the swords studied in preparation of this volume, summarized in the table on p. 23. 

Blade type 1 came5 over from the late Migration Period and persists up to the close of the eighth 
century. Blade length is moderate, varying between 70 and 80 cm. The type is characterized by 
moderately wide blades having nearly parallel edges, dthough a taper to about 86% of the blade's 
maximum width, measured 60 cm from the origin, is consistent with this type. In a very small 
measured sample, maximum thckness at the o r i p  ranges between 0.36 and 0.52 crn and tapers 
to an average 79% of maximum over 60 cm. This average conceals a variation from an essentiaIIy 
flat blade remaining at 98% to another tapering to 69% of thickness. Blades of this type often Iack 
a fuller and have flat faces. Geibig also describes examples with shallow fullers, 1.8 to 2.3 ern in 
width. The points of type I blades are short and spatulate. In the same series of thickness 
measurements, thickness measured 5 cm back from the tip is 44 to 89% of maximum thickness. 
These blades are usually pattern-welded, with three, four or occasionalSy five bands visible on 
each bIade face. 
Blade type 2 appears in the mid eighth century and persists until the middle of the tenth century- 
These blades tend to be slightly longer than their predecessors as well as being slightly wider- The 
major change, with the earlier form, is in degree of taper of the width of the blade, 
which varies between 67 and 83% of the maximum. Thickness rneasurenzents are available on 
two examples, the firs( being that illustrated in plate with maximums of 0-50 and 0.44 cm at 60 
rm tapefing to 82% and 66% of that, respectively, and to 48% and unchanged at66%, r e s ~ e c t i ~ e l ~ ,  
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Chronology and Principal Styles of Double-Edgr.ci S3t:\:c..ord Blades of the Viking Age 
under Geibjg's Classific,ztion 

-A-  
parallel edged to minimally tapering blade with short tip 

A- 1 
gently tapering blade with fuller of near uniform width 

gently tapering blade with tapering fuller 

A 
moderately tapering short blade with elongated tip 

- A  
moderately tapering l o n ~  blade with elongated tip 

1 4 0  , 161) 170 , 180 I 190 I ~ m l  

- A -  point - 3 full<-r kn$h nnpc 1 1 blade Icngth r a n g  



- 
Gray blocks highlight the most dramatic Some value ranges have been widened from Geibig's work 
changes between the various types. to reflect the swords examined in preparation of this volume 

measured 5 cm back from the tips. Fders  are expected in this type, tending to be at least 83% of 
blade length and with widths generally bet.ween 1.7 and 2.7 cm. Measured 40 cm from the origin, 
the fuller should taper to no less than 95% of its maximum width, this minimal. fuller taper being 
an important distinction between this type of blade and t ype  3. The transition to the point is more 
gradual than that of the previous type and may be characterized as being of moderate length. 
These blades may be pattern-welded, commonly with h.vo or three bands upon each face, and 
may also bear superimposed iron inlays of geometric form. Non-pattern-welded blades of this 
form may have iron inlaid Ulfberht or Ingelrii inscriptions. Geibig further subclassihes this type 
into three variations. 

Blade type 3 appears during the second half of the eighth century and continues for two centuries 
into the second half of the tenth century. The overall size and profile of these 'blades is very similar 
to that of type 2 and it is an increased degree of taper of the fuller that most readdy sets type 3 
apart from t y p e  2. Maximum blade thickness at the forte averaged 0.50 ern with a distribution 
between 0.38 and 0.61 cm and tapered to an average of 75% at 60 cm and 61% at 5 cm from the tip. 
Ulberht inscribed blades may be of this form as may be pattern-welded blades, which also may 
also bear superimposed iron inlays of geometric form. 

Blade type 4 is found in contexts from the mid tenth century through to about the mid eleventh 
century. Blades of this form tend to be shorter than those of their predecessors, though the extremes 
of the length distributions overlap somewhat between types. Similarly this group is the narrowest 
in width at the origin. Geibig reported a maximum width of 5 cm, which would, i f  sefiously 
enforced, exclude a few otherwise qualrfylng examples such as the sword in the British Museum, 
shown on pp. 80-81, h - n  the Thames at fing's Reach with an iron inlaid lngelrii inscription. As 
a group, these blades are the most strongly tapered of the Viking Age, a distinction that is largely 
real and only partially resulting from mathematical exaggeration consequent to their shortness 
and perhaps the artifact of the transition to the tip begnning at a distance less than the 
60 ern at which taper has been measured. The degree of taper of the fuller also reaches its maximum 
in this type, likely para]lelbgthe increased taper of the blade. The transition to the tip is longer in 
this type than in any of the previous types. Ingelrii inscriptions are frequently found on blades of 
ths type and, despite the late date ,  blades of this geometry may also be pattern-welded. 
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Blade type 5 originates in the mid tenth century and continues into ihf last half of the eleventh 
centurv. The longest double-edged blades of the Viking Age fall into this ppe, whicl~ has a moderate 

the origin, usually close to 5 rm. The profile is very n~uch  a stretched out version of the 
previous type, with some evamples matching the maximum reduction to 61 % of width at 60 cm of 
type 4. The least tapered exampIes of type 5 have only a few n~ore percentage points of taper than 
the least tapered examples of types 2 and 3. Measurements of one example of this tJrpe in an 
unusually fine state of preservation disclosed a maximum thickness of 0-57 crn at  the origm, which 
tapered to 62% of that at 60 cm, and which further tapered to 43%. measured 5 crn from the tip, I 

Geibig's series documents maximum fuller widths between 1.8 and 2-25 cm. A number of eleventh 
century swords with blades corresponding to Oakeshott's types Xa and XI have profiles and 
inscriptions of a nature most consistent with type 5, except that they have fullers well below 1.8 
crn in width. Tapering of the fuller for type 5 may run a gamut anywhere from none to a reduction I 

to 7S%, measured at 40 un f-rorn the origin of the blade. EngeIrii inscriptions may be found on 
blades of this type as are iron idaid inscriptions incorporating ME FEUT and the IN NQMlNE DOMINI 
invocation. I 

Jan Petersen, DE Norske Viki~zpes~erd (Oslo, 1919). An English translation by Kristin Noex of portions of this work 
may be found at ~~.~~. ik ingsword.com/petersen .  
' R.E. M o w e r  Wheeler, Londo~t nnd fl i t  Vikings (London Mtrseirm Catalogues: No. I )  (London, 1927), pp. 29-37. 
R. Ewart Oakeshott, The Arcimeo1og-y of Wcnpolzs (London, 1960), pp. 132-139. 
A k e d  Geibig. Beitrage z ur tnorphologischen Enhoicklung des Sclzsuert~s im Mittelrt lter: Eine Annlyse des Fundnmteriuls 

vor r r  a~t~$e!~mEEen 8. bis ZUIYI  72. Jahrhu rzderf aus Sumrnlungen der Brrndesrepublik Deutscllland (Neumiinster, 1991). 
j A. N. Kirpichnikov, 'Drevnerusskoye aruzhiye (vyp. I) Mechi i Sabli, IX-XIll w', ArkJ~eoIogjya SSR (1966), pp. El- 
36. 
Leena Tomantera, K n h i  Koyliulz 7niekknImu tan. Vnnhankartnno~z C-kalmiston hrr udat XVf ja X W  (Helsinki, 1978). 
Mkael Jakobsson, Krignrideologi oclt vikingntirln snir'rds fypologi (Stockholm, 1992), pp. 2478,178-1 79. 

"eeler (1927), p. 34; Jakobsson (19921, p. 178. 
Jakobsson (1992), pp. 6345,208-240. 
lo EIis Behmer, Dns Ziueisclr neidige Sclz~uert der Gemnn ischen Volkmwnnder ungszeit (Stockholm, 1939) l 
and WiIfried Menghin, Dns Schwert irn Friihm Mittclsllfrr (Stuttgart, 1983). 

Michael Miiller-Wille, 'Das Prunkschwert aus dem Schatz der Miinsterkirche zu Essen und weitere 
i 
I Prunkschwerter aus ottonischer und karolingischer Zeit in Europa', Dns Zeremoninlscl~werl der Esse~er  

Domscknfzknmmer, ed. Alfred Pothmann (Miinster, 1995), p. 140, fig. 3. 
!' Petersen (19191, p. 54. 
" Geibig (1991), pp. 9C-100. 
l4 Petersen (19191, pp. 89,94 and Jakobsson (19921, pp. 209-21 0. 
' V n  example from Neuenburgersee now in the Schwelzerischen Landesmuseum in Zurich, accession LA4 860, is 
illustrated and described in Hugo Schneider, WaJJen inr Sclz~ueizerisd~er~ Landes~nuset~nrr GrifSwnffc~t J (Zurich, 2980), 
p. 15. See also Jakobsson (1992), pp. 209-210 and 220. 
j 6  Petersen (1929), p. 90. 
l7 Petersen (1919), pp. 6465. 
1" Petersen (1919), pp. 76-77. 
'' Petersen (1919), pp. 10&211. 
zn Mikael lakabsson (19921, m. 210 and 221. 

, L A  '' Willern J. H. Willems and Jaap Ypey, 'Ein Angelsachsisches Schwert aus dcr Maas bei Wessen, Provinz Limburg 
(Niededande)', Arc~~iiologisc~zes Korrc5pond~nblntt 15 (19851, pp. 10S113; H.R. Ellis Davidson, The Szoord i ~ i  Anglo- 
Snxon E?a,yland (Oxford, 1962), pp. 69-71. 
" Petersen (1919), pp. 15W67. 

Geibig (1 991), pp. 14>147,151. 
'.' Petersen (1919), p. 160. 
~5 Petersen (1919), pp. 55-58. 
Petersen (1919). p. 161. 

27 Geibig (1991), pp. 83-90,150-154. 



Catalogue of Examples 



Private Collection 

Dntt*: fifth or sixth century 
filcicl(~ ic.3mgtlt: 71.5 cm 
Cunditiow: excellent 

We do not know any details related to the finding of this sward which was in the colIection 
I 

of DfAcre Edwards, who died in 1961. His fine collection was initially sent to Gorringes at  
Lewes, East Sussex, but eventually was auctioned at Christie's in London. It is however 
significant that a similar pattern-welded sword blade, many spear heads, one of which 
was pattern-wdded, and several early axe heads, including one horn the seventh century, 
were in the collection of D'Acre Edwards.' 

This fine pattern-weldcd blade is in an excellent state of preservation. Close inspeckion of 
the tang and shoulders of the blade indicated that it was never an overly long blade and 
probably no more than 28.5 inches In length. Maximum blade width is 5.5 cm. The central 
fullers me 2.3 to 2.5 cm wide and run almost to the end of the well-preserved tip. The 
fullers also continue up the broad sturdy tang which is also pattern-welded. Both cutting I edges are in excellent condition and bear evidence of much use. Indeed, both cutting 

i edges remain extremely sharp. 
I 

It is the sheer beauty of the pattern-welding to which one's eyes are drawn.' It appears 
I 

that the central body of the blade was assembled from twisted bars of three layered material 
s t a h ,  the two steels being in alternating order. The resulting pattern was achieved by 

F the degree of grinding to which the blade was s~bjected.~ By studying both sides of the 
; blade, i t  becomes clear that the structure patterns run in different directions. This has Ied 
i the metalIographers in Berlin to deduce that the blade is composed of two layers which 

I were then folded over and welded together. The cuttingedges were then fabricated 
I separately and later weIded to fie cenhal body. I 

1 Quite remarkably a whole collection of trace elements was found in the blade, namely, 
/ Gallium. Yttrium, Hafnium and Thallium with "significantly elevated contents of 

Chromium, Yttrium, Niobium, Molybdenum, Hafnium and Thallium found jn the cutting 
, edge material'? 

There was originally a significant amount of residual scabbard material sticking to one 
side of the blade, dose to the hilt. 

David Nicolle, Medimal Warfare Source Book; Volume 1: Warfare in Western Christendom 
(London, 1995), pp. 35 and 82. 
See the photographs showing both sides of the blade towards the point. It is indeed awesome t.o. 

I dwell upon the skill of these swordsmiths of some 1,500 years ago. The quality of their raw 
material would not have been consistent, and yet we can regard .with great respect the product 
of the strength of their arms and the sweat of their brow. 

See p. 7 herein. 
For a complete scientific appraisal of this important weapon see Christian Segebadefs report. 

+ Full length view showing the robust tang and broad fuller of this pattern-welded sword blade of the 
Migration Period. Digital composite prepared from a photograph by the ~undesanstalt fijr 
~ a t e r ~ a l f o r s c h u n ~  und-prDfung, Bcrlin and a pho~agraph from tllc archives of Ewafl Oakeshott. 



+ Photographs prepared at the 
8undesanstalr fur Marcrialforschung und- 
prufung, BerEinpriifung of the pattern- 
welding d this blade. 



National Museum of Ireland, DubXin 

Dnte: eighth century 
hd-pinct.: ncnr Askeaton, County Lirncnck, I r c l a~~d  
OzvrnIl Icrrgfh: 90.0 crn Rlctde 1~'~gtl.tlr: 73.5 crn - 
Len$lth qf cross: 12.2 cm Lc?lgtlt qf ,yripr 9.4 c m  

BnIclncr point: 16.6 cm 
7 Condition: excellent condition in all respects 

Petcrsen type: A 
Behmer Vpe: VIII 

According to Wakeman, this weapon was found in a river near Askeaton, C o u n ~  
Limerick, about the year 1848. Presented by the Rev. Robert J. Gabbett, late of Il;oynes, 
to W.F Wakeman and by him to the Collection of the Royd Irish Academy. 

The finely tapering blade of this important sword appears to have received no 
hazardous forms of cleaning and remains in an unusually excellent condition with 
only a few smdl areas of light pitting. The fullers are shallow and as Bere recorded, 
indistinct, and they run to almost the whole length of the blade.' One area close to 
the hiIt has some deep corrosion, but this allows us a glimpse of the s t m h r e  of the 
blade metal, which appears to be composed of bundles of rods arranged 
longitudinally, across the whole width of the blade. 

The canoe-shaped cross is long, slender, and elegant and bears no traces of any 
former decoration. The lower element of the pommel is a smaller version of the 
cross and is fitmly attached to the long, Iow and comparatively thin upper portion. 
The latter is divided into three pats  by two sets of parallel grooves, one set of 
which still retains its hammered-in strands of silver wire. This thin upper portion 
sits on a raised 'lipJ which skirts its boundary. There has been some attempt to 
decorate this lip by applyingtwo vertical and parallel cuts every 1.5 crn or so around 
its lengthb2 The hefty tang c d e s  two iron mountings with turned-up ends like the 
cross. These are serrated on the outer edges and recessed to accommodate and locate 
the grip. 

Jan Petersen makes many interesting comments upon this type. W e n  his book was 
published, in 1919, he knew of eight examples, one of which had a single-edged 
blade? For four of these, only the Mts were recovered from the graves. The curved 
upper guard and cross of this specimen are not typical of a type A, but after carefuI 
consideration, no other came even close to fitting the equation, Within Petersen's 
other categories it may be seen that many subtle variations existed. None of these 
with blades were pattern-welded or bore inscriptions. He also stated that this type 
had the narrowest and among the smallest of blades from the Viking Age. 
Distribution is wide across Norway, but it must be remembered that the sample is 
very small. Behmer placed this in his type WH." 

Johs. Sere, 'Norse Antiquities in Ireland', Viking Antiquities in Grenf Brifnin nnd Jrelfln4 
III,  ed. Haakon Shetelig (Oslo, 1940), p. 83 and fig. 53b. 

See H.R. Ellis Davidson, T h e  Sword in Anglo-Saxon Elrgland (Oxford, 1962), pp. 54-55 and 
fig. 82. The 'slightly upturned ends are not rivets'. 

Petersen was clearly unaware of the Askeaton sword, found in 1848, commenting that he 
did not know of this type outside of Nomay. 
For another example with sirniIar ears on the pommcl and curved guards see Bhs 

Behmcr, Dns Zaeishneidigc Sc!truerf dcr Gcrn~nn ischcn Vlilkcrzurtndrr u ~zgszcit (Stockholm, 
19391, fig. LXI, la and lb, Statens Historika Museum, StockhoTrn, accession 2194. 



6 Full length view of WK- 
25. Photograph courtesy 
of and copyright by the 
National Museum of 
Ireland. 

+ Hilt of WK-25. The 
two loose dev~ces about 
the tang are described by 
EOe as 'iron mountings, 
bent like the crossbars, 
and grooved along the 
edge' and are shown 
one against the upper 
guard and the other 
against the cross in fig. 53 
of Bse. Photograph 
courtesy of and copyright 
by the National Museum 
of lreland. 



?,prsen c-iskinctive type 1 
Behmer type: VI 

Drrle: eighth century 
Find-plnc(>: Bildsn, Denmark 
&ernl[ (pn$fl: 59.4 cm Bln& length; 41.3 cm (incomplete) 
Length of cross: 10.6 on Length ofgrip: 10.1 cm (a weld is noted) 
Condition: the hilt remains in an excellent condition; the blade has been electrolytically 
cleaned, but the process has revealed with some clarity its structure 

The entry in the museum records for this stunningly Mted weapon is under the year 
1877 m d  states 'Found in Bildso; present from a royal gamekeeper's wife. Sword and 
scabbard fitting (chape)'." 

The fragmentary blade appears to have been either electrolyhcally cIeaned or subjected 
to caustic cleaning and most callously, but this action has revealed two bands of 
pattern-welding, These are predominantly of chevron formation, enbjely so on the 
side illustrated, with rosencinrnast being present in about equal proportions with 
streifendnmnst upon the other. Each of the pattern-welded bands is about 0.9 cm wide.' 
One can also easily view the structure of the cutting edges .which had been each 
welded to the central blade section. 

All elements of the hilt surfaces are constructed of sheet silver and the damage ta the 
pommel allows the thickness of the precious metal to be determined as slightly less 
than 0.1 an. There are also traces of gdding on alI elements of the hilt. The decorative 
pommel is most exquisitely fashioned and must originally have been formed on some 
inner core of wood or other organic material which provided an inner supporting 
structure. On the better preserved side of the pommel, the side shown in the 
illustration, are a central and two flanking panels of decoration, in relief and which 
appear to represent tiny beasts gripping one another O d y  the central paneI, with 
similar decoration, remains on the reverse side. Rivet heads are seen at the extremities 
of the upper guard on the surface facing the grip, but as these are hollow, they clearly 
have a decorative function only. Two copper tabs protrude alongside each rivet head; 
they are pierced with a tiny hole and probably in some way had the structural function 
of holdin$ ar tylng the upper guard and pommel rigidy together. The crossguard, 
also of silver, bears no ornamentation and again has fdse rivets at its extremities. It is 
not damaged and therefore it is not possible to determine the material of which the 
core is constructed. 

The scabbard, which has lost its lower end, appears to be decorated in a similar fashion 
to the sword's pommel, i.e. a series of contorted fighting beasts. 

No details of the context of the find are given. It was first published in M4rnoires dc la sociift 
royale des Anfiqunires drt Nord 1872-1877 (Shnccs de In sacidti 18771, p. 385. A similar example 
to this has been found in Germany, ta which some schoIars have assigned a very early date, 
c. 800. 
For a variety of canfigurations of pattern-welding see especially Jorma Leppaaho, 

Spiifeisenzeihiche Wnficn aus Finnlnnd: S ~ l ~ ~ ~ r t i r r s d i r i f l e n  ulld Wnffc~zverzicrungen des 9.-12. 
JoltrJ~u~dcrts (Helsinki, 1964), pp. 31-32. 

K Copenhagen C3118 full length view. Photograph caurtesy of and copyright the National 
Museum of Denmark. 



T Detail of pattern-welded 
blade from drawing of C31 'T 8 
in MPrnoires de la sociCr6 
royale des An tiquaires du 
Nord 7 872-1 8 77 (Seances 
de la sociPti. 78771, p. 385. 

3 Drawing of scabbard 
chape associated with 
C3118, from 1877 as above. 

+ Copenhagen C3118 detail 
of hilt. Photograph courtesy 
of and copyright the National 
Museum of Denmark. 5ee 
also Eiis Behmer, Das 
Zweischneidige Schwert der 
Cermanischen 
Vljlkerwanderungszeit 
(5tockholm, 19391, fig. LI11, 2 
for another photo of this hilt. 



Universitetets Oldsaksamling, Oslo 

C20317 

-7 

Petersen distinctive type: 1 

Dnfe: eighth century 
Fi11d-placr: Steinvik farm, Hol Lodingen parish, Nordland, Norway 
Oi~emll lozcgfh: 100.1 crn Blnde lengfh: 83.8 cm 
Lengflr qf cross: 8.3 ern Lelzgth of grip: 10.1 crn 
Co~zditiorr: hilt in excellent condition; blade much corroded 

This handsome eighth century sword was found 51 a grave at a farm cded  Steinvik, in the parish of Ha1 
Ladingen, Nordland. It was discovered dose to a small mound of sand, the skeleton lying with its head to 
the east with the sword on the left side. Among the other artifacts, all of which were on the right side of 
the skeleton, wexhe an axe, pieces of a shidd boss, a domestic axe, a hammer, scissors, a knife and a fjle. A 
spearhead was lying some 2 meters away. The skull had a 4 to 5 cm long cut on the forehead, but th is  was 
not the cause of death, for the cut had healed. 

This is a b e a u W y  proportioned and long blade. It has shallow fullers and the cutting edges, although 
corroded, still have good definition. Originally it was some 6 cm wide at the cross and is pattern-welded. 

The hilt is most richly decorated.' Each side of the boat-shaped cross is adorned with three beautifulIy 
wrought, tiny rectangular bronze plaques, each of which contain minute animal ornamentation with all 
other areas of the lateral faces filled in with st-rips of silver wise, hammered onto the surface.' The upper 
and lower surfaces of the cross, towards the grip and bIade, are presently without signs of embellishment. 
The upper guard is the same shape and size as the cross and is decorated in an identical manner. It also 
retains good quantities of the applied silver strip. It is separated from the hilobated pommel by a band of 
closely twisted silver wire, much of which remains. The large central lobe is isolated from the two smaller 
outer ones by two sets of twisted silver wires.3 Embedded within it is an almost rectangular bronze 
plaque, inside which is another group of tiny, writhing animals. Flattened strips of twisted silver and 
copper w i r e  with an alternating chevron pattern highlight the inset panels and pommel lobulation. 
Otherwise, all other areas are covered with hammered on strands of silver strip..' The reverse side of the 
upper portion of the hilt is identical to that just described. The upper guard and pommel were held 
together by rivets, one of which remains. Each one of the animal plaques is different and it is not possible 
to identify any species. 

The quality of the decoration of this outstanding example makes it quite dearly the weapon of an important 
chieftain. 

See Jan Petersen, De Norske Vikirrgeszwd (Oslo, 19193, fig. 56 and p. 65. This sword is also discussed and illustrated 
in jamcs Graham-Campbell, Vikirlg Artcfircfs: A S~kcr CntnIope (London, 14801, pp. 69-70 and p, 243 and in hfichae1 
Miiller-Wille, 'Das P r ~ n ~ c h w c r t  aus dcm Schatz der Miinsterkirche zu Esscn und weitere Runbchwerter aus 
oltonischer und karolingischer Zeit in Europa', Dns Zerc~?rorriaiccJ~zv~~t dcr Essc,r~r Do,~~s~llatzknm~r~cr, ed. Alfred 
Pothmann (Miinster, 1995). pp. 135, 148 (transposed illu~tration) and 149 (caption). 
'The silver wire is appropriat~ly 0.1 cm thick. 
' Each set contains two wires. 
' Though here and there s s tnnd  of m p p r  has been used, perhaps as n rrsult of a repair. 
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Private C~llection Petersen type: B 
perhaps in transition to H 

Dnte: late eighth to early ninth century 
Fir~d-plnce: between Horn and Roermond, Province Limburg, HoIland 
O ~ w n l l  lencptt: 101.8 cm Blnde length: 84.8 cm 
LengtIr uf cross: 7.7 cm Lengflr o f p ' p :  10.5 cm p Enhnce paint 20.3 m 

L Condifion: excavated ' Found in 197l between Horn and Roermond, in the Limburg Province of the Netherlands, 1 by V D. Zwaag, during a dredging operation. 

The blade of this well-tapered large weapon is in excavated condition but fortunately 
some areas of the original surface have survived, especially on both sides near ta the 
crossguard. The broad shallow fullers run to a point of some 10.5 cm from the well- 

I preserved tip and even although areas of organic materid are in evidence they are both 
easily discernible (width close to cross 1.9 cm). Jan Petersen knew of 22 specimens of 

t type B from Norway of which 14 were double-edged and 8 single edged. Of these one 
I was pattern-welded and another possibIy so, otherwise they were aU without pattern- 

1 welding or inscriptions (inlaid decoration).' 

The sword under consideration is therefore of huge importance for not only is it pattern- 
/ welded, but it also has .iron-inlaid devices set into its blade. 

Centred some 9 c m  from the crossguard on one side of the bIade is a circular swirI of 
pattern-welding reminiscent of some af those flustrated by Leppaah~.~ This is followed 
by a straight bar across the whoIe width of the M e r  and yet another, a further 3 cm 
toward the point. Both of these are joined by a central bar. 

Further evidence of pattern-welding activity is discernible on both sides of the blade. 

The crossguard has survived remarkably well, with much of the original surface still 
intact. Each lateral face has been bevelled to form a low central ridges3 The stub ends of 
the crossguard also bear decoration. On each end three grooves had been cut (in line 
with the blade) into which decorative strips of copper alloy had been forced. Two strips 
on each end s t i l l  survive? 

The hefty tang tapers in both width and thickness towards the pommel and is still covered 
by a considerable amount of wooden grip material. 

The upper guard is heavily corroded but sufficient remains to state with certainty that it 
was a smaller version of the crossguard. One small area sports its original surface. One 
end has a central groove (in line with the blade) which would almost certainly have 
contained a copper-alloy strip. 

The pommel is much corroded and was riveted to the upper guard with the two 
components separated by a thin siIver alloy sheet which survives.5 

Jan Petersen, De hrarske Vikingesverd (Oslo, 1914), p. 61. 
Jorma Leppaaho, Spii'teiscnzeif l ich WaRmz arts Finnlnlzd: Sch7uertinsclzriffm und W~flenvcrziertr ngen 

des 9-12. J ~ l ~ r l t u  nderts (Helsinki, 1964), pl. IO,2c. 
"id., fig. 53. 
This is the first time I have seen crossguard ends decorated in this way. 
Petcrsen states that none of the 22 he inspected had the pommel riveted to the upper guard. 



Figure 53 from Petersen (1 9191, p. 62, of C16001 in the Universitetets 
Oldsaksamling, Oslo; the typical Petersen type 5. Captioned Jarstad, V. 
SIidre, Krist. 1/2. 

Detail of the hilt and the side of the pattern-welded blade having iron- 
inlaid devices. While the overall dimensions and profile of this hilt most 
closely resemble Petersen's type 6 ,  the presence af rivets securing the 
pommel to the upper guard and the presence of a small amount of 
applied nonferrous decoration would argue instead for an early type H as, 
for type 8, Petersen, p. 61, states, in Kristin Noer's translation at 
~mw.vikrn~wosd.com/petersen/pbnO67 b.html(8 Feb. 19981, Cuards 
and pommel are without metal covering or other ornamentation. The 
pommel ... was never attached to the upper guard with rivets.' 
Photograph by Doug Whitman. 

+ FIJI! length view of the sward dredged from the Maas floodplain 
between Roerrnond and Horn. Photograph by Doug Whitman. 

.C Idealized scale diagram of the copper alloy decoration present on each 
end of the iron crossguard, 



Universitetets OXdsaksamling, Oslo 

C777 
Petersen type: C 
Wheeler type: I1 

Dde: ninth century 
Find-pEncc: Vig farm, Flaa S o p  parish, Naesby, Hallingdalen, Norway 
Oz>ernlller~cgl.h: 102.4 cm Blnde lengtlz: 86 crn 
Length of cross: 8.5 cm Length of grir: 8.5 cm 
Bnlnnct. point: 20 cm 
Condition: very good and boasting some areas of original surface 

This double-edged ninth century specimen was found by ploughing just below the earth's surface, on the 
hillside of a farm called Vig in the parish of Flaa S o p ,  Naesby in Hallingdalen. 

The massive $6 cm blade is very similar to Cll014 (pp. 72-73) and tapers gendy to a spatulate tip. The 
fullers are niceIy defined and taper to fade some 12 cm from the point. There is a slight bend in the blade 
and, as one wouId expect, it corresponds with a point of bad corrosion. This example does not: appear to 
be pattern-welded. Both cutting edges are nicely formed and in some foci, boast their original surfaces. 

The short chunky cross, typical of this type, is boat-shaped in section but with blunt ends, It remains in an 
excellent state of preservation, considering its burial in the ground. It is bevelled in two directions, both 
on its lateral faces and ends. The massive, sturdy tang is terminated by a huge flat, triangular pommel, the 
top and bottom parts being separated by two deep parallel, thin cuts 3 mm. apart.l The top triangular 
portion has further simifar incised decoration, which is simple but effective. As with the blade, some areas 
of the hilt still sport their original s ~ f a c e s . ~  The pommel tilts to one side and this possibly may have 
resulted from its having received a blow from, for example, a plough, especially as the museum register 
states quite clearJy that it was found 'just below the earth's surface'. 

To conclude, it is extremely rare to h d  a Viing Age sword with an overall length of mare than 1 metre. 
Even considering the huge pommel, this weapon has a very poor balance, and consequently does not 
handle easily3 Petersen lists this hilt type as having a wide distribution." This type is among the heaviest 
of sword types and Jan Petersen determined the weight of C777 as a massive 1.896 kg (4.17 lb). 

See Jan Petersen, De Norske Vikingesvmd (Oslo, 1919), fig. 58. 
"t may well be that this weapon had been subject to extreme heat and is therefore exhibitinggledeskull. Gbdeskall 
refers to a compound of iron and oxygen (Fe,O,) created when an iron object is subjected to intense heat. Gigdeskall 
forms a shell (skai) or skin around the object and, as Iong as it is intact, provides some protection against corrosion. 
However, it often has minute cracks, which may permit corrosion to quickly attack the object behind the shell. 
Lee Jones and I both handled this weapon in 1993 and determined its paint of balance at that time. 
Petersen pp. 67-68. See also C24217, pp. 40-41 herein, the sword from North Arhus, Hjartdal, Telemark. 



3 Detail of hilt, Photograph courtesy of 
and copyright Universitetets 
Oldsaksamling, negative 23352/16. 

+ Full length view of C7T7. Photograph 
by Ove Holst, courtesy of and copyright 
Universitetek Oldsaksamling, negative 
21 581/34. 



British Museum, London 

1873,l.Z-19 233 
Pet ersen type: C 
Wheeler type: 11 

Dnk: ninth to tenth century 
Find-pincr: burial mound at Hov, Hoff, Aker, Oslo, Norway 
Overall la~gtFr: 95.6 cm Blnde lcnglh: 78.6 cm 
Lenglll qfcross: 6-7 un Length of*: 9.5 cm 
Balmlce point: 15.9 cm 
Condilion: generally the blade and the hilt are in a very good excavated condition 

According to the museum reglster, the find spat was 'Norway, Oslo, Aker, Hoff, Hov, 
burial mound'. It was purchased from Ws. Frances EJizabeth Thurnam and collected 
by Dr. J o h  Thurnam. 

This is a very broad bladed weapon with a width of 6.2 an (nearly 2.5 jnches) where the 
blade meets the crossguard. It may have been broken at some stage about 18.5 crn from 
the point and welded. The fullers are fajrly distinct in some places and are 2.5 cm wide 
at the Mt, after which they taper down and eventually end some 9 cm from the point. 
Again, the cutting edges are isl excellent condition in places. On one side and close to 
the moss is a coating of organic material sticking to the surface and this is likely to be the 
remains of a wooden scabbard. Further d o m  the blade there is an area which exhibits 
the original surface and there is no doubt we have another good example of glodeskall. 
The museum register also states that there is an iron 'inlaid maker's mark of three groups 
of pattern-welded bars separated by two zones of lattice'. On inspection I could not see 
this and I could find no mention in the splendid paper on the radiographic study of the 
swords in the British Museum.' However, because I could not see it does not mean it is 
not there. 

The cross is boat-shaped and similar to that shown above in Petersen and two Little 
shallow fullers have been ground out on either side of the lateral faces. The sturdy tang 
is still firmly embedded in the chunky pommel. Both lateral faces of the pommel each 
have a single shaIIow fuller and each appear to have been bounded by two pairs of 
parallel cuts. 

Petersen states that in Norway he was aware of 110 specimens of type C, which is clearly 
a direct development from type B.2 Of these, forty were double-edged, like the sword 
presently under consideration, sixty-seven were single-edged and in three cases it could 
not be determined. 

' Janet tang and Barry Agcr, 'Swords of the Anglo-Saxon and Viking Periods in the British 
Museum: a Radiographic Study', Wcnpa~ls n ~ r d  WnrJnre ill A~~glo-Snxon En,ylnrrd, ed. Sonia 
Chadwick Hawkes (Oxford, 1989), pp. 8,5122. 
"an Petersen, Dc Norske Vikingesvtrd (Oslo, 1919) , pp. 66-70. Kxistin Noer's English translation 
of this section of Peterson's tcxt dealing with typc C may be found at the MecIieval Sword 
Resource Site, www.vikin~sword.com/petersen/ptsn0h6c.html(20 May 2000). 

+ Full I c n ~ t h  view of7 573, 12-1 9 233. Photc~~raph courtesy of and copyright British Museum- 



National Museum of Ireland, D u b h  

WK-31 
Petersen type: C 
Wheeler type: IT 

Dote: ninth to early tenth century 
fin&-plnce: Kilmhham, DubIin, Ireland 
&emll length: 82.0 crn Blnde lelrgtlr: 66.5 cm 
Length of cross: 9.0 crn Lellgfh of grip: 8.0 cm 
condition: complete, but badly corroded overall and with much adherent organic 
materid upon the blade 

This is one of many single-edged weapons from the Kihainham-Island Bridge area. 
It is included here because it is a complete weapon and in order to draw a comparison 
behveen those found in Dublin, of which this is typical, and the two examples in the 
National Museum, C0penl~agen.l 

' Ihe blade is unusudybroad with a maximum width at the cross of 7.0 ~ r n . ~  Compared 
with the two Danish type H examples, the pommel, which is forged in one piece, is 
extremely angular. 

The hilt and the blade do not show any indication of any form of decoration. 

The weapon, when handed, feels most unwieldy, owing much to the massive width 
of the blade, the edges of which are almost parallel alI the way to the point. 

Wakeman, who seems to have the last word on almost everything, states that this 
'broad bladed single-edged sword of iron, with straight cross bar and conical pommel, 
was found near Kilrnainham in the cutting of the great southern and western Railway. 
Presented by the Governors of KiImainham, Hospital and the Director of the Railway.' 

Plunkel painted an excellent watercolour of this important weapon (among others) in 
1847.3 

These singe-edged weapons were very common in the ninth and early tenth century 
alongside other types and they appear to have been much neglected by students of 
the sword. 

' SpedficaUy, museum accessions C24.550 and C24554 in the National Museum of Denmark 
which do have different hilt types than this sward. 
Johs. Em,  'Norse Antiquities in Ireland', Vikirzg Antiquities in Grent Brituin:and Inhnd, Parb 

111, ed. Haahn  Shet.elig (Oslo, 19401, p. 12. 
See The National Museum of Ireland, Dublin I000 (Dublin, 1988), p. 10. This is a splendid 

booklet which explains discoveries and excavations in Dublin from 1842 to 1981. 
"t is indeed most rare to see an illustration ox indeed a mention of this important class of 
weapons. 

Full length view of WK-31. Photograph courtesy of and copyright National Museum of ire land^ 



Universitetets Oldsaksamling, Oslo 

C24217 
Petersen type: C 
Wheeler type: 11 

I Date: ninth to early tenth century 
i 

@ 
Finddpkr~:  Norlh Arhus farm, Hju I&] pafish, Telemarkf Norway 

*. -4, &ymll Ieng-fl'r: 92.0 cm Blade I ~ f @ r :  76 

3 L P T I ~ ~ / I  @nf crass: 8.3 crn Length of grip: 9.4 
Condition: excellent condition due to glgneskall 

Th-j, weapon possibly came horn two or more graves, the contents of which 
had been mixed together.' It was probably discovered in 1909 on North Arhus farmr in 
the parish of Hja~tdal, county of Telematk While fieldwork was in progress, artifacts 
were unearthed both above and lower down upon a hill from 'the remains of a mound 
(cairn) of stones'.2 It was never possible to determine which things went together or the 
total number of graves, but other artifacts recovered included two axes, four mows 

just the heads), one knife, part of a horse bit, two sickles, and weaving fitments. 

The finely tapered blade (5 cm wide at the cross and 4 crn before the curvature of the 
point) is in dmost pistine condition for most of its length and exhibits its wondrous 
pattern-welding in the manner it must have looked in the ninth (or early tenth) century. 
The pattern-welding of the main body of the blade focally runs into a good solid cutting ~ 
edge; however, the cutting edge itself does not appear to be pattern-welded, but to 

I 
consist of bundles of thin longitudinal rods. The main body of the blade has been 
cunningly fullered, to reduce the blade weight and improve wieldability? The pattern- I 

welding is exquisite and some of the finest (probably the very best) from the period? It 
is of the blodidn configuration; much like the swirling eddies at the bend of a small 
sbeam. Towards the end of the blade the surface corrosion has revealed the structure of 
the Made Jn a quite remarkable fashion and in such a manner as to benefit the student of 
the sword. I 

The cross is boat-Eke in shape, unusually small and delicate for a singie-edged weapon, 
and pierced by a broad, acutely tapering tang. Apart from a small lateral crack, it is in 
excellent condition as indeed is the well-formed, slightly pitted pommel. The hilt is 
very similar to that shown by Petersen, which was found at Alstad, 0. Slidre Kristian." 

Jan Petersen states that this sword type is among the heaviest of all the swords from the 
Viking Age. As of the publication of his bookin 1919, he knew of 110 specimens, 40 with 
double-edged blades, 67 single-edged and 3 which could not be determined. 
Furthermore, this type C had a wide distribution over the country and none of those 
documented by Pdersen had a pattern-welded blade.& 

' 
This most usually occurs when he who disct)vers the find undel-takes the excavation himself. 
The artifacts unearthed were found next to a layer of earthen coal. 
' An urmsual feature and one I wnnot recall seeing so well preserved an a single-edged blade 
before. In all probability, this may well be an almost standard feature, but so many of the e d y  
sinhle-edged blades arc in such poor condition, it is not easy to identify fullers. 
' Set? Ewart Qakeshott, A r c l ~ c o l o ~ j  oj WPRPOHS ( ~ o ~ d ~ ~  19601, P. 151. 
Jan mefien Dc Norske Vikin,gcsu~rd (Oslo, 1919)~ P. 66, and fig. 57. 
See Petersent P. 67. fistin Noer's English translatian of this section of Peterson's text dealing 

. ,  tJ' Cf PP. 6670, may be found at w w ~ . v i k i n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  / Petersell/ P t ~ n ~ 6 6 ~ . h t ~  (zO 
May 20003 
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Photographs showing the pattern-welded structure of this 
single-edged sword blade. The photograph on the left shows 
hvo bands, each exhibiting a prominently curved pattern, 
consistent with the exposed centre of a laminated twisted rod; 
see diagram an p. 747. The view on the right shows a similar 
pattern at top, but heavier corrosion has revealed the more 
linear pattern expected from the periphery of the rod towards 
the tip of the blade. Photographs by Ian Peirce. 

3 Hilt and forte of the blade of C24217. Note the horizontal 
ridge on the crossguard. photograph courtesy of and copyright 
Universitetets Oldsaksamling, negative 2421 7a. 

Full length view of C24217, Photograph courtesy of and 
copyright Universiteteb Oldsaksamling, negative 2421 7a. 



National Museum of Ireland, Dublin 

WK-33 

. -,*- < 

Petersen type: D 

Dnfc: ninth century 
Ovprnll It-~rgth: 92.0 cm Blade lrnfllr: 73 cm 
Ler1gt.h qf cross: 11.0 crn Laigfh of@: 9 2  cm 
Cor~ditiotz: blade heavily corroded, hilt excellent 

There is some doubt as to the find-place of this ninth century weapon. Wakeman 
states that it was 'found in the ancient cemetery at KiZmainharn, commody styled 
Bully's Acre'. RaghnaU 0 Floinn states 'Kilrnainham - Islandbridge, Dublin,' where 
I am certain it was found-" 

The blade of this regally hilted sword, which is missing its tip, is heavily corroded 
but still retains some vestiges of the fullers. 

Both the crosspard and pommel are constructed of intricate castings of gilt-copper 
alloy formed upan a core of iron. The decoration on both is identical and consists of 
vertical, upon the top dement of the pommel, and horizontal, upon the lower element 
of the pommel and the cross, rows of geometric shapes cast in 
chip-carved techniq~e.~ The gilt copper matrix is pierced to take 
these geornebic shapes consisting individually of a cluster of thee  
silver rings with a silver centre (ring and dot devices) alI set in 
niello, The effect is stuming and nearly all of these almost identical 
tiny devices are intact. The two sows around the perimeter (Iateral 
faces) of the cross are separated by two sets of copper and silver 

i"> @! 

wire twisted together and embedded in niello.4 It must be noted 
that it is most unusual to find copper and silver wires, twisted together for decorative 
purposes at so early a date in Ireland. Silver and copper twisted wire also separates 
the two rows of decoration on the lower portion of the pommel. The upper part is 
made up of four lobes. The two outer are separated horn the two inner by thick 
twisted silver wire set between two beaded wires on the outside and one beaded 
wire on the inside. A single beaded silver w i r e  separates the two smaller, central 
lobes. The lower face of the pommel and upper face of the cross each have the remains 
of the drde and dot decoration described above. The grrp is provided with a scdoped 
mount made of brass and decorated with stylized plant r n ~ ~ f s . ~  

The sheer quality of the decoration upon the hiIt of this prestige weapon indicates 
the length to which contemporary artisans would go to entice their customers. This 
hiIt is truly a great work of art. 

It is of a type also found at Ophus Vang, Hedernarken Ved Moss, Smaalenene, the 
Idand of Eigg and other examples [only the hilts] horn later datable contexts in 
Finland.2 

Jan Petersen lists eleven type D hilts found in Norway, two of which are without 
blades, and nine of which are of the double-edged blade variety, of which one is 
pattern-welded. As a type, they are among the heaviest swords of the Viking Age. 
C8095, for examplef has a weight of 1.476 kg (3.25 lb). 



+ Fult length view of WK-33. 
Photograph courtesy of and copyright 
National Museum of Ireland. 

+ Hilt of WK-33. Petersen interpreted 
the repeating elements on these 
terrules or vettrim as animal heads? 
Photograph courtesy of and copyright 
National Museum of tretand. 

Diagram of one of the repeating 
elements from the upper guard. Copper 
alloy is shown as light gray, silver as 
white ancl niello as dark gray. 

F r m  Viking to Cnisader: The 
Scn,rdinnainns ntrd Europe 800 fo 1200 
( a n d  Council of Europe Exhibition) 
(Copenhagen, 19921, p. 292, cat. no. 
243. See also Johs. Bse, 'Norse 
Antiquities in Ireland', VlXing 
Antiqtiities i ~ t  Grent Britnirt nrtd Irelflnd, 
Prrrf ilIj ed. Haakon Shetelig (Oslo, 
1940), pp. 21-22 and George Coffey 
and E.C.R. Amstrong, 'Scandinavian 
Objects Found at Island-Bridge and 
Kilmainham', Proceedings of tlze R o l ~ ~ l  
Irisir Acndmy vol. XXVZlI, sect. C 
(1910), p. 113 and plate IV, no. 3. Also 
H.R. EUis Davidson, Plate IV b. 
Raghnall d FIoinn draws attention to 
the fact that this is the most elaborate 
of the 40 plus swords from the 
Kilmainham-kland-Bridge cemetery. 

See footnotes 1,2, and 3 for sword 
C3572 from Copenhagen on p. 44. See 
dso Coffey and Armstrong, handle of 
a sword found at Island-Bridge, 
(museum No. 1906:467). Sir William 
WiIde's No. 2361, p. 112 and fig. 2. 
Also Bere, p. 22 and fig. 6. Note the 
similarity in design to the sword 
under examination. 
j As stated in footnote X above. 
The contrast of the blackness of the 

niello and the alternating fednrss of 
copper and brightness of the silver is 
strikingly beau ti hl. 

See Jan Petersen, De Nouskc 
Vikingesverci (Oslo, 1919), fig. 82. 
Ibid., p. 70. 
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Petersen type: D Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen 

@I572 

+ el Dnlr: ninth century 
v1 Finrl-p/arr: Bjarnshalm; Sonders~; N. Jutland, Dcnmnrk 

m ' 
O t ~ ~ r l ~ l l  kngtlt. 90.3 crn Blnde ler~~elt. 73.5 cm 
Ln~stlr of cross: 10.4 cm Lengfh ofgrip: 9.1 cm 
Condition: excavated condition; hilt excellent, blade corraded and in three pieces 

9 
p u  This prestige weapon was found in 1883, by a retired farmer, in the lake of Sandersa, 

apparently with a thigh bone along side it. Others of this type have been found at 
Ophm, Vmg, Hedemarkm;' Ved Moss, Srnadenene;' the IsIand of Eigg3 and the 

site in Dublin: with other examples represented only by the hilts from 
I later datable contexts in Finland. These, excluding those from HeIsinki, may w d ~  
1 have emanated from the same or closely associated workshops, so similar are the 
1 ideas and schemes behind the overall design and geometric patterns upon the hilts, 

1 The blade is pattern-welded, broken, or corroded through, in two places. The pattern- 
welding is of two bands, in a herringbone or chevron configuration, with the tips 

1 facing the hilt. Each band is 1.0 crn wide. Heavy corrosion and the remains of scabbard 
fragments adhering to the blade surface tend to cloud the issue but one smooth black, 
better preserved area clearly indicates a very shallow fuller, 2 cm wide and 
corresponding to the width of the pattern-welding. 

The core of the hiIt is of iron, onto which has been applied, in deep relief, a layer of 
bronze or brass diamond shaped stellate devices surrounded by silver wire strips 
pardel to the length of the bIade upon the guards and pommel, but perpendicular to 
the blade upon the simiIarly decorated metallic grip. The hilt still retains more than 
ninety percent of its original decorative covering. The starlike strips are continuous, 
passing entirely around the grip, and both ends of the lattes, are terminated by another 
continuous strip of stylized 'bug-eye monster' heads5 The grip face of the upper 
guard carries intersecting and parallel bronze inlaid fines, forming a pattern of 
repeating diamonds. The decoration, which was certainly s idar ,  has not survived 
on the grip and blade faces of the crossguard. 

Such is the decorative quality of this type of sword, that it would be all too easy to 
relegate them to the status of purely ceremonial weapons, but let us be in no doubt, 
here we are dealing with f m e  weapons of war. In essence we have one of the most 
strikingly beautiful sword hilts one could ever wish to encounter. 

Jan Petersen, De Norskc Vikingesverd (Oslo, 19191, p. 72. 
' bid., p. 73. 

See J. Anderson, Scoflnnd if1 Pagnn Tintes, p. 49, fig. 36 and Proceedings of the Society of 
Antiqunries of Scotland, vvol. 12, pl. XXX. See also M. Davis, 'Conservation and Analysis of the 
Eigg Sword Hilt', Metal 95, Proceedings of the In!tmnfional Co~fcrence oJMetals Co~zservuzf~~~, 
pp. 183-189. 
' Johs. Bse, 'Norse Antiquities in Ireland', Viking Antiquitits in Great Britain nnd Ireland, firt 
111, ed. Haakon Shetelig (Oslo, X940), pp. 21-22 and fig. 5. 

See especially George Csffey and E.C.R. Armstrong, 'Scandinavian Objects Found at 
bland-Bridge and Kilmainham', Pmceedings of fhe Royal I'rish Acndemy vol. XXVIII, sect. C 
(19101, pp. 107-122 and pl. IT AAo From Viking to Cvrisndrr: TIIF Scrtndirmvia,~~ nr~d Europe SOo 
fo 1.200 (22nd Council of Europe Exhibition) (Capenhagcn, 1992), cat. no. 243 by ~aghnaI1 
bFIoinn and cat. no. 109 by Henriette Lyngtrarn anJ Else kesdahl ,  See also the final 
paragraph of WK-33, the sword from the National Mu.seum of Ireland, on p. 42. 



+ Copenhagen C1572 full length view. 
Photograph courtesy of and copyright 
by the National Museum of Denmark, 
negative 16259. 

+ Copenhagen C1572 detail of hilt 
fragment. Photograph courtesy of and 
copyright by the National Museum of 
Denmark, negative 10422. 

A cotour photograph of this hilt may be 
found in The Vikings in England and in 
their Danish Homeland (London, 1 981), 
p. 45 with description on p. 65, cat. no. 
01 2-2. 



Petersen distinctive type 2 

Ssrtype 2 features wide, ridged guards and has a trilobed 
pommel in which the centre lobe is taller than those on the sicle. 0 with distinctive type 1, Petersen regarded this type as a 
degenerative simplification of alder Migration Period hilts which 
had a pommel with a tall middle section flanked on either side by 
a stylized animal head, such as may be seen in Behmer's types V 
and VI IT. 

+ Fig. 72, cropped below, from Jan Petersen, De Norske Vrkingesverd 
[Oslo, 1919), pp. 85-86. This reference example, C72009 from Rimstad, 
Hedrum, J.L., is noted by Petersen to have been decorated with silver 
plates which were secured by having been hammered into grooves 
inscribed upon the pommel and guards. The pommel of this example is 
secured directly to the rang and pattern-welded inlays are present in the 
blade. 

Petersen type E 
Most characteristic of this type is a fairly massive iron hilt 
decorated wirh an array of relatively closely spaced circular 
or oval indentations upon the faces of the pommel and 
guards, which frequently may also be decorated with 
parallel inlaid silver or bronze strips. Inlays set just back from 
the edge may accentuate the boundaries of the faces of the 
hilt components and the furrows between the pommel 
lobes. Pommels are usually three lobed and have a profile 
similar to that seen in type D and in distinctive types 1 and 
2, though in same instances there can be loss of the lobation 
and a more semicircular profile. 

The majority of examples have a double-edged blade, but in 
Petersen's series, just under twenty percent had single- 
edged blades. Petersen regarded this as an early type, with 
origins at least as early as the first half of the ninth century, 
and notes that the type seems particularly associated with 
the region around Trondheim, Noway. 
Jan Petersen, Dc Norske Vtkingesverd (Oslo, 191 91, pp. 75-80, 

+ PI. I, fig. 7 ,  867482, from Ian Petersen, We Nor~ke Vikingesvcrd 
(Oslo, 191 91, captioned Hjelle, Forde. N-EJ., two t l i~rds actual ~ize.  
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This is a simple type with plain iron guards and a characteristically 
small and knob like pommel, also of unadorned iron. The pommel 
usually has a rectangular cross section and may be either rounded in 
contour or faceted with sharply defined edges. The guards typicalIy 
have an oval cross section with blunted ends, although in some 
examples the faces of the guards meet more acute[y to form n somewhat pointed ends. 

The majority of the examples in Petersen's series had single-edged 
blades and he noticed neither pattern-welding or inlaid inscript~ons 
in any of the blades associated with type F hilts. Petersen considered 
this type to be associated with the  first half of the ninth century and 
suggests that it possibly represents a continuation of the tradition of 
one of those Migration Period types having small pommels or, 
conversely, that it may represent a simplification from the 
contemporary type G. 

+ Fig. 67, C6409, from Jan Petersen, De Norske Vikingesverd (Oslo, 19191, 
FIT. 67. Ilnblwntnd. Enlsvoltl, .il;h. I/$. pp. 80-84, captioned Habberstad, Eidsvold, Akh., one half actual size. 

Petersen type G 

The defining characteristic of the uncommon type C i s  the 
scrotIed upper guard, which is spiralled away from the grip. 
This scrolling is usually, but not always, reflected in the 
crossguard. The pommel is  small, knob like and usually with 
a rectangular cross section, exactly as is seen with type F. The 
guards and pommel are of plain unadorned iron. 

In Petersen's limited series, the majority of these hilts are 
mounted upon single-edged blades. He considered the type 
to be contemporary with or to slightly predate type F and 
speculates on the possibility that type F could regresent. a 
simplification of type G in which the scrolling of the guards 
has been abandoned. Considering the similarities of the two 
types in form and their preferential distribution in eastern 
Norway, a relationship between the two types seems 
obvious, however, it seems equally plausible d ~ a r  rype G 
could represent an eiaboration of type F. 

+ Fig. 71, C15S4, from Jan Petersen, De Norske Vikingesverd E==zZ=- 
(Oslo, 191 91, pp. 84-85, captioned Dale, g.  Slidre, Krist, 

Fiq, Tr ,  Ihlc, (3. Slklrc, Krist. 



Petersen type: H 
Wheeler type: 11 

Nationalrnuseet, Copenhagen 

(224554 

', ,-:i Dntc: late ninth cenhiry 
LJ:, I Find-plnce: Tude River, in the old ford behveen Heinng and Naesby, Denmark 

Overnll lerrgt!r: 94.7 em Blrrdc length: 78.4 cm 
Lctt$11 of cross: 8.7 cm Lengtl~ of grip: 9.9 cm 
Bnlnncc point: 16.5 cm 
Conditio~z: blade in excavated condition with a hole close to the hilt; hilt is good 

;+: 
S ." ' 2 The museum entry for this sword states that it came to the museum on October lst, 1942 
*,- ' , , .  and was found in a small river in the old ford between Heining and Naesby: 'Found 

t: *J, ,I*- .'I when a digging machine unearthed them'.' It was recorded to have been f o n d  with an 
j, --. -,- 
t 8 ki.,d-) antler cheek-piece and this may well be an unrdated find. 
* 4 .- , 
;r;-:-.- 
4 ' .  ,, - This is yet again an excellent exampIe of a singe-edged weapon and comparable to the 

/--;,! and quality of C24550, dso  from Copenhagen and shown on pp. 50-51. The 

' ) long blade, which has lost an estimated 3 crn of its tip, shows no evidence of pattern- 
J * $i 7.+L . welding or inscription. It has a straight sort of gain, parallel to the length of the blade 

IS+'; md bears some focal delaminated areas, suggestive of slag inclusions. 
1'; .! , .. 
.J t- ., Again, this is a prestige weapon, the appearance of the hilt elements being strikingIy 

' *  1 ' 

$1." *: 
cr.:. f . similar to C24550, in terms of both the nature of the applied decoration and the degree 
1 .- 2 .. :. of wear2 The lateral faces of the crossguard are decorated with inlaid brass, in parallel 
' ' 
t .. ..? I 

ships in line with the length of the blade. The upper and lower faces of the classically 

: ." boat-shaped crossguard still retain a thinly applied plate of brass, the lower face being 
I 

*. A >  
almost intact.3 Both the upper guard and the pommel have decoration similar to that 

I ( I  
seen on the cross, with an esthated 60 to 70% of the decoration intact on one side and 

. J  ' F )  
almost all in place on the other. The lower face of the upper guard is sheathed in an 

$;;-' , almost complete applied plate of brass, pierced by the two rivets which hold the upper 
f &  ;- 

4 
, . - r  

guard and pommel together. Upon its completion, somelime in the late ninth cenhuy, 

-J. 
this sword and its partner C24550 must have been viewed with reverential wonder with 

f ,.r 
their burnished blades and golden coloured hilts. 

. , 

). ." In contrast, the single-edged examples excavated at the Island-Bridge and KiLmainha 
I - .  sites in Dublin have undecorated and much more angular hilts, as can be seen in P l d e t ' s  f -  i nineteenth century watercolour:' 1 i< 

This entry seems fo imply that other artifacts were also unearthed. 
Compared with sword C2455D the decoration on the hilt is not so intact but stiIl retains some 

> - 
. . i 80% of the original coverage, 1, 5" : These plates may we11 have been of gold; certainly their colour bore no relationship to the 

' ;.s other applied decoration on the hilt. 1,: . 
I .  ' See M~l6245A:l  from Helsinki on pp. 6 M 2  for further details on this type. 
!, - #. 

;i' - 
I .  

4 .  

+ Copenhagen C24554 ftrll length view, Photosraph courtesy of and copyright National Museum of 
Denmark, negative 111 354. 



Assemblage of Viking Age artifam. Copenhagen C24554 is the lower sword. The upper sward i s  of 
Petersen's type E. The other ar t . i fac~ were not found with C245.54. Photograph courtesy of and copyright 
National Museum of Denmark. 
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Nationahuseet, Copenhagen 

C24550 
Petersen type: H 
Wheekr type: IT 

D n k  ninth century 
Find-plncc: Sarup, MUov, Smerum, KQbenhavn, Denmark 
Oz~crnlI lrn$it: 90.0 cm Blnde lenglh: 74.3 cm 
Lerl$lz ofcross: 8.3 cm Length of grip: 9.2 cm 
Bal~ttcc yoirttt: 16.5 cm 
Condition: the hilt is in a fine state of preservation, retaining all applied decoration; the 
blade is in a reasonably good excavated condition; the durability of the applied decorative 
elements is remarkable 

The museum entry is for 1942 when 'in June of that year a site was inspected' and objects 
collected. The finder was a labourer called Caspelsen. The sword was found lying 
horizontally in a peat bog with two bundles of arrow heads either side think we may 
read this as two bundIes of arrows]. 

This is a good example of a single-edged weapon, the blade surviving in a fairly 
reasonable excavated condition. A small portion of the point is missing, perhaps some 
3 an, which would have brought the original blade length up to some 77 m. There are 
no visual traces of pattern-welding or inlays of any kind, a feature not unexpected with 
single-edged sword blades in the Viking Age. Such single-edged sword blades are usudy 
regarded as being the work of a local smith, rather than being imported from a specialized 
workshop. Such blades tend to be thicker and thus heavier, explaining the rather forward 
balance point observed in this example. 

The hilt of this weapon is not u d k e  the remains of a beautifully decorated sword, 
recovered from a bulldozer site at Island-Bridge but originating from the Viking John's 
Lane-Fishmble Street site In Dub1in.l The guards and pommel of the Copenhagen sword 
are covered with Iatten or brass applied as fine strips or wires parallel to the length of 
the blade, each strip being some 0.05 m wide. There is no doubt that the original intention 
was decoration as an unbroken film of laften over aU. elements of the hilt and, although 
some is missing, the effect is even now highly impressive. A flat plate of latten also 
covers both the upper and lower faces of the aossguard and indeed the face of the 
upper guard adjacent to the grip. A portion of Tined pattern with exposure of the 
underlying ferrous metal is noticeable over the high points of both of the guards and the 
pammeI and wouId appear to be the result of abrasive wear in antiquity, as opposed to 
corrosion. 

It is worth repeating what Petersen stated regarding type H: 'This type holds an 
exceptional position due to the broad time period it extends across.' Et is, he further 
states, the most numerous of all the sword types from the Viking Agc2 

See in particular From Viking to Crusnder: TTrc Scnndi~~nvin~zs arzd Ezlropc 800 fo 1200 (22nd 
Council of Europe Exhibition) (Copenhagen, 1392), cat. no. 387, p. 329. See also the weapon 
illustrated in the article written by George Coffey and E.C.R. Armstmng, 'Scandinavian Objects 
Found a t  Island-Bridge and I<ilmainharnJ, Prucc~dinp  ojflrc R v I  Irish Acndcrtry vol. XXVIII, 
sect. C (I 910), pp. 107-122. 
'See Jan Petersen, De Nurske Vikin~sverd (Oslo, 1919). pp. 89-101 and NM 62A5A:I on pp. 60- 
63 which includes a iong discussion on type H. 



T Diagram of a type H pommel and upper 
guard from fig. 79 of Petersen showing a 
pommel and upper guard viewed from the 
end and the profile of the upper guard from 
below with positions for insertion of the tang 
and the rivets which secure the pommel to 
the upper guard. 

+ Copenhagen C24550 full length view. 
Photograph courtesy of and copyright by the 
National Museum of Denmark, negative 1 1 1  
339. 

3 Copenhagen C24550 detail of hilt. 
Photograph courtesy of and copyright by the 
National Museum of Denmark, negative I 
2202. 



Petersen type: H 
Wheeler type: XI 

Dnle: late ninth century 
O-ilernll Iengtll: 94.8 cm Blnde lefrfih: 78.3 cm 
LetzgfIt qf cross: 7.7 crn Le~l$i~ of grip: 10.0 cm 
Bnlnrrce point: 16.7 cm 
Conditionr hilt excellent, blade very good with some areas in pristine condition 

The slender proportions of this great weapon from the late ninth century are alluring, 
with its cutting edges almost parallel to within a few centfmetres of the rounded point.' 
The fullers run to within 13.0 cm of the business-end and there is a quite unusual 
thickening of the blade over that distance. The blade has been broken and nicely re- 
welded (in antiquity, 1 think) some 27.5 crn from the cross. This weld has been 
accomplished with great skill, so as to prevent breaking the imposing line of the blade. 

On one side of the blade is an iron inlay in the form of a giant snake running down the 
fuller for some 29.0 cm and hugely reminiscent of a broken bladed sword I closely 
inspected in 1994 in HeI~inki.~ The cutting edges are massively wide and thick and bear 
much evidence of use in battle. 

Both the cross and the pommel are in an excellent state of preservation, boasting almost 
all of their original surface and indeed both are unusually s h  in character. There is no 
evidence of silver, latten or bronze plating upon either the cross or pommel, unlike so 
many of the sunriving swords with these hilt types.3 There is however a small piece of 
decoration, a thin but pronounced, beaded iron wire separating both elements of the 
pommel and most effectively. 

The mare I contemplate this rather plain sword, with its long grip and massive tang, the 
more 1 become aware that it is undoubtedly one of the finest to have endured the rigours 
of time:' 

This adjective alone came to mind when handling this very specid sword in July 1995. 
' Jorma Leppaaho, SpiifeisenzdtlicJje Wufl~tt RUS Finlzland: Scirwrrfinscl~riften und 
Waflenverziflungm dcs 9.-12. Jnhrlrrtnderts (Helsinki, 1964), p. 68 and pl. 32. 

See, in partialax, the swords described in the Copenhagen collection (pp. 4E-51 herein). 
Of all the hundreds of Viking Age weapons I have had the honour to handle, this weapon 

must come within the top ten. 



+ Hilt of )PO 2249 showing guards with a bevelled 
face having a centra! ridge; generally an early feature 
in a type H hilt. The lack of applied surface 
decoration and the beaded band separating pommel 
and upper guard are unusual but not unique. 
Photograph courtesy of and copyright Musbe de 
I'ArmPe, Paris, negative K23715. 

+ Full length view of ]PO 2249 showing the well- 
defined fuller. Photograph courtesy of and copyright 
Mus6e de I'Arrn&c, Paris, negative K23714. 



Petexsen type: H 
Wheeler type: I1 

Dnfc: ninth century 
Finri-plncc: Peltorinne, Hameenlinna (Tavastchus), Hame, Finland 
Oi~crnll I~r~gtlr: 91.6 crn Blndc length: 76.2 
Length o f  cross: 10.5 cm Le~tg t?~  ofrzp:  8.9 cm 
Bnlnncc point: 11.2 crn 
Cutldition: good with some Iight pitting, hilt and blade covered in a patchy black 
patina 

This is truly one of the greatest swords to have come down to us. It is clear that the 
swordsmith, a gifted crafisman in his own right, had recognized how wieldability 
could be greatly enhanced by a blade design with a centre of gravity close to the hilt. 
The acute tapering of the blade towards the point, the wide fullers and the bulky 
pommel all  fit an equation most beneficial to the user. Both fullers run to within 4.5 
cm of the spatulate shaped point and each cutting edge remains well defined. It may 
well be that this blade was broken or required reinforcement and was welded in 
antiquity. It is also slightly bent out of true at a point some 18 cm from the crossguard. 
The reputation of this prestige weapon is further enhanced by the presence of a fine 
Ulfberht inscription on one side of the blade. The sprawling irregular, but exciting, 
letters are inIaid in pattern-welded iron and must have added much ta the startling 
appearance of this weapon during its period of active use. The inscription reads 
+MFBERHT+. On Me reveIse side of the blade is a typical example of Ulfberht's 
decoration, but it appears to be incomplete when compared with other examples.' 
The tang is sturdy and robust as one would expect with such a noble and welI- 
balanced weapon. f i e  black patina points most strongly to this weapon being a 
river-find. Indeed, the blade and hilt appear to have not been subjected to any form 
of cleaning. 
The mossguard is decorated on the lateral. faces with fine strands of copper and 
silver wire hammered into cuts on the surface of the parent metal and although 
mostly covered by the Hack patina it is still possible to define the pattern of decoration 
as chequehoard. The upper and lower faces of the crossguard sidl retain substantial 
fragments sf an applied plate of Tatten. The upper guard bears minute traces of silver 
wire and appears to be separated from the pommel by a thin metal plate. The pommel 
also retains isolated traces of latten or bronze wire. All wire decoration runs in line 
with the blade.2 
In every respect this is an outstanding sword, and one may reasonably assume that 
it was made for, or at least used by, a very notable warrior. The shape and proportions 
of the massive hilt are closely akin to a similar sword, from a male grave found at 
Zaozere (mound 6) ,  SE Eadoga region, Russia and bearing the iron-inlaid inscription 
CEROLT? 

For numerous UXfberht inscriptions, see especially Jorma Leppiiaha, Spdri'ftismzeitlicfrE 
WflfJen nus Fint~laizd: Scl~?verl insc~rr~te~~ rind Wuflccnuer;sierii~ des 9.-12. Jnlrrhunderts 
(Helsinki, 1964), pp. 34-47. Same thirty to forty examples with the name Wlfberht are 
h o w n  in Finland. 

For a similar type of weapon, see the splendid example from the Kilmainham Island- 
Bridge site, Dublin, now in the National Museum of Ireland, re@stration no. 1933:7-15 See 
also Johs. Roe, 'Norse Antiquities in Ireland', Kkitig Atrfiqtritft.~ irr Grmt Brifnin nnd Irclnftd, 
Rast 111, ed. Haakon Shetelig (Oslo, 1940), pp. 62-65. 
' From Viki~rg to L'rusndfv: The Sc~ttriinn:>ions nr~d Etwopr ROO lo 1200 (22nd Council of Europe 
Exhibition) (Copenhagen, 1 992), cnl. no. 2C?fL, ~ y .  304-301 



+ Helsinki 78402:l full length 
view. Photograph by H. ~ a r r n ~ r e e r  
(1972) courtesy of and copyright 
National Museum of Finland, 
negative 381 '7 7. 

+ Helsinki 18402:l detail of hilt. 
photograph by Ritva Brickman 
(1 996) courtesy of and copyright 
National Museum of Finland. 

4 Schematic of inla)rs of copper 
(darker) and silver {lighter) on the 
guards of Helsinki 18402:l. 

S Detail of Ulfberht inscription on 
'1 8402: 1. Photograph by Ricva 
Blckman (1 996) courtesy of and 
copyright National Museum of 
Finland. 



fl .... National Museum of Ireland, Dublin 
%', 

WK-24 
>?'I 

Petersen type: H 
Wheeler type: I1 

I I +  ; ;,a; 3 

Dole: ninth century 
q5',;- Finddi71nce: Dungolman River, Parish of Rathconrath, County West Meath, Ireland 

Oz~rrn11 I r~gfh:  92.0 cm Bide Ierrgtl~: 77.3 cm 
Lalgtlr qf cross: 9.2 cm L~lz@h ?f flip: 8.6 c* 
Bnlnnce poirlt: 14-5 crn 
Conditiorj: b o ~  hilt and blade in a fine state of preservation 

Wakeman stated that 'This is the best-preserved sword of its cIass in the collection and 
is skong and sharp enough to be used in the present day. Found in a depression in the 
bed of the Dungohan River, in the townland of Dungolrnan, parish of Rathconrath, 
County West Meath. Presented by the Board of Works.' 

n7is fine weapon is, indeed, in a sound state of preservation. The long, h e l y  tapered 
blade carries well-defined fullers, which run to within 10.0 cm of the point. The broad 
cutting edges are still well defined and Bse is correct in stating that the blade had been 
reground in modern times, perhaps at the hand of the finder.' There is a slight curve 
(1.0 crrt out of m e )  to the blade, but this is hardly per~eptible.~ 

A close visual examination of this blade did not reveal any positive evidence of inlay or 
decoration of any kind, although it is a worthy candidate for x-ray examination in the 
future. On one side of the blade, along some 6 inches of the fuller a d  close to the hilt, is 
a corroded zone which makes it possible to conclude that the blade is pattern-welded. 
The fullers continue for about 2.0 cm along the broad, hefty tang. 

The boat-shaped moss still retains considerable qualities of decoration on one lateral 
face in the form of alternating skips of silver and bronze wire hammered onto the 
parent There are also a few square centimetres of thin silver plate attached to 
the grip side of the cross. 

The lower part of the pommel mirrors the shape of the cross. Many areas of the pommel 
still retain vertical strips of saver wire hammered onto the surface and, like the cross, 
the flat underside adjacent to the pip st i l l  boasts considerable remains of a plate af 
sheet silver. 

The shallow groove separating the upper and lower portions of the pommel is empty, 
but at one time, almost certairily contained a sgver wire. 

Sufficient decoration remains for us to close our eyes and attempt to visualize the 
wondrous appearance of this silver and bronze bedecked weapon, as it appeared to its 
owner sometime in the ninth century. 

' bhs ,  B*ej 'Norse Antiquities in Ireland', Viki,lgAlrfiqrdifies in Grmf Britaitt nnd Ireland, hrf 111, 
ed* E ~ ~ k o n  Shetelig (OsIa, 1940), p. 83 and fig. S3a. The width of the blade at the cross is 5.3 
cm. 
' Due almost ce*aidy to uneven amounts of corrosion on each side of the blade, as a result of 
immersion in the river bed 
' hfuseum record% reveal that one person who exanlined this sword thought that he detected 

of @ldiW on the cross and pommel. When 1 examined this weapon in 1994.1 saw no 
such traces, 



r- Full length view of WK-24. 
photograph courtesy of and 
copyright National Museum of 
ireland. 

4 Hilt of WK-24, showing the 
remaining traces of silver and 
copper wire upon the 
crosguard and some residual 
applied silver wire on the 
upper guard and pommel. 
Photograph courtesy of and 
copyright National Museum of 
tteland. 



National h4usenm of Ireland, Ll:lr?L;':. 

---e <$ w1<-21 

Petersen type: H 
\4rheele~ type: Tl 

Dot?: ninth century 
Finrl-ylnce: cemetery at Island-Bridge and Kilmainham, Ereland, on January 19, 1866 
Oz?ernll lertyfirt: 96.8 cm BIndu Ee~~gfh: 79.3 cm 
Le.rzSfr'r of cross: 11.5 cm LurrgSh of grip: 9.1 crn 
Condition: blade in a poor excavated condition; hilt and decoration remarkably well 
preserved 

The main part of the cemetery at Island-Bridge and KiZmainham was destroyed about 
the middle of the nineteenth century when digging began on the foundations for the 
Kilmainham Hospital and for the raiTway line at Island-Bridge. This beautifully 
decorated sword came from that cemetery, where a great part of the grave goods 
passed unnoticed by the workers and were consequently I~ost.~ 

It also is certain that not all of the objects which were actually found by the workers 
came into the possession of the Royal Irish Academy, whose colIection is now housed 
in the NationaI Museum. 

According to b e ,  this wonderful ninth century weapon appeared to have been treated 
with strong caustic and has consequently suffered, as a result.' 

The boat-shaped cross is decorated with 1.0 mm wide vertical strips of silver wire 
alternating with the iron of the parent metal. The effect is dazzling? There are bronze 
plates applied to both the flat surfaces of the cross. They are both intact and firmly in 
place. 

Both the upper and lower elements of the pornme1 are decorated in a sirtila manner 
to the cross, and it is here that we can see the devastating, d a m a p g  effects of the 
application of a caustic solution. The decoration is strikingly simiIar to the sword 
recovered from a bulldozer dump at Island-Bridge but originating from the John's 
Lane-Fishamble Street Site? 

To add tathe decorativeappearance of the hilt, a twisted silver wire has been forced 
hto)ttEre ~ o o v e h t w e e s  the upper and lower elements of the pommel. The under flat 
surface of the pmcmd also bears a plate of bronze, still firmly attached, which is 
piercad By ttwo ri'vets, hoTding. tl;re upper and lower parts of the pommel. together. 

The blade is in a very poor state. andl broken in twa places. According to Bse, in 
Wakeman's time there was appmmiJgvogvome break, 

See Johs. Bere, 'Norse Antiquities in Ireland', ViKing Antiquities in Great Britain and Ireland,, 
Part 111, ed. Haakon Shetelig (Oslo, 1940), p. 11. 
Tbid., p. 16 and fig. 2, p. 15. 
See illustration of whoIe sword taken after the silver had been cleaned. See also George 

Coffey and E.C.R. Armstrong, 'Scandinavian Objects Found at Island-Bridge and 
Kilmainham', Proceedings of fhe Royal Irish Acudeny vol. MVIII, sect. C (1910), pp. 107-122, 
and pl. IV. fig. I. 
'I From Viking to Crusader: Tlzr Scnnditfnuinns nnd Europe $00 to 1200 (22nd Council of ~urope  
Exhibition) (Copenhagen, 19921, p. 329, cat, no. 387. 



+ Full length view of 
WK-21. Photograph 
courtesy of and 
copyright National 
Museum of Ireland. 

+ Hilt of WK-21, 
showing the remaining 
applied silver 
decoration including a 
twisted silvet wire 
between the upper 
guard and pommel. 
Photograph courtesy 
of and copyright 
National Museum of 
Ireland. 



Suomen kansallismuse, Helsinki Petersen type: H 
Wheeler type: IT 

Dnfe: late ninth to early tenth century 
Fipzd-plnce: Kangasala, Tiihala, Jussila, Finland 
&era ti l~ngflr:  64.7 cm B l n k  Iengtlt: 72.2 cm (incomplete) 
LengHh of cross: 30.0 crn LnzgtJz of grip: 8.2 cm 
Boifl~ice point: 17.5 crn 
Condition: good, some heavy pitting on the blade, yet with some portions in almost: 
pristine condition; much of the decoration remains on the hilt. 

Close consideration of the proporkions of this superb specimen which dates from circa 
900 reveals that it has probably last some 5 cm (two inches) of its tip, and yet, apart 
from some deep pitting, it remains in an excellent excavated state of preservation, In 
character, it is similar to the sword in the National Museum of Ireland, Dublin, recovered 
from a bulldozer dump at Island-Bridge and originating from the John's Lane- 
Fishamble Street site' and to another from the same collection, emanating from one of 
the few excavated graves from the KiLmainham Island-Bridge cemet e r ~ . ~  Both date 
from the 9th century. 

The well defined fullers taper from 2.9 cm wide at the cross to some 1.8 crn approaching 
the distal end. The cutting edges are, again, in an excellent state of preservation and 
indeed, almost pristine in some areas. The blade is bent, whether by accident or 
intention, at a point appro&ately 30 cm from the cross and to a degree of some 5.3 cm 
out of true. On one side the fuller contains a clear IWGELRll inscription and almost alI of 
the inlay is intact.3 Leppaaho informs us that the inscription 'in threefold damascene 
steps, appeared by grinding, polishing and oxidizing with ~ a t e r ' . ~  The reverse side of 
the blade bears ornamentation in the form of an 'xJ-like device between two groups of 
parallel bars as flustrated on the opposite page. The tang is massively robust, running 
from 2.6 to 2.3 crn in width and is a dear indication that the warrior and or bladesmith, 
whether independently or in collusion, had realized that tremendous stresses were 
exerted upon the junction of the blade and tang when in use, and had modified the 
tang size to combat these stresses. 

The simple elliptical cross is handsomeIy decorated by bands of copper sandwiched 
between two shorter bands of silver and much of this extremely effective decoration 
remains. The upper guard is decorated in a similar fashion, but retains more silver and 
copper inlay than the cross. It is pierced by two holes which would have taken the 
rivets holding the pommel firmly in place. There is no certain way of discerning the 
pommel type, but there are strong hints that we have the remains of a Petersen type H. 

Petersen insists that this type holds an important position, due to the broad time period 
across which it extends. It is also the most numerous of all the sword types from the 
Viking Age and up until the publication of his book, he was aware that 213 specimens 
had been found in Notway, 142 with double-edged blades, 52 with single-edged blades 
and 19 which were undetermined. South and North Trondhjem and Stavanger produced 
the most finds with 2520 and 24 respe~tively.~ Petersen further lists other characteristics 
of the type, namely that the cross and upper y a r d  are especially wide, so that even 
when the pommel has fallen off and is missing in a find, type identification can be 
made by the massive width of the upper guard and by the striped ornamentation 
present.This o~amentation takes the form of thin silver. bronze, copper or occasionally 
brass plates. Quite commonly there are different decorative metals on the same sword, 



with for example, silver and copper interwoven into simple geometric figures. Most commonly, the coating 
was built up using bronze or copper wires, but as we have seen, silver was also often used, 

Many type H swords have 'damascened' blades, several of which have inscriptions, and Eorange illustrates 
wo examples d this type with Ulfberht iosmipti~ns.~ 

From Vikittg to Crrrsnder: Die Scnndinrtvinns and €tirope 800 to 1200 (22nd Council of Europe Exhibition) 
(Copenhagen, 1992), cat. no. 389 and registration number 197968 in the National Museum of Ireland. Apparently, 
this is an early type not found elsewhere on excavated urban sites in Ireland. 
' From Viking to Cnrsnder, cat. no. 354 m d  registration number 1933:J-15 in the National Museum of Ireland. As 
already mentioned, this sword is one of a group of objects found in one of the few excavated graves from the 
Kilmainham Island-Bridge cemetery. The sword, together with the axe and spearhead are all of Scandinavian 
origin and typical of those found in Viking graves in Western Europe. See also Johs. Bse, 'Norse Antiquities in 
heland', 1/TLi?zgAntiqrrities ht Great Brihin nnd Irelnnd, Port 111, ed. Haakon Shetelig (Oslo, 19401, pp. 62-65. 
%e inscription appears to have been enhanced by outlining the letters in orange marker for exhibition purposes, 
but is most IikeIy the result of the application of etching fluids. 
' Jorrna Leppaaho, Spat cisisenzeitlicl~e Wnffen RIIS  FinnInnd: Schruertinsclrrifrfe1'1 und Wnfmverzicrungc~z dcs 9.-12. 
Jnhrlzrrnderls (Helsinki, 19641, p. 34. 

Petersen accumulated much information on his type H. See especially Jan Petersen, De Arorske Viki~zgesverd (Oslo, 
1919), pp. 91-101. 

According to Jan Petersen the precious metal or metals was hammered onto the parent metal, the surface of which 
had been previousIy prepared with a grid of fine scratches. 

A. E. Lorange, Den YngreJrr~rnlders Svsrd (Bergen, 1889), see Sword B2944 from Sundalen, Dale, S. Holmedal, tab. 
I, fig. 2a and sword I31483 from Visnas, Stryn, Nordfjord, tab. I ,  fig. 4 (found in 1861), reproduced herein as plate 
IIi- 

T t.elsinki 6245A:T photograph of blade inscription. Photograph by E. Laakso (1958) courtesy of and copyright by the 
National Museum of Finland, negative 21265, previously published in Leppaaho, p. 35, pl. 15, 3c. 

.L Helsinki 6245A:l schematic of iron-inlaid inscription on the opposite face of the blade. 

+ Helsinki 624SA:l full length view. Photograph courtesy of and copyright National Museum of Finland, negative 281 56. 

illustrations continue overleaf + 
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dsinki 6245A:I detail of hilt, Photograph by E. Laakso (l955) caurlcsy of and copyright National Museum of 
~ d ,  negative 18681, previously pvbl~shed in beppaaho, p. 3.5, pl. I 5 ,  1 a. 



National Museum of Ireland, Dublin 

1928:382 
Petersen type: K a, 

Wheeler type: IV 

Date: ninth century 
And-place: Ballinderry bog drainage ditch, Ireland 
Ooernll l c~gfh:  92.8 crn Blnde length: 79 cm 
Length of cross: 11.0 cm Length ofgrip: 8.5 crn 
Bnlnln~ce point: 18.5 cm 
Condition: excellent 

This prestigious weapon i s  the finest and indeed the most important to be found in 
Ireland. It is one of a family of five surviving swords with similarly inscribed hilts. 

Details of its find-place are therefore equally important. It was found in 1928 'in the 
drainage ditch that drains Bdhderry Bog' while it was being cIeaned by the Board 
of Works. 

The Museum record states that 'the aannog was discovered in May 1928 when the 
"river" or large drainage ditch that drains Ballinderry Bog and divides the townlands 
of Kilnahinch and Ballinderry was cleaned by the Board of Works. At that time a 
man in their employ, Richard Greene, found a sword in the bed of the stream.. . Dr. 
Marh, . . visited the scene.. . and also found animal bones, part of a bone comb and 
timbers in the sides af the drain and at once recognized that the site was a hitherto 
unknown crannog." 

Further records state 'objects found on the floor of House I.. . Iron, Viking Sword. 
This remarkable weapon, the finest of its kind found thus far in Ireland, was 
discovered ... in d probability upon the floor of house 1. According to Greene, he 
found the point of the sward sticking up in the bottom of the drain with its hiIt 
embedded in marl,' 

The blade of this ninth or tenth century weapon is ma& beautifully shaped with the 
cutting edges perfectly preserved in places, as indeed are the fullers. Large areas of 
the bIade are in almost pristine condition, baasting their original surface. It bears an 
+UIIBERHT+ Fnscrip-tion with the iron inlay of a pattern-welded form, identical to 
those illustrated by Lorangc2 The reverse side has a typical design long associated 
with Wfberht, three 'X' characters between single paxalIel bars (IXXX1).3 The blade 
does not otherwise appear to be pattern-welded. 

In contrast to the Wallace sword, one of a family of five: all elements of the hilt of 
the BalLinderry weapon are encased in silver. The precious metal. has been applied 
by covering the surface of the iron with tiny parallel incisions, onto which the siIver 
sheets were placed and hammered. The decoration was then completed by cutting 
through the silver to reveal the iron below. Both sides of the cross are ornamented 
with a stylized vine small reminiscent of that on the Wallace sword and indeed a 
sword horn Malhus, Norway, whose blade also carries an Ulfberht inscription. 

The upper side af the cross bears the HIWPREHT inscription, which has been most 
exquisitely executed and remains almost as clear as the day it was formed. It is 
identical, apart from the size of lettering, to that an the cross of the sword from 
Malhus, with many hints of i t  being the work of the same craft~man.~ 

+ Full length view of 1928:382. Photograph courtesy of and copyright National Museum of 
Ireland. 



Each end of the Iorver side of the cross is decc~raled with =I d -.: ' 2 . ,  2if17r!c7- to the' erect ears of a rabbit and 
a singe device may be seen on one end of the Mrallace LTO+~. 'i hr hc- iobed  pommel retains much 
of its silver plating and the lower element has a similar vine ~croi! decoration without the grapes. 

A portion of the cutting edge, some 17.0 crn from the cross, shows that the blade was originally extremely 
wide for a considerable part of its length. The tang is sturdy and robust, and sufficiently so to support 
such a massively wide blade. 

Other finds from the crannog were two fine spearheads (one illustrated), a well-preserved and complete 
axehead and a gaming board of yew wood.6 

This weapon is d e s ~ b e d  and iuustrated in Adolf Mahr, 'Ein Wikhger Schwert Mit Deutschem Namen Aus 
Irland', Mannrls W. Ergdnzungsband, p. 240. See in particular Ewart Oakesfiott and Ian Peirce, 'Hiltipreht! Name 
Or Invocation', f irk Lnne Arms Fair CU~RIO~U~ 12 (19951, pp. 6-1 1. 
Vor other examples of this type of May, see Jorma Leppaaho, Spateiser~zeilliche WnJCfen aus Finnland: 
Schrnertinschnften trnd Wnfsen~~nien~ngen des 9-12. .hzlrr/1zlnderts (Helsinkir 1964, pp. 7,9,37,43 and 47 and A.L. 
Lorange, Dm ~ q p ~ r n n I d r r s  Svnerd (Bergen, 1889), pl. 1,2,3,4 and 5. 
"ere are variations in the design on the reverse side of Ulfberht blades. On occasion the three 'X's may be 
flanked by groups of one, two or three upright bars. Yet again, the three 'X's may be replaced by a lattice work 
patkern again flanked by either one, two or three upright bars. 

See aIso the grid comparing the five swords bearing aoss inscriptions, from the Wallace Collection, Ballindeny, 
BerIin, Malhus, and KiLrnairtham in Ewart Oakeshott and Ian Peirce, 'Hiltipreht ! Name Or Invocatiod, Park Lane 
Arms F ~ i r  C~tnloglie 12 (1995), p. 6. 

Sir James Mann, Wallnce Collection Catalogs: Europerrn Arms &Armour, VoE. I1 (London, 1962), pp. 240-241 states 
that the insaiption on the Malhus sword is CIUER. From my recent investigations, this is clearly wrong. 

See Jahs. Bee, 'Norse Antiquities in Ireland', Viking An tiguities in Great Britain and Ireland, Part 111, ed. Haakon 
Shetelig (Oslo, 19401, pp. 77-79 for more detail. See also M m ,  vol. LI, pp. 240-241 and H. R. ElJis Davidson, The 
Szuord hl Anglo-Saxon Enghnd (Oxford, 1962), plate IJb, TIC and plate Wa. 

T Detail of the +YZFBERHT+ inscription. Photograph courtesy of and copyright National Museum of Ireland. 

+ Details of the silver hilt decoration. Photograph cout~esy of and copyright National Museum of Ireland. 

.L One of 2 spears found in the Ballinderry Crannog. Photograph courtesy of and copyright National Museum of ireland- 





National Museum of Freln.nc1, F':..r':2:'':rt 

m - 5  
Pe tersen type: K 

Wheeier type: IV 

Date: ninth century 
Find-plncr: one of a number r>f'srvords f-ormd in a cutting af the Great Southern and 
Western Railway at  Kilmainham, Ireland and presented by the Governors of the 
Hospital and Directors of the Railway 
Ozjerall length: 93.0 crn Blnde llengL11: 78.3 crn 
Lmgth of cross: 11.0 cm Lengflz ofgrip: 9 cm 
Condifinn: Much of the silver plating still adheres to the pommel and cross. The blade, 
in three pieces, is severely corroded and may well have been subjected to caustic 
cleaning. 

The bIade of this unique ninth century weapon is complete, although in three pieces, 
and is of slender proportions. It is doubIe-edged with a narrow fuller. This specimen, 
although broken and bereft of some of its quality decoration upon the hilt, still exudes 
much of its former glory. Probably the best flustration of this weapon may be found 
in an interesting and important article written by Coffey and E.C.R. Amstrong in 
1910.' Here the hilt is shown with considerable areas of silver plate decoration 
remaining. When I examined the sword in 1994, much of the silver work was missing, 
although one side of the pornme1 st i l l  retained good coverage and the vine scroll 
decoration was easily discernible? A considerable amount of the original grip remains 
adherent to the tang. 

Two stranded pairs of silver wire separate each lobe of the pommel, and the 
characteristic groove between the upper and lower elements is filled with a thickish, 
prominent wire of beaded silver.3 Close examination of the faces of the cross revealed 
that the vine scroll did, indeed, include grapes, a detail not shown on the illustration, 
referred to above. 

The inscription HARTOtFA is clearly shown, incised though the silver plate in Coffey 
and Armstrong's illustration, but during the course of ithe 1994 examination it was 
only possible to make out the " H ,  much due to severe bubbling and lifting of the 
iron oxide below the silver! IS must be added that Plunket's splendid series of 
waterco~ours, showing a selection of the weapons (swords, axes, arrowheads, shield 
bosses, and other items) found in the Cemetery at Island-Bridge Kilmainham, 
include yet another stunning and detailed image of this very specid weapon? 

When examined by Boe jn 1926, the Mt inscription was even then 

George Coffey and E.C.R. Armstrang, Scandinavinn Objects found a f Is1;zndBridge and 
Kilmainhans, Proceedings of the RoyaI Irish Academy. vol. XXVZTI, sect. C (1910), pp. 107-122 
and pl. IV (no.5). The sword inustrated in H.R. ElIis Davidson, T71e Sword in AngIo-Smn 
Englalzd (Oxford, 19621, pl. 13, no. 85, is wrongly captioned, as this is a drawing of the 
Bdlinderry hilt. 

I shall never forget the kindness and consideration of the Dkector of the National Museum 
of Ireland, Patrick Wallace and Raghnall 6 FIoinn, Mary Cahill, and Paul MulIarkey. 
See the Coffey and Armstrong illustration for these details. 
Coffey and Armstrong also concedc that Professor Carl Malstrander's reading of the last 

lener of the inscription was correct and that the "A" should be an "Y. Thus the inscription 
reads HARTOLER, and the "I" in the inscription should be interpreted as an "TI'. 

Paj~fed by Plunket in 1847. 
"See Johs. Bee, 'Norse Antiquities in Ireland', 14kingAntiqnifies in Grcnt Britain andlrelnnd, 
Purt H I ,  ed. Haakcln ShetcEig (Oslo, 194FI), p:[ 7, fig. 3 and p 20. 



+ View of the largest of 
three fragments of WK-5. 
Photograph courtesy of 
and copyright National 
Museum of Ireland, 

3 Recent view of the hilt 
of WK-5. Photograph 
courtesy of and copyright 
National Museum of 
Ireland, 

+ Detail of the 
crossguard of WK-5 as 
represented in Plunket's 
watercolour from 1847. 



Fetersen type: K 
Wheeler type: IV 

Dnte: ninth century 
Find-place: Ostby fam,  Sigdal parish, Ruskt.rud, Norrtray 
Ozrernil lengfh: 90.5 cm 61ndc lcnpfh: 76 cm 
Lengtlt ofcross: 10.1 crn LengL,.lit qfgrip: 9.2 crn 
BnBnInncc. poillt: not applicable due to a huge bend, in the direction of the minor axis of 
the blade 
Cortdifion: the blade surface is in excellent condition in some areas, especidly dose to 
the hilt 
This ninth century weapon came from three mixed grave finds from the Age 
which were found on a farm called Ostby in the parish of Sigdal and the county of 
Buskerud. The museum records say that it was found with a massive number of 
artifacts including another fine sword, two axes, one spear, two shield bosses, twenty 
arrows, three rangle; two scythes, two sickles, two ploughshares, five domestic axes, 
one hammer, two files, four knives, and two tinder flints. There were also loom 
fitments, horse bits, and jewellery.' The finder was farmer Hans Ostby who in 1933 
came across what he described as two graves lying one behind the other, north and 
south. Reading between the h e s  of the museum records it appears that Hans probably 
excavated the graves himself, hence the rtixing of the artifacts. However, the number 
of graves Hans found may have been incorrect for an 'official commentatorJ alluded 
to artifacts from a female grave being present. Hence there were almost certainly 
three graves, one of them being a double one. 

The blade, burned and benP so that the tip is 20 cm out of line with the rest of the 
blade, i s  a wide 5.6 cm at the cross and has shallow fullers with a fuller width of 
3 cm, again at the cross. It is beautifully pattern-welded and is not dissimilar to that 
shown on the Migration Period sword on pp. 2627. Indeed some 18 cm of exquisitely 
preserved pattern-welding exists close to the cross and the pristine, almost mint, 
condition of the surface points to the blade as having gledesk~ll .~ In addition, on one 
side of the blade and about 4 cm from the crass is one of those swirls of decorative 
pattern-welding illustrated by Leppaaho." 

The small, ahos t  parallel faced moss has simply curved ends and even now bears 
traces of a bronze coating. The robust tang tapers both in its width and thickness. 
The hilt is terminated by a loosely attached five lobed pommel attached by turo 
rivets, visible on the underside of the upper pard.5 At first sight, the pommel appears 
to be trilobulated, but actually it is five lobed, one larger central one separated from 
the two on the flanks by two tiny narrow lobes barely 0.5 cm wide. Each of these five 
elements is divided up by a deepish groove, which would norrndIy contain a beaded 
iron wire or even one of siIver. 

It must have been a stunning sword in its day and its current sad state is probably 
due to the damage caused when its owner was cremated, 

Negative 3885-87 in the files of the Universitetets Oldsaksamling, Oslo, shows a large 
portion of the find. 
%e photograph of the whole sword does not truly reveal the size of this bend. 

See the note explaining this phenomenon on p. 36. 
9 ~ e e  J o m a  Leppaa ho, Sphtciscnzelf l id l~  MT!ferr arts Fin rrlnr~d: SchzuerfinsclfriJfm utld 
WaffPnv~rzierlirrg~~z dcs 3.-12. ]~lnltrl~undrrt,~ (Helsinki, 196-11, p. 25 and plate 2c, 
T o r  a very similar hilted weapon, sec Jan Petersen, De N a r s k ~  Mh-hrg~sverd (Oslo, 19191, 
p. 106, fig. 39. 
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+ Full length view of C25576b. The photograph 
does not truly reveal the size of this bend. 
Photograph by Eirik lrgens Johnsen courtesy of and 
copyright Universitetets Oldsakamling, negative 
233500. 

+ The hilt of C25576b with its five lobed pommel 
and the forte of the blade showing a broad shaltaw 
fuller corresponding to two adjacent bands of 
pattern-welding with opposite twists creating the 
impression of nested chevrons pointing towards 
the tip. Photograph courtesy of and copytight 
Universitetets Oldsaksamling, negative 10746. 



Petersen type: K 
'527heeler type: IV 

Dnk:  ninth century 
Find-plncr: no record e,uists. 
Ouernll LengtIt: 91.0 cm Rlnde lletr~@Jz: 75 cm 
L ~ r ~ g f h  of cross: 7.5 cm Length of p ' p :  11.0 cm 
Condition: bath hi1 t and blade in a fairly good excavated condition 

According to the museum records, this sword was 'given by the Count of 
Nieuwerkerke in 1868'. 

This is a most elegant weapon, finely proporkioned, long-bladed, and with a hugely 
long grip. 

The fders are wide, shallow, and easily discernible as, indeed are the cutting edges. 
The very character of the blade and alI elements of the hilt Iead me to believe that 
this splendid example has been welt nurtured by the environment which contained 
it for so many centuries. It is certainIy not a river find. 

The hilt is a typical Petersen type K, but having seven, rather than five, lobes to the 
pommel, and is not udike  the great sword from Gravak which bears the HiItipreht 
inscription upon its cross.' 

The simple cross bears no form of decoration and nestles perfectly and comfortably 
on to the blade and exactly at 90' to 

The tang is massively robust both in width and thickness and based on a Iarge number 
of examples, the grip is almost twenty percent larger than the average. 

The lobes of the pommel are separated from one another by two stout twisted silver 
wires, which have been forced into prepared grooves. One twisted wire is missing. 
The boundarybetween the upper and lower elements of the pommel was once marked 
by similar twisted wires, most of which has now gone. 

Close consideration of the blade revealed a high possibility of an iron-inlaid 
inscription. 

See Ewart Oakeshott and Ian Peirce, 'Hiltipreht.! Name or Invocation', TIC P ~ r k  Lane Arms 
Fair Cafalogue I2 (1995), pp. 6-11 and Jan Petersen, De NorsJcE Vikingeszrexd (Oslo, 1919), p. 
106 and fig. 89. See also Petersen figs. 90 and 91 for other excellent examples of this type. 
50 many do not and the human eye is so perceptive to srnall variations from a right angle 

(i.e. 90')). Indeed such a small variation can spoil one's image af an otherwise perfect 
weapon. For examples, see Petersen figs. 55,58,65,66,72,79,86, and 88. 
% good average grip length is 9.3 cm or 3.72 in. 



+- Full length view of Jl showingthe 
gently taperingarrd!spatuIhte.tipped! 
blade withits wide fiIlirr..Phorogaph 
courtesy of and copyrighrMus6e deb 
l:Arm6e, Paris, negative K237T76.. 

+ Hiltof Jl showing plain guardsand a 
pomrnellwitH~seven lobes,,each once 
separared,frorn:anuther by twisted) 
silver wire. PhotograpH couttesy af and 
copyright MusCe de I'ArmEe, Paris, 
negative K23717. 



Universitetets Oldsaksnmling, 0 7 ' ~ .  

Cl'd014 
Petersen type: K 

Wheeler type: IV 

Drrte: late ninth century, 
Find-plnce: Klde farm, Amot, Hedemrvk N~rway 
Oz~ernll letrgtlt: 94.5 crn Blnde lenflt: 74.8 cm 
Lmgtlt of cross: 11.7 crn Lcnflh njgrip: 9.2 cm 
Bnlnnce point: 17.5 crn 
Condition: exceZIent 

This word was found in a field of Wde farm, Amot, Hedernark near to some 
grave mounds with a spear, a double-bladed arrow, a knife, a sax (26.3 cm long),' a 
s i d e  and belt fitments in iron; all surrounded by black earth where traces of bones 
were in evidence. Some areas of the blade and hilt are covered in a quite unusual 
surface bubbling. It is very similar to the appearance of many river finds prior to 
consemation and may well be due to the chemical nature of the earth In which the 
grave was dug2 

The blade on this ninth century weapon is in excellent condition with Iarge areas in 
almost pristine condition, though it is slightly bent out of line in two places, one 
some 17 cm from the cross and again at a point 30 cm from the tip. The cutting 
edges are h o s t  as sound as the day they were formed and each occupies almost 
one third of the width of the stout, finely proportioned blade? The fullers also have 
excellent definition and run to within some 5 cm of the tip. Quite unusually, the tip 
is perfectly preserved. 

The well preserved, stub-ended boat-shaped cross has no apparent form of 
decoration except for a single thin groove cut dong each edge of the lateral faces, 
thus making a very simple but effective form of decoration. The massive pommel, 
although quite in keeping with alI other elements of this weapon, has 5 lobes, the 
central one being the largest, and is securely fastened to the stout tang4 The pommel 
has been forged in one piece and is divided around its p t h  by two pardIel grooves 
with yet another pair of grooves at. the lower edge. The cross-section of the pommel 
is slightly more boat-shaped than the cross. 

Without a doubt this is one of the finest surviving weapons of this age.5 

' Snx can aIso mean scissors according to my translator. 
There i s  no evidence that this weapon has ever been cleaned. 
Lee Jones and I both handled this fine weapon in 1993. 
It is indeed massive; compare with the pommels in fig. 89 and fig. 90 in Jan Petersen) Dc 

Norskc Vikirtgesuerd (Oslo, 1919). 
' For several other swords of this type, see Ewart Oakeshott and Ian Peirce, 'Hfitipreht! 
Name or Invocation', Park Lnnc Arms F~ir Cntnlope 12 (1995)) pp. 6-11. 

+ Full length view of C11014 showing the especially well defined fuller. Photograph by ave 
Holst courtesy of and copyright Universitetets Oldsaksam!ing, negative 22343a. 

The outlines of the pommel from the side and below are adapted from fig. 91 of Jan 
Petersen, De Norske Vikingesverd (Oslo, 191 91, p, 107, which is an illustration of this hilt, 

+ Hilt of C110T4 showing the sirnpte scribed decoration. Photograph by Eirik lrgen5bhnsen 
couficsy of and copyright Universitetets Oldsakcamling, nsg, -I 7tive 23352/13- 





MusPe de l1Arm6e, Paris 

jro 2262 
Petersen type: L 
Wheeler type: V 

r. I 
a : : : .  d D n t ~ :  mid ninth to mid tenth century 

Ozrcrnll lcngtlr: 88.3 crn Blnde 11n~@: 76.4 
Ler~gttll of cross: 9.0 ccn~ Lettgfh ~f grip: 7.9 cm 
Bnlnnce y o k t :  22.6 cm 
Condition: some heavy pitting but good in places 

The sword under mamination is a Petersen type L and it has been stated so much in the 
past that this is an English Mt type. It is true that a few wampks have been found in the 
British Isles and Engl;landr in but. not as many as in Norway? Jan Petersen lists 
fourteen in his Sword Register and they are spread over a wide area of find places.2 It is 
of mid ninth to mid tenth century. 

Occasionally, perhaps even more frequently, and especially in the light of new data, we 
should be open to adjusting our thoughts and opinions on certain topics. I, therefore, 
believe that we must now consider Petersen type L as a Viking (Scandinavian) type hiIt 
frequently found (and therefore likely popular) in England. 

This good example from Paris is most definitely a river find, such identification being 
possible due to the jet-black n a m e  of its surface, both on the blade and the 

The blade is broad (6.0 crn at. the hilt) and, most unusuallyI carries wide deep fullers all 
the way through to the point which shows slight damage. 

The cross curves gracefully towards the blade and still has small pieces of silver adhering 
to its edges. There is stdl a portion of the wooden grip attached to the cross and tang 
(see close-up of hilt). A simple plain iron ferrule or collar remains freely attached to the 
skrrdy tang. This would have originally overlaid the pommel end of the grip. 

There are also traces of silver on both the upper and lower elements of the trilobated 
pommel. A beaded strip or solid wire of either silver or iron would have origrnally 
separated these, but this has been lost. Some decoration has survived on either side of 
the remaining channel that would have carried the iron ox silver wire, in the form of a 
serrated pattern, running around the periphery of the pommel. 

This must have been a strikingly beautiful weapon in its youth, especially as it appears 
as though all parts of the hilt were silver plated. 

One similar sword from LempaIa, Finland, illustrated by Jorma Leppaaho, has some 
iron inlay on the blade: on one side a cross flanked by two omegas and upon the other 
side a cross potent fo1Jowed by a swirl of inlay, much like a whirlpool..' It may well be 
that this Paris blade also has some iron inlay. 

See H.R. Ellis Davidson, The Sword in Atrglo-Snxorr EngIrznd (Oxford, 1962)) pl. X. It is strikingly 
similar to no. 66, the sword found in the River Witham .md now in the Shef~efd Museum. The 
blade of this example is pattern-welded. 
"ee especialIy Jan Petersen, De Novskc Vikinpsvrrd (Oslo, 1919), fie, 94,95) 96 and 97. 
There is also another type L in Paris in the MusGe National du Moyen Age - Thermes et Hdtel 

de Cluny, museum no. CL 11060. 
" Jorma Leppaaho, S F f e i ~ e n z ~ i f I i c h ~  Wnfl17rr aus Firtninnd: Schloprfinscltriftm rllld 

W a f f f i ~ v e r z i c ~ u ~ l , ~ ~ ~ ~  dt.s 9.-12. IaEzrJumd~~k (Helsinki, 1964$, p. 24, sword no, NM 1996:73. 
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-+ Hilt of ]PO 2262 showing 
guards stronglv curving away 
from the grtp, characteristic of 
Petersen's type L. Photograph 
courtesy of and copyright 
Musee de I'Arrnee, Pans, 
negative K23709. 

+- Full length view of JPO 
2262 showing a gently 
taperins blade with the fuller 
extending almost to the rip, 
suggesting the possibility that 
th~s sword was once 
shortened. Photograph 
courtesy of and copyright 
Musbe de I'ArmPe, Paris, 
negative K23708. 



f i  British Museum, London 

Dnfe: mid ninth to mid tenth century 
Find-ylucc: stream bank near Hurbuck, Durham, England 
Owrail le~t,oth: 61 crn Blndt~ lcn~tir: 74.4 cm 
L~ngth  qf crass: 8.3 cm Lengtlr of g r i p :  8.0 cm 
BnInrrctl poi~zt: 22.1 cm 
Condifior!: both blade and hiIt are heavily corroded 

Petersen we: L 
Wheeler t h e :  V 

According to the museum register, this sword was found at Hurbuck, Durham in a 
stream bank and was part of a hoard purchased from the Rev. William Greenwell. 

The tapered blade of this l a k  ninth century AngIo-Saxon sword is badly corroded 
upon both sides and for most of its length, but this does allow us, with great clarity, to 
view the structure. The blade is one of the thickest I have ever handled and there is 
faint evidence of a wide fuller which is 3 cm wide at the crossguard end. The blade is 
much better preserved from the midpoint to the hilt and the cutting edges are prominent 
over this portion, as well. At a point some 20 cm from the cross, the blade is bent 
approximately 2.5 cm out of true and again at a distance of some 45 crn from the 
crossguard, but in the opposite direction. I do not think this sword had been ritually 
killed. The huge tang is tapered in both width and thickness towards the pommel. The 
radiographic tests carried out on the blade revealed two layers consisting of three 
continuously twisting bands, not completely superimposed. The bands have a longer 
twist at intervals, and have been arranged to coincide across the width.' 

The boat-shaped crossguard is about 0.6 cm thick, curves gently towards the blade and 
has small traces of siIver clinging to it. The upper guard is a smaller copy of the 
crossguard and is surmounted by a delightful littIe thee  lobed pommel which is badIy 
corroded and which consequently bears no trace of surviving applied precious metal. 

A sword with a similar hilt was found in the River Witham at Fiskerton and is now in 
the Sheffield Museum. Yet another good example is that from the T h a r n e ~ . ~  Leslie 
Webster of the British Museum has described the Fiskerton sword as follows: 

Two edged iron sword with silver mounted hilt. The blade is pattern-weIded; the 
hilt consists of a grip (originally with an oxganic covering) with three decorated bands, 
curved guards and a silver-mounted pommel with central lobed element flanked by 
twin styIised animal-head shoulders. The rather crudely-decorated Trewhiddle-style 
silver mounts on grip and pommel are inlaid with niello, the former entirely with 
geometric and pIant ornament, the latter with geometric and animal ~rnament .~  

Wheeler suggested that this style of hilt originated in England as the splendid Abingdon 
hilt appeared from the decoration to be Anglo-Saxon work." 

' See Janet Lang and Barry Ager, 'Swords of the Anglo-Saxon and Viking Periods in the British 
Museum: a Radiographic Study', Weapons nnd W~rfarc  in Anglo-Saxot~ E~igland, ed. Sonia 
Chadwick Hawkes (Oxford, 19891, p. 99. See also fig. 7,3c on p. 90. 

See H.R. EIlis Davidson, The Sword in Anglo-Snxo~l England (Oxford, 1962), pl. X and figs. 66 
and 68, respectively. 

See alm LesIje Webster and Janet Backhouse, 771c Mnking oJEngland: Anglo-Saxon Arf and 
Cultltre AD 600-900 (London, 1991), p. 276. 

See Davidson, pp. 5.556. 

t Full length view of 131 2, 7-23 1. Photograph courtesy of and copyright British Museum. 



British Museum, London 

1848,IO-21 1 
Petersen type: L variant 

Wheeler type: VX 

Drrte: tenth century 
Find-place: River Witham opposite Monks Abbey, Lincoln, England 
Ouernll 1mgfE1: 91.5 cm BInrlt! length: 77.8 cm 
Length of cross: 11.8 crn Length of grip: 8.8 crn 
Baknctl point: 17.4 cm 
Condition: all elements of this superb specimen are in an excelIent state of 
preservation 

This weapon would 'upstage' virtually aU of the swords in the best public and 
private collections of the world. It was found in October 1848 and presented to the 
British Museum by J. Hayward, Esquire of Beaumont Manor, Lincoln. 'The sword 
was stated to have been found during widening of the river Witham opposite 
Monks Abbey, Zinc~ln. '~  

The beautifdy tapered blade has received virtually no corrosion, being protected 
by the buildup of a black scale which contains principally goethite (FeO(0H)). 
The blade is a little more than 6 cm wide where it meets the aossguard. The bold, 
well-defined fullers are 2.9 cm wide at their origin and 1.4 cm wide at the extreme 
end where they run to within 8 cm of the point, Over the last 12 cm the blade 
curves delicately into the decorated cross. The bIade of this sword is cornpleteIy 
straight and carries a hefty tang. Both of the sturdy cutting edges are b e a u W y  
preserved and this remarkable weapon could be used with devastating resuIts 
even today.' The importance of this example is further enhanced by the presence 
of a splendid pattern-welded iron inlaid inscription which is 12.5 crn long. It is 
possible to deapher almost all of the letters. However, a radiographic study of this 
sword carried out in the British Museum Research Laboratory revealed the 
insa-iption to be+LEUfLRlL with the h a 1  T inverted as belowa3 The d a y  is pattern- 
welded and appears intact except for a tiny missing portion of the R. It is possible 
to see the simple but effective way in which the cross and letters me constructed. 
AIE of the inscription lies within the boundaries of the fuller. On the reverse side of 
the blade and centred at a distance of 9 cm from the crossguard is an iron-inlaid 
'reversed S', thus 2. Again, the inlay is pattern-welded. 

Both lateral faces of the chunky curved crossguard carry copper-alIoy decoration 
in the form of a series of diamond-shaped islands set in a sea of applied silver, 
which must have made this weapon staggeringly beautiful in its youth? Under 
magnification, it is possible to see the fine parallel cuts onto which the silver and 
copper-alloy sheets were hammered. The upper hilt i s  composed of two pieces 
and rivet heads can be seen under the upper guard, which is a smaller similady 
shaped version of the crossguard which also carries identical decoration. The 
hilobed pommel still retains some of the same type of decoration, especially on 
one side of the larger central lobe. This is in the form of an almost complete larger 
diamond. There is a deep and wide groove between the pommel and upper guard 
and grooves between the lobes of the pommel and these grooves, which are about 
0.3 cm wide, almost certainly would have contained strips of silver. There are also 
traces of silver on the grip side of the crossguard. 

continued + 

+ Full length view of 1848,lO-21 I .  Photograph murtesy of and copyright British Museum. 



t continuation of British M ~ ~ s c u m ,  1848, 10-31 I 

Itis worth noting that which Ewart Oakeshott wrote a Aer handling this beautif111 weapon: 'As your fingers 
dose round its hilt you feel the character of the weapon; it seems positively t.0 woo you to strike. There is 
no mistaking its message or purpose, even after an immersion in mud and water and weeds of eight or so 
centuries.'" 

Evison noted two other sword blades with the same, or almost identical, inscriptions-one from Estonia, 
another from Russia and a possibIe third Anglo-Saxon copy from the Thames at: Bat te r~ea .~  The example 
from Russia was found at Ahetyevo, but here the first T is inverted and the next letter is an inverted L. 
The central device upon the reverse side of this blade may welI be the remains of an interlace pattern 
similar to those characteris tically found on Ulfberht blades.? 

See Herbert Maryon, 'A Sword of the VX4ng Period horn the River Witham', TIre Arifiquarian Journal 30 (July to 
October, 1950), pp. 175-179. 
I h t  handled this sword in 1987 when Leslie WWster of the British Museum was delivering it to the William the 

Conqueror Exhibition in Rouen. I have never forgotten the experience. 
"ee the spIendid contribution of Janet: Lang and Barry Ager, 'Swords of the Anglo-Saxon and Viking Periods in 
the British Museum: a Radiographic Study', Wenpons and Wnrfnrc in Anglo-Saxon England, ed. Sonia Chadwick 
Hawkes (Oxford, 19891, pp. 103-105. 
Much of the silver remains. 
See Ewart Oakeshott, Records qf the Median1 Sword (Woodbridge, 19911, p. 26. See also Ian Peirce, 'The 

Development of the Medieval Sword, c. 85&1300', Idenls and Practice of Medieval Knighthwd: Papers from the Third 
Strawberry Hill Co~lJere?ice (19881, ed. C. Harper-Bill and Ruth Harvey, pp. 144-145. 

V.T. Evison, 'A Sword from the Thames at Wallingford Bridge', An tiqwarian JorirnaI124 ( 1 9 6 5  pp.16&189. 
A.N. Ejrpichnikov, Vrevnerusskoye oruzhiye (vyp. I) Mechi i SabE, IX-XIII w', Arkheologiya SSR (19661, El-36, 
pl. XVII no. 4 and pl. XD(, no. 1-2. 

Hilt of 7 848,10-21 1 showing strongly curved guards with copper alloy diamonds against a background of silver. 
Photograph courtetesy of and copyright British Museum. 

.L Debit of iron inlay on blade of 1848,lO-21 1. Photograph courtesy of and copyright British Museum. 





British Museum 

1856,7-11404 
petersen type: L variant 

Wheeler type: VI 

Dale: late tenth to early eleventh century 
Find-plncc: River Tharnes in King's Reach off the Temple in London, England 
Oirurnll lerrgth: 84.2 crn Blnifc 11cnglJ1: 69.7 cm 
Lellgtlr of cross: 10.2 cm LargfJz qfgr ip:  6.5 cm 
Bafnnce point: 16.2 crn 
Condition: excellent condition for a river find 

TEs sword was found in the River Tharnes, in a g ' s  Reach, off the Temple in London. 
It was acquired by the British Museum in 18.56 by purchase from Mr. Charles Roach 
Snuth. 

R e  beautifully complete and acutcIy tapered blade has a width of 5.7 cm at the 
crosspard and the point remains perfectly preserved. Both cutting edges are in a 
healthy state and bear many battIe-nicks along their lengths. Some areas of the blade 
appear to boast their origmal surface whereas other portions are covered with a blackish 
patina.l The tapered fullers, 2-2 crn wide at their origin adjacent to the crossguard, run 
to within some 9 un of the point. On one side and sketching more than the width of 
the fullers is a splendid INGELRII inscription, with all of the letters picked out in inhicate 
pattern-welded iron inlay of a similar style to many of those illustrated by Leppaaho? 
AU of the inlay is intact and the inscription has a length of 11.7 cm. Upon the reverse 
side is another portion of inlay, again all intact, namely a cross potent flanked by three 
vertical bars. Leppaaho illustrated a sword which bears a cross potent between two  
omegas flanked by three vertical bars3 The tang of the sword is slightly tapered and 
appears to have been never robust. 

The boat-shaped crossguard curves gracefully towards the blade and is better preserved 
on the side of the Zngelrii inscription, indeed sEil retaining some small traces of silver 
plating? The upper guard is a smaller version of the cross and upon it is mounted a 
Hobate pommel consish-ig of a bulbous centraI lobe flanked by two tiny elongated 
ones. Small pieces of silver still cling to the surface of the pommel. Under magnification 
it can be seen that the decoration had been applied using the common technique of 
hatching the surface with an array of fine incisions and hammering on the sheets of 
precious metal. No rivets are in evidence, leading me to believe that the upper hilt 
was made in one piece. This is a sword which has graced many volumes, not least 
because of its stunning praporti~ns.~ 

The mud of the Tharnes, like many European rivers such as the Seine, the Danube and the 
Scheldt for example, seems to nurture any metallic object which it receives. It appears that 
the chemical content of the mud initially causes a reaction with the metal surface p rodudg  
a substance called goethite (FeO(0H)) which protects against further cwrosion. 
' See, in particular, Jorrna Leppaaho, Spiiteisa~zeifliche W$ferr nus Finnlnlrd: ~c/1~,et.tinscl1rifte~~ 
und W~flcnveszieningen &s 9,-72. Jnlzrlltoidcrfs (Helsinki, 1964, pp. 7, 9/11, 37,41,43 and 47 
For good examples. 

See Lepplaho, p. 25. 
I noticed this in November 2000 when 1 closely jnspected the sword. I do not think this has 

been recorded before. 
See in particular: Ewart Oakesl~ut t, Records of !/the Mcdimnl Sword (Wooclbridge, 1991), p. 26; 

R. Oake~hott  Thr Archamlog- OJ w~rr~~ss (London, 19W), ~ 1 .  6a; and Ian Peirce, 'The 
Development of the Medieval Sward, c. 850-1300', hicnls nlrd Pmcticc ?f Medinvd ~ n i g l l f h m ~ :  
Pnpcrs from the Third Strmubcrry Hal Corflcrclicc (798.9, ed. C. Harpcr-Bill and Ruth HmeY, 
pp. 145-146 and pl. 4. 



+ t Full length view and hilt detail of 1856, 7-1 1404 with wide appositely curved guards. Photographs courtesy of and 
copyright British Museum. 

4 Details of 1856, 7-1 1404 showing the iron inlaid INCELRII inscription above and geometric inlay of 1118111 on the 
opposite blade face on blade below. Photographs courtesy of and copyright British Museum. 



National Museum of Ireland, Eu:: '1.r~ 

1936:3763 
Petersen type: L variant 

Dnfe: first half of the tenth century 
Firrd-plnce: Wheelam, County JGldare, Ireland, 1936 
Overnll Jengt11: 93.7 cm Blnde Iengt11: 81.5 crn 
LengtJr of cross: 12.2 crn Length of,grip: 8.5 cm 
BnIrrnce point: 15.0 crn 
Cbndifion: Both hilt and blade are in a fair state of preservation. The blade is 
corroded completely through in places corresponding to the position of the fullers. 

This sword was found in a drain in marshy land and almost certainly not in its 
original place of deposition. It was cleaned and treated in the Research Laboratory 
in the British Museum, on behalf of the National Museum of Ireland and has a 
glossy black appearance.' 

Although the blade is heavily corroded, it is sti t l  possibIe to detect the extremities 
dboth fulIers and cutting edges. The point of baIance would have been even closer 
to the Mt if the upper element of the pommel were in place. Also, the great width 
of the blade at the cross (6.0 crn) encourages the weapon to be well balanced in the 
hand. 

On one side of the blade, at a distance of 11.0 crn, from the hilt, are the remains of 
an iron-inlaid inscription, in the form of a Lombardic letter '0'. 

The cross curves gently towards the blade, is elliptical in cross-section with rounded 
ends and has straight, lateral sides. 

The lower element of the pommel is smaller than the cross, but has the same cross- 
sectional shape. The upper part of the pommel is missing, but traces of the iron 
rivets by which it had been attached are evident. The tang is broad and robust. 
There is no sign of any decoration upon the hilt. 

This weapon reminds me so much of the great Viking sword found in the River 
Witham near Lincoln and now in the British Museum." It has a t t i lob~d pornme1 
and is described in detail elsewhere (see pp, 77-79). I believe this Xrish example is 
of exactly the same hilt and blade type as that superb example in the British 
Museum.; 

See Johs. Bere, 'Norse Antiquities in Ireland', W i n g  Antiquities irz Great Britnin and Ireland, 
Pnrt Ill, ed. Haakon Shetelig (Oslo, 1940), p. 85 and fig. 54, p. 82. 

Accession number 1848,lO-211; described and illustrated herein on pp. 77-79. 
See also Jan Petersen, DE Norske Vikingesverd (Oslo, 1919), p. 124 and fig. 102 and the 

splendid example from Universitetets Oldsaksarnling, Museum No. C4397 (pp. 92-93 
herein) found in a male p a v e  with other weapons, tools, and horse equipment, illustrated 
in From Viking to Crusader: The Scnndi~zavia~rs nrrd Europe PDQ to 1200 (22nd Council of 
Europe Exhibition) (Copenhagen, 1992), p. 255, cat. no. 110. That sword, however, is a 
Pe tersen type I? 

.- ; < , - .  
i- Full length vrew of 1936:3763. Corrosion has pierced the blade in multiple places along the 

s fullers, Photograph courtesy of and copyright National Muscurn of [relancl. 

4 View of the hilt of 1936:3763. No evidence of any applied decoration remains. If not for 
I )  t he  evidence of the rivets, and thus the former presence o i  a pommel, this would more closely 

fit Petersen's type Q. Photograph courtesy of and  copyrizht National Museum of [reland. 





\, ' , . IN Dntt.: mid ninth to mid tenth century 
4 

Uvcr-all lt.~,Hh: 90.0 crn Rlrrdt Ir~~z~tlrt l?:  75.0 cm 
Lt.l~~ytpflt of cross: 10.0 cm L o ~ g t h  ofgrip: 12.0 a n  
Condition; excell~nt 

The blade of this beat~tifully proportioned weapon is in exceIlent condition as indeed 
is the hilt. It is almost certainly a river-find, but the museum records tell us no more 
than, 'it was put into the museum by Benjamin Fillon, a Vendeen archaeologist, who 
died around 1890'. It dates from c. 850 to before 950. Petersen dated this type acwateIy 
from 'find combinations', i.e. the types of spears and axes found with a sword. 

The blade is some 5.3 crn wide at the hilt and has not been subjected to any cleaning 
process. The well-defined fullers occupy about half the width of the blade and run 
down to within a few cenhetres of the point. This is one of those rare blades where 
the point is perfectly p~eserved.~ 

The cutting edges, which show much evidence of honing (and thus pointing to a 
well-used weapon), are in such excellent condition that t k i s  sword could be used, 
quite literally, even today. 

Many swords have lost the kop element of their pommel and it would be very easy to 
assign this weapon to that category. There is, however, no evidence that this specimen 
ever had a top hamper to its pommel. Jan Petersen recognized this as a unique type 
in its own right and called it a type M.2 

The long cross is roughly rectangular in cross-section with slightly rounded 
extremities, and the tiny bar-like pommel tapers gently towards each end. 

It is characteristic of this type that the fullers are wide and deep, thus lightening the 
blade considerably (without impairing its stsength) and therefore making it 
unnecessary to have an overly massive pommel to counteract the mass of the blade. 

The example under discussion should be compared with the equally well-preserved 
type M (c. 900) from Mogen, Rauland, Telernark, found in a male grave along with a 
splendid Iong-bladed and decorated spear, an arrowhead and a pin.3 

This type, apart from type Ht is the most common form of the Viking Age and 
according to Petersen one of the simplest. He was aware of a total of 198 specimens 
found in Norway. Of these, 166 had double-edged blades, 30 had single-edged blades 
and two were in such condition that their status in this regard could not be determined. 
They came mostly from the eastern part of Norway, none had inscriptions and two 
were pattern-welded. 

Type 'M' first a~peared in the middle of the ninth century, becoming more common 
in the second half of that century and most Iikely continuing into the first few decades 
of the tenth century. There are sub-types of type M, based upon slightly c w e d  crosses 
and pommel bars. 

As one would expect, the East 3.0 cm or so of a blade would be highly stressed when 
slashing or thrusting. 

See Jan Petersen, Dc Norskt Vikin~csuerd (Oslo, 19191, pp. 117-125 and figs. 98 and 99, the 
swords from Ovd Eidsvold and Rorncrikc, respectively. 

footnotes continue on p. 86 + 



Hilt of 13 showing straight, unadorned guards and the absence of a pommel, characteristic of Petersen's type M. 
Photograph courtesy of and copyright by the Muske de IfArrnCe, Paris, negative K23711. 

+ Full length view of J3. Photograp11 courtesy of and copyright by the Musk! de ItArm6e, Paris, negative K23710. 
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3 Rfcurdcd 3s no. 76 in the ~ 2 t . l ~  and as C?-l?.!4 in the rnorjt?rn rrc,?rds ~k The .t:nivcr,ity of 0510, Institute 
for ,A,rchaeoloF. ThC blade of this p 1 . e  find ih  some 113.4) ctn .(.l.i)"l Inr,qt.r than tht3 p'lri5 cxnn~plc. and the blade 
side of the floss has  a 'peculiar  mam men tat ion ion~ist inp of decpI> branJt.d (drillcri) points (hales)'. 

T C24244 from Mogen, Rauland, Telernark, Norway. Photograph courtesy af and copyright Universitetets 
Oldsaksamling. 

4 Shortened sword with a diminutive type M hilt which appears to have been made from a firll sized Viking sword, with 
the present sword blade representing the forte. Reputedly from a boy's grave in Ringebu, Oppland, Norway opened in 
the late 19th century and found with a similarly small axe head, spear head and shield boss. Overall length: 47.7 cm; 
blade length: 38.5 cm; maximum blade thickness: 0.48 cm; weight 309 g. Private collection. Photograph by Doug 
Whitman. 

Petersen type N 

Type N was characterized by Peterson as having an 
unadorned rounded pommel upon a straight upper 
guard. In a series of seven examples examined by 
Petersen, pommels were between 2.4 and 3.0 crn in 
height. Upper guards ranged between 7.2 and 8.3 cm 
with thicknesses of just over 1 cm, white the 
crossguards averaged 10 crn En length with a [ate 
example reaching a maximum of 15.4 cm. Blades are 
generally double-edged. 

Peterson was uncertain as to whether this was an 
independent type or represented a simplification of 
earlier trilobate pommels. Petersen dated this type to 
the second half of the 9th century. 

+ C4f 15 in the Universitetets Oldsaksamling, Oslo, 
captioned Fig. 103. Nordl~y, Fct, Akh., from Ian Petersen, De 
Norske Viklngesverd tOslo, 191 91, pp. 1 25-1 26. 



Universitetets Oldsaksamling, Oslo 

C13848a 
Petersen type: 0 

Dnte: first half of the tenth century 
I Fittci-plncc: Vestre Berg, Loiten parish, Akershus, Norway 

hemll  le~gth: 95.8 cm Blnde lerzgklz: 79.5 cm 
Largfh ofcross: 10.7 cm Length ofgrip: 10.9 m 
Condition: hilt very good, blade badly corroded 

This 'ritually Idled' late ninth to tenth century sword is part of a very large grave find fmm Veshp Berg. 
in the parish of Laiten, in Akershus county. According to the museum register, the grave was discovered 
by 'clearing wood, between some rocks'. Other artifacts recovered from the grave were, a sword (very 
small), two arrows, one axe head, two shield bosses, one sax and a massive assortment of other iron 
objects including hooks, a lock for a chest, and a horse bit.' Several of the artifacts had gladeskall and alI 
were quite well preserved. 

continued + 

4 View of CT383Sa showing how the sword has been bent. The bowl from another Viking Age find is C9529. 
, Photograph courtesy of and copyright Universitetets Otdsaksamling, negative 15653a. 
I 



e continuation of Universitetets Oldsakarnling, C 13848a 

The blade is complete and has been ritually bent, into a rather p?cefill 'S' shape.' It is badly pitted overall, 
.with at least three small holes towards the point, and it may well be pattern-welded. The tang is broad, 
sturdy, and long, as befits such a fine blade. 

The hilt is the result of fine craftsmanship. The boat-shaped cross has rounded ends and curves @acefully 
towards the blade, a point whic11 Petersen en~phasises as being a characteristic of a genuine type 0. At one 
time, it and the beautliulIy fashioned five lobed pommel were completely covered in a very light coloure$ 
bronze coating.3 Now on& traces are in evidence but sufficient to formulate an image of the appearance of 
this hilt at the time of its creation or soon after. The cross carries t h e  deeply inscribed decorative pan& 
on each IateraI face, and this form of decoration may well have had considerable significance during the 
period of the ninth and tenth centuries. The superb p o r n 1  has retained rather more of its bronze coating 
than the cross. The upper guard is almost identical in shape to the cross, but curves very gentIy away 
the blade, completing a geometrically harmonic bond between all parts of the hat. Each lateral face bears 
three decorative panels almost identical to those on the cross. The pommel consists of five lobes, all quite 
beautifully wrought. The thee larger, and central, ones have similar decorative devices to those on the 
cross (and on both lateraI faces) whereas the splayed, tiIting outer elements carry no form of decoration. 
There is no evidence of rivets holding the upper guard and pommel together and it may well be that a 
braising technique was used. This is a beautifully formed kilt and it does appear that both the cross and 
pommel were manufactured by a casting process." Indeed, a number of cast bronze hilt elements with 
similar knot-like ornamentation have been des~ribed.~ 

Petersen includes this weapon in his group I in which there are 
eleven other swords, aJl with double-edged blades, as far as these 
are identifiable. He also was of the opinion that 'two to three 
detached guards of bronze' dso  belong to the same group.6 Group 
11 of this type have hilts 'covered in silver plate' and group 111 have 
significantly less high lobes and the decoration consists of plain, 

- 
q7-, ' 

inlaid strips. " :I 
The axe is a type E according to Jan Petersen, De Nbrske Vikillgesverd 

(Oslo, 19191, p. 131. 
Petersen also records the presence of a rattle, and a daubIe oval bronze 

buckle with this find. 
Petersen refers to the lobes as tongues, and quite appropriately. 
Most certainly, the uniformity of all parts of the hiIt leads me to 

believe that they were indeed cast the bronze coating then applied by a 
planishing, hammering process. 
%ee Alfred Geibig, Beitrige zztr ~rotyholagisc!?en E~ifwicklu~lg des 
5 6 ~ ~  im Mittci~~l'rr. Eine Annlysr des Rindinnfoinls uorn O U S ~ C J I ~ ~ I ~ ~ ) ~  8. 

. , 
bis zurn 72. JaE~rlzzc~rrlert nus Snmlnlurlgcn dcr BundcsrcprrIrIik Deufschfnnd 

-/ - - - :; (Neumunster, 1991), cat. no. 317 (table 161, #8) for a crossguard and cat. 
no. 274 (table 155, #4) for an upper guard found in Haddebyer Noor, 

r , ,. 
L *.. 

accession 13018 in the Wikinger Museum Haithabu. Lee Jones further 
. > .  . discusses these and still another ex.xampIe of such a crosspard mounted 

I *b . on an carIier blade at: www.vikingsword.co~/vn~useurn/vmol.ht~~ 
(30 January 1999). 

6 " Petersen, p. 127, 

r 4,. + Figure 105 from Jan Petersen, We Norske Vikmnesverd (Oslo, 1919), P. 
I ' l T  128 stlowing the hilt of a v,vord, C16380 in the collection of the 

Universitetets Qldsaksamling, from Cunnarsby, R y w ,  Smaal. at 1/2 of 
1 IK (0.5 ~ ~ 1 1 1 1 ~ l 1 ~ ~ ' ~ % '  ! < \ ' p 3 : l ,  blrl t.11 ' n actual size. 



T Hilt of C13848a showing thc knot-like decoration. Pl~orograph courtesy of and copyright by the Vniversiraers 
Oldsaksamling, negative 23352J13. 

The outlines of the from the side and of tlie crmsguard from below are adapted from fig. 104 of Jan Petersen, 
De Norske Vikingesverd (Oslo, 1919), p. 127, which is  an illustration of this hilt. 
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British Museum, London 

1891,9-5 3 
Petersen type: 0 
missing the pon~mel 

Dnte: tenth ccntury 
Find-plnc~: fiver Thames at Kew England 
&reroil [argth: 75.3 cm Blndc lari@lt: 63 crn 
Le?rgth of cross: 12.8 cm Lmgflr qfp 'p :  9.5 cm 
Conriitio~z: hilt good; blade mostly heavily corroded 

This sword was found in the Thames at Kew and donated to the British 
Museum by Sir A. W. Franks. It probably dates from the tenth century, but 
this type was popular well into the later Viking Age. 
The blade is heavily corroded, although the last seven to eight centirnetres is 
beautifully preserved, as indeed is the extreme tip.' On one side of the bIade 
large amounts of scabbard material are adhering, but it is still possible to 
make out the contours of a fuller. The blade tapers elegantly and this feature, 
combined with the wide Mler and extremely short blade, being just under 25 
inches, would have given the sword a fine balance2 It was not possible to 
detect any inIilid inscription with the human eye, due to the corrosion and 
the mass of organic material sticking to the blade. However, a radiographic 
study carried out by the British Museum revealed the existence of a double- 
sided inscription with resulting superimposition of inlaid iron letters on the 
x-ray plate image? The interpretation remains purely tentative, being INGELRll 
on one side and SITAN(B)I or conversely I(B)NATIS on the opposite:' Clearly, 
the superimposition of the inscriptions from both sides over one another does 
make it difficult to define the letters and easy to see what is not there. The 
sophisticated techniques of the B.A.M. in Berlin could surely solve the probIem 
and give a positive identity to both of the inscripti~ns.~ 
The elegant- canoe-shaped crossguard curves gracefully towards the blade. It 
still bears large quantities of applied latten sheet upon its lateral faces, this 
having been hammered onto a surface prepared with an array of incised 
crosshatched cuts. Again, a Iarge amount of this superb decoration has 
survived on the grip side of the crossguard, but not on the blade side. The 
upper guard is a smaller but almost identical version of the crossguard and 
also bears a similar decoration on the lateral faces. The missing pommel was 
riveted to the upper guard, and the latter still carries a hole on one side and 
the remains of a r i v e t  on the other. 

It is dways a rarity for the tip to have survived under such circumstances due 50 
the thinness of the metal at that point. 

All of the above-mentioned features would have driven the centre of gravity close 
to the cross, a much-desired quality. 
Double-sided inscriptions of inlaid iron cause great difficulties in interpretation 

due to the superimposition of the letters upon the x-ray plates and low contrast 
against the background blade metal. Double-sided inscriptions idaid with thin 
siIver wire stand out in much greater contrast from the fabdc of the blade and are 
therefore much, much easier to interpret, especially using stereoradiography. See 
Jorma Leppaaho, Syiifeisenzeifliche Wnfien nus Fin~zland: Sc/170erfirisc/1riff~n und 
WnfJenverzierrtn,~cn des 9.-12. Jahrhundeuts (Helsinki, 1964), fig. 27, Ic and Id, p. 59- 
" Janel: Lang and Barry Ager, 'Swords of the Anglo-Saxon and Viking Periods in the 
British Museum: a Radiographic Study', Wenports alld Ib'arf~re in AngIo-Snx~n 
Eq$@nd, ed. Sonia Chadwick Hawkes (Oxford, 1989), p. 106 and fig. 7 . 9 ~  p. 102. 
s The work of the B.A.M. is known as being in the van of non-destructive analysisof 

artifacts. 



+ Full length view of 1897, 
9-5 3. Photograph courtesy 
of and copyright British 
Museum. 

+ Hilt of 1 897,9-5 3. The 
pommel is presently 
missing, hut evidence of its 
former attachment remains. 
Phorograph courtesy of and 
copyright British Museum. 



Petersen type: P 

4 

;. , 
? I  I 

Dnk: first half of the tenth century 
ri Fi~ld-ldnrc: Svere Farm, Lier, Buskeruds, Nomray 

Oz~rrfill /fnSfll: 86.8 cm Blndt k'~rl$/!.. 73.6 cm 
Lengtlr of cross: 11.1 c n ~  Lo~$lz of grip: 8.7 crn 
Condltio~t: hiIt excellent; blade pitted, but usable even today 

This sword  was found in 1868 in a grave mound on the Farm of Svere in the area 
called Lier in Buskeruds. It was found with a spear head, an axe head, a shield, a 
file, a curved tool, the bit of a bridle, a sickle blade, a hook, and the fragmented 
pieces of a kettle. The museum register also states, 'Seven1 of the pieces found are 
works of unusual beauty, specifical_ly the curved tool ... and the sword.' It dates 
from the first hdf  of the tenth century. 

The blade is complete and still extremely sound even with the heavy surface pitting 
in most areas. It is as straight and fxue as the day its maker completed it. The cutting 
edges and fuIlers me quite discernible. Unusually, the Mler on one side is not 
centrdly placed for the first 15 cm from the cross,' the cutting edge on one side 
being 2 rm wide and barely 1.5 cm upon the other' Again, unusually, the tip is 
completely preserved, which is somewhat of a rarity.3 The tang is huge and sturdy, 
thus imparting much added strength to the union of the hilt and blade. It is nicely 
tapered in both width and thickness, the work of a great craftsman, with a strong 
arm and a steady eye. 

It is the copper and silver decorations on the lateral faces of the crossguard and 
upper guard (the pommel is lost) which announce the considerable importance of 
this outstanding jewel of war: The boat-shaped cross is gracefully cwved towards 
the blade and the similarly shaped upper guard (except far a smaU pointed feature 
at the upper cenbal region) curves away from the blade. Both guards are slightly 
splayed at the ends5 The decoration is mostly made up of three strands of plaited 
silver wise bounded by single strands of copper wire, and all parallel to the blade." 
Occasionally, one cart see in a few isolated places where plaited copper has been 
used, probably the result of a repair. The overall effect is strikingly beautiful and 
the result of many hours of precise and delicate workmanship. 

Not illustrated. 
' Most certainly rrot due to corrosion, but probably due to the tool misalignment during 
manufacture. 
The bIade tip being the thinnest part of the blade and thus usually first distorted by 

corrosion. 
The museum register is incorrect. It states that the weapon is 'decorated very nicely with 

embedded silver on both guards'. The decoration is of siIver and copper. See From Viking 
lo Crusrrder: The Scnnditlavinns nnd Europe 800 to 2200 (22nd Council of Europe Exhibition) 
(Copenhagen, 19923, cat. no. 110, p. 255. 
' See Jan Petersen, De Nbrske Vikirrgesverrl (OsIa, 1919), pp. 134-135, fig. 109. 

I actually made up a sample of plaited wires in my workshop to ensure my statement 
was correct. 

+ Full length view of C4397, Photograph by Ove Hoist corlflesy of end copyright Universiteteb 
Oldsaksamling, ncgative 21 6 4 3 .  

8.  ' . .. 4 Hilt of C4397 showing the applied silver and copper herring-bane pattern. photograph by 
!(\ ,' 

Eirik lrgenr Johnsen courtesy of and copyright Univeoitcteh Oldsaksamling, negative 233521 
15.  





&mim--+ Uaiversitetets Oldsaksamling, Oslo 

.-- 

Petersen type: Q 

1 6 -  . I 

:' . Dnic tenth century 
1. ' Find-plnce: Kj~rven farm, tunner parish, Tevnaker, Norway 

/::;. - Ozternll le?rgfjt: 91.5 cm BIflrft l e ~ ~ g t i z :  79.3 cm 
I, ' L ~ q t 1 1  of cross: 11 cm Le~rgtll of@: 9.5 cm 

Bninrrcc poittf: 21.2 cm 
Cot~dition: good, in some places excellent due to glndeskall; the hilt is heavily 
corroded, but complete 

This tenth century sword was found in a grave mound at Kjermen farm in the parish 
of Lunner, Jevnaker. Close to the mound, another simdar weapon was found which 
also had gladesknll. 

The cutting edges are well formed and beautifuUy preserved except for the last 
26 cm, They also show much evidence of use, there being a number of deep nicks, 
especially towards the point."e fuUers have also been blessed with the retention 
of their shape and form, far most of their length. The areas of glsdesknll are close to 
the hilt and in the central. portion of the blade area and here the surface is almost 
pristine, with no trace of pitting. The tapered tang is huge and strong 

The simply shaped Indian canoe type of cross is badly corroded, but intact and has 
a gentle curve towards the blade. The upper guard is smaller, similarly shaped, 
with blunted ends and curves in the opposite direction. The Mt of this sword is 
quite plain, with no trace of any decoration, and is of the same profile as the silver 
and capper decorated one found in a grave mound on the farm of Svere (C4397, see 
pp. 92-93 herein). 

Petersen lists 122 of this type of which 118 blades are double-edged3 The other 
weapon, which was found close by, must have had a two-piece pommel because 
the upper p a r d  still has rivets in place. It also had gladeskall at severd sites along 
the blade. 

The accession number of this weapon found close by is C19763-64. 
A much-used bIade also needed to be regularly honed, which is the case with this 

weapon. 
Jan Petersen, De Norske Vikingeswrd (Oslo, 1919), pp. 236-140. 

! 

,$: . + Full length view of C19763. Photograph by Ove Holst courtesy of and copyright 
.. : 

I *,. Universitetetr Oldsaksarnling, negative 19188. 

'F Closeup of the blade of C19763 showing the gl~deskall. Photograph by Ian Peirce. 



British Museum, London 

1864,l-27 3 

Dnte: tenth century 

Petersen type: Q =72F= 
7 j? 

Find-plnce: Lough Gur, near Grange, near Holycross, Co. Limerick, Ireland 
Overall lqyt??: 76.3 ern Blnde lengtlr: 66.6 crn 
Lazgth of cross: 7.7 un Length of grip: 6.8 cm 
Bnlnnce point: 14.6 crn 
Condition: excellent for most of the blade length 

This is a tiny little sword and I was unable to hold it properly due to the shortness of the 
grip. The British Museum register of swords tells us it was found at Lovgh Gur, near 
Grange, near WoIycr~ss, Co. Limerick, heland and donated by J.F.W. de Sa lkL 

Both the fullers and the cutting edges are in a fine state of preservation for some two- 
thirds of theh length, but unfortunately the last third of the blade is badly corroded. 
Both sides of the blade bear pawern-welded inlaid decoration. Upon one side there are 
three vertical bars followed by a cross potent, a central circle, a cross potent and finally 
another set of three vertical bars. Almost all of the inlay is intact: 1 1 1 ~ 0 ~ 1 1 1 .  Upon the 
reverse side there is a group of three vefical bars followed by an omega-like device, a 
cross potent, another omega with some inlay missing and finally t h e e  more vertical 
bars, dso with missing inlay: lllC@3HI, 

Leppaaho iIlustrates a pommel-less sward from Lempaala which has am89 on one 
side of the blade. Again, the sword from Loppi has almost: identical inscriptions to the 
one under consideration. On one side lllC@311l and upon the other Ill+ 0 +Ill. Note that 
onIy the cross flanked by the omegas i s  a cross potent, Finally from Leppaaho, the so 
important h a p e n t  of the blade found at Saiiksmakiwith the most spIendidly preserved 
inscriptions, shown on p. 8. On one side +VLFBERH+ and on the reverse side lllC4+3111 
and almost identical to the Lough Gur exam~le .~  Lorange also, as you would expect, 
knew of sword blades bearing intriguing devices. One such grave find from Thorblaa, 
Hardanger, found in 1871, bore some elements aIso seen on the British Museum example. 
Namely 0 @o, which may or may not be flanked by groups of vertical b a s 3  

I Tfie tiny canoe-shaped crossguard curves gently towards the blade and bears no form 
of decoration. Adhering to it on the grip side is an oval brass ferrde with decorative 
fluting. The unusual little upper guard is a smaller version of the crossguard and has a 
similar decorated brass ferrule sticking to its underside. 

This is a prestige weapon and Hilda Davidson may well be correct when she alludes to 
this being the sword of a high-born boy, 

The register also states 'lakebed', so we must presume it was literally found in the lake. Hilda 
EUis Davidson states that it came from a crannog. 
' Jorma Leppaaho, Spiiteisenzeitliche Wnffcn ntrs Firznlnnd: ScJzwertinsclrriftun ztnd 
W~flenverzleningcn des 9-12, hhrhunderfs (Helsinki, 1964), sword NM 4254, pI. 9, no. 4 on pp. 
22-23; sword NM 2345:1, pl. 10, no. 1 on pp. 24-25 (the inscription is pattern-welded) and 
sword NM 2767, p1.16, no, b on pp. 3637  (the inscription is also pattern-weIdcd). Lee Jones 
and I had the good fortune to study this splendid example in Helsinki, 

A.L. Lorange, Den Yngre lernnlders Svmd (Bergen, 1889), tab. 11?,5. 

I 

+ Full length view of 1864,l-27 3. Photograph courtesy of and copyright British Museum. I 



Universitetets Oldsaksarnling, 0 s  I o 

C257 
Petersen type: R 

Wheeler type: 111 

Dnfr: tenth century 
Find-plncr: Hedemarken, Nomray 
&>c.ml] I~.)~gth yrLynztl~,: 77.1 cm Estimnted ori,rinnl 1i7ttjfh: 85 crn R l n d ~  length: 63 cm 
L P T I S - ~ . ~  qf cross: 10.7 CM Lcttgfl~ UJ'rip: 9.2 
Condition: some areas of blade are in excellent condition, as indeed are all elements 
of the hilt 
According to the register, this tenth century sword was 'found in the earth in 
He&mmken'.' It was cleaned in 1887 when more of the coppa interlace decoration 
was found. According to the telltale remaining parts, this blade was never wide, 
neither was it overly long; I estimate 70 crn aflginal length, at the most It is badly 
corroded in two places down its length and some 7 or 8 cm of the tip is missing. 
There is hardly any discernible evidence of the blade being sharpened and the 
cutting edges are proud and well defined.Wn one side of the blade much of the 
arigind surface survives, stretching for a distance of 25 cm from the cross and 
within the deep, broad fuller is a beautifully executed +ULFBERHT+ iron inlaid 
inscription, fully 19.5 am in length. An entry in the xegister, under the year 1887, 
records the inscription as MVBERN, but Petersen clearly read it as +UPFBERW+, 
as indeed I did in 1993 and again in 1998. Upon the reverse side of the blade, it is 
sti l l  possible to make out the typical decoration associated with any Ulfberht blade: 
although some of the inlay is missing. 

The boat-like crossguard is flared at the ends and both lateral faces are entirely 
covered with embedded, scrolled and spiralling interlace, picked out in copper, 
Inside of the copper lanes is further decoration with appJied silver and the eye- 
catching effect is further enhanced by a series of small punch holes every millimetre 
or so. The pommel and upper guard are decorated in a similar manner, and whde 
the upper p a r d  is smaller than the crossguard, it is identicaI in shape. The five- 
lobed pommel has a bulbous central element flanked by two equally bulbous, but 
smaller ones, the latter two attached to a pair of outer lobes not unlike a raised and 
basking tortoise head." A h o s t  as if to complete the decorations upon the cake, as 
it were, four tiny bridges, in the shape of flattened monkey nuts and made of 
bright bronze, span the space between the central and sandwiched lobes. This is 
in itself an almost unique and highly refined finishing touch to the hilt of this 
great sword. There is aIso sufficient evidence to suggest that the 0.3 cm wide grooves 
between each lobe may we11 have once held some form of decorative strip. 

Lorange illustrates a sword which has an almost identical hilt to the one presently 
under consideration. It was found at Vad i Etme Sendhordand and is museum no. 
96lP5 The decoration on the guards of that sword is identical. We even have the 
little tortoise-like heads flanking the central part of the pommel. The little flattened 
monkey nut bridges are also in place and the bIade carries an Ulfberht inscription. 
There can be little doubt that these two great weapons came from the same 
workshop and what a remarkable group of craffsmen must have toiled within its 
walls. A wonderful blade, a superbly fashioned hilt, even if it were plain, 
outstanding hiIt decoration and a fine Ufberht inscription! Even without the tip 
of the blade, there is a touching harmony between bIade and hilt. HOW ~ l l c h  
more glorious would it have looked a thousand years ago? You will all understand 
my feeljngs when handling this great weapon. It is not surprising that Jan Petersen 
featured this intriguing sword in his splendid book 



+- ~ ~ 1 1  length view of C257. 
photograph by Ove Hokt 

- .. , 
coufiesy of and copyright 
Universitetets Oldsaksamling, 
negative 22344D. 

+ Hilt of C257. Photogmph 
courtesy sf and copyright 
Universitetets Oldsaksamling, 
negative 351 3. 

1 
I 
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I 

' Jan Petersen, De 1Vorske : 
fiii?rgemerrl (OsFo, 1919), p. 

i 141, fig. 113. 
i 2 Although the cutting 
1 edges do not bear traces of 

much honing, there are ! 
plenty of nicks in evidence i 
indicating this to bc a well- 
used weapon. 

! Both Lee Jones and I made 
I the same reading in 1993. 
I ' My rnfe and I have kept 
I and adored tortoises for 

many years and I was 
I shuck by the likeness of 

these outer lobes to the 
attitude of a tortoise 
enjoying the sun. 

A.L. Lorange, Dcn 
Yzlgrf Jcrnaldcrs Svzrd 

: (Bergen, 18891, tab. I, fig. 1, 
for this other Ulfberht with 
identical decorations on the 
cross. See also the sword 
from Brekke, Vik i Sogn in 
Lorange, tab. 111, fig. 8, 
which is also an Ulfberht. 



Petersen type: S 
Wheeler type: 111 

G Chertsey Museum, Chertsey, England LT C H Y ~ S  Dn te: tenth century 2465 
Find-plnct.: Mixnarn's Pit, Chertsey, England 
Overnll lcnipth: 98.4 cm B111tlc ltngth: 81 cm 3 Letipth of cross: 13.3 crn Leugtfl of grip 9.5 cm 
Bnlnlrw p o i ~ t :  12.7 cm 

,&.,>.- :+I . -. -- * , + 5v- Condition: blade excellent hut has a small gende curve to it; hilt is complete with 
I traces of decoration 

It was a source of great joy to view and handle one of the very best V i g  Age 
I swords to have been found in England. The River Witham sword in the British 

f: 
Museum may well be viewed as the best, but this Chertsey sword of type S,  for 
different reasons, could be its equa1.l It was found in 1981 by Harry Cooper, an 
empIoyee of the gravel company A. & J. BuU, Ltd., while extracting gravel by 
machine from the quarries known as Mixnam's Pit. 

k 
l' The long tapered blade is in very good condition with some areas of its surface in 

almost. mint condition. The fullers and cutting edges are still well defined. On one 
i side and set within the confines of the shallow fuller is a fine iron inlaid TJIfberht 

i inscription characteristicalIy placed between two crosses.The inscription actually 

B reads +MFBERI;T+. On the reverse side of the blade is a single moss and a typical 
F Ulfberht design, that is, a Iatlice pattern set w i t h  two groups of thee vertical 

I bars. 

! The hilt is bea t tWy formed and is so similar to the big 780-4 in Copenhagen (see 
pp. 100-101). The boat shaped crossguard bears the remains of a splendid decoration 

! 

I 
on its lateral faces; all. achieved with silver and copper inlays. From what remains 

i of the inlay it appears that sdver wire was wound round a copper wire and then 
hammered into place upon base metal which had been prepared with a scored 
surface to secure the overlay. The design was then bordered by h e  copper wires.  
There is also a faint simple ou the  design on the upper surface of the crossguard. 
Also present are traces of similar decoration upon the flanking lobes of the pornme1 
and upon the upper guard. Upon the robust tang and adjacent to the cross are 
traces of the grip and, although these have not been analysed, they do appear to be 
horn. 

One other type S has been found in England, namely the great weapon probably 
found in the River Tharnes at the Temple Church. Its hilt is also decorated with an 
inlay of silver and copper-alloy in the Mammen styTea3 

' The Rivex Witham sword and that from Chertsey are of different hilt styles. Both have 
decoration on their hilts, but it may well be that that on the Chertsey weapon was 
originally mare splendid. 
A variant on the inscription is +UU.gERH+T, as can be seen in the Copenhagen weapon, 

accession 780-4, pp. 100-101 herein. 
From Viking to Cnlsnder: The Scandinnvinns nnd Europe 800 to 1200 (22nd Council of 

Europe Exhibition) (Copenhagen, 1992), cat, no. 413, p. 335. The sword from the Thames 
is in rhe British Museum, museum number M and LA 1887,Z-9 1. 

::y: 
dm.. . + Full rength view of CHYMS 2465. Photograph reproduced by courtesy of the Trustees 

..';I r. of the British Museum. 
Hiit of CHYMS 2465 showing the bulbous pommel and guards. Photograph 

reproduced by courtesy of the 'Irustees of the British Museum. 
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*> Nationalmusect, Copenhagen 

-2 -,r~.+++j-l 780-4 
Petersen type: S 

Wheeler type: 111 

Ddc: tenth century 
I 

I ,  

a~cmll l~r~~qfflJ1: 90.1 cm Blndc Ir.ngtll: 73.7 cm 
1 Lengfh of cross: 13.5 cm Lerrcyfll uftqrip: 8.8 cm 

I B n i n ~ c ~  ] t w r ~ l f :  6.5 cm 
, \ Condifion: excavated condition; hilt good with some vestiges of decoration 

remaining; blade overall well defined with some arcas of deep pitting 

This splendid tenth century weapon, whose reputation is further enhanced by an 
Ulfberht inscription, has an unusually finely, we11 tapered blade.' Both the fullers 
and cutting edges retain good definition with some areas in an exceIlent state of 
preservation. The blade may have been bent and imperfectly straightened. The 
insrription reads +VLfBERH+T, whereas normally the name is placed between the 
h 7 0  crosses. This inscription is unusually close to the crossguard, which leads one 
to believe that the blade has been shortened and or rehiked in antiquity. Most of 
the iron inlay in the name has gone, although some remains, the T for example, but 
not so in the characteristic geometric pattern upon the reverse side of the blade 
where most remains intact. The general appearance of this example leads to the 
opinion that it i s  a river find, which would probably account for much of the missing 
inlay. It is a beautifully well-balanced weapon to handle and there is a striking 
resemblance between this weapon and the Chertsey sword, found in a gravel pit 
in 1981.' (See pp. 9&-99 herein.) 

Both the guards and the pommel are covered with a network of crosshatched cuts, 
indicating that at one time the whole surface of the entire hilt, aside from the grip, 
was plated with silver, of which only a few traces now remain in the grooves. The 
upper guard and the pommel are riveted together, which is commonly observed 
for this type and most others with two piece upper hilts. The face of the crossguard 
adjacent to the grip also shows traces of black tarnished In contrast! the 
Chertsey sword does not show evidence of having alI of the hilt surfaces sheathed 
in silver, but rather has a pattern of somewhat spidery interlace, almost paper- 
chain-like in character. 

Petersen Ests some 22 of type S, which includes the sword under consideration. 
Two others among his Norwegian material aIso have Ulfberht inscriptions, namely 
C4690 from Aaker, Vang, Hedemarken and C571. from Nordgaarden, Sparbu, North 
Tr~ndhjern.~ Most interesthgly two come from the same location (C237 and B1564) 
of Sandbu, Vaage, Kristians, as indeed do C7236 and C19754, both found at  
Hundstad, Hole, Buskered. To this List we may also add the fine Chertsey specimen, 
which also has a fine Ulfoerht inscription. No two swards, of those which I have 
actually seen or of which X have seen photographs, appear to  have similar 
decoration upon their hilts, but even so, some may well be the product of a single 
workshop.j 

' Inspection of the blade shows that this is not due to regular honing, as the actual cutting 
edges, upon both sides of the blade, are almost intact, Such an acuteIy tapered Ulfberht is 
quite rare. Most of those that are weU tapered are well-used swords which required the 
effectiveness of their cutting edges to be restored. See pp. 124-125. See also Jan Petersetb 
DE N O Y S ~ E  VEkin~es~rrd  (Oslo, 19191, pp. 142-149. 
"ee pp- 98-99 fnr the Chertsey sword, whid~  retains more silver decoration than this 

d 

Copcnhagcn cxampIe upon i ts hilt. 



Copenhagen 780-4 (upper) derail of crossguard and iron inlaid -~-VUFBERH+T inscription; [lower) detail of opposite sitc 
of hilt and the forte of the blade showing iron inlaid geometric patterns. Photographs courtesy of and copyright National 
Museum of Denmark. 

Copenhagen 780-4 fult length view. Photograph courtesy of and copyright by the National Museum of Denmark 

35ee also Ian Peirce, 'The Development of the Medieval Sword, c. 850-1300', Idenis nlrd Pracficc o f ~ c d i m a l  
Kni,~hfhood: Papersfrom the Tllird Stm~ubr?l.ry Hill Corlfercncc, ed. C. Harper-BiU and Ruth Harvey (woodbridge, 1988), 
p. 141 and plates 2a and 2b. 
Petersen, p. 143. 
See especiaEIy Petersen, figs. 11 4-116. 
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Universitetets Oldsaksarnling, Uslo Petersen type: S 
Wheeler Gpe: III  

Dlztecl: tenth century 
Fi~d-ylnce: Sandbu farm, Vaage, Opplcmd, Nonvay 
Ozlernll largfh prcs~ntly: 55.5 ccm B l n d ~  ImgtJr: 36.1 c n ~  
Length of cross: 12.8 cm Lenglll of y i p :  4.0 crn 
Condition: hilt very good and complete; blade cutting edges still hold their shape, but are deeply pitted; 
fullers excellent, boasting some of their original surface 

The museum register does not give much detail with regard to the finding of this exceptionally hilted 
tenth century weapon. Et merely states 'grave find from the earIy Lron Age, from Sandbu farm in Vaage, 
Oppland' . 

The blade may well have once been massively long on this weapon.' The very nature of the break at the 
end of the blade, and the bend preceding it, indicate that this sword was the victim of a ritual killing. 

The hilt is Petersen type S, which according to the examples illustrated in his book, may be hilobated or 
have five l~bes .~Both  guards are of a similar boat-like shape with splayed ends and are formed of soIid 
iron.3 Their laterd faces were originally covered with siIver plate, onto which intricate whirling inserIaced 
patterns had been cut to reveal the iron base. Petersen records this pattern most beautifully in fig. 115 
where it does appear that more of the silver was in place. Here and there are minute traces of copper, 
The upper and Iower faces of the crossguard still retain smalI traces of this decoration, in comparison 
with swords from Aarhus and Vesterhang ilIustrated by Petersen, which appear to retain decoration of 
a geometric nature and much of it.Wn the exampIe under consideration, no traces of decoration have 
survived on the lower face of the upper guard. 

The five lobed pommel is riveted to the upper guard, with the attachment holes still visible. Small traces 
of silver still cling to the surfaces. It. is almost certain that the boundaries between each pommel lobe 
would have been filled with silver wire, in some form or another.' 

The style of hiIt decoration on the three type S swords illustrated by Petersen arc all very different, as 
indeed it is upon the type S found while extracting gravel from Mixnarn's pit and taken to Chesey 
Museum (see 98-99 herein). 

The huge hilt wouId have almost demanded a long blade, especially as the width of the blade at the hiIt is 
6.2 m. Sword 780-4 from Copenhagen has a bIade length of 73.7 cm. 
" e e  in particular, Jan Petersen, De Norsh Vikingesverrl (Oslo, 1919), figs. 114-1115. 

Not all are solid. Many of the type S hilts, which 1 have handled, are hollow. 
Again, Petersen, figs. 114 and 116. 
Such as a thick strand of silver wire, twisted strands or even a beaded wire. 

3 Profile of the bulbous pommel and upper guatcl from the side (above) and to a smaller scale, the crossguard (below), 
adapted from Sofie Krafft's ilhstration of this sword, fig. 7 15, p. 144 in Petersen. 

+ Hilt of C237. Photograph courtesy of and copyright Universitetets Oldsaksamiing, negative 7423. 
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British Museum, London Petersen type: s 
8% 1887,z-9 I Wheeler type: 111 N-- e ..:&- . A -  

d 
Dntc: tenth century 
Fi~l&plnc~*: ppassiblv River Thames at  Temple Ch~uch. Londoh England 

I m~pmll Inrgtl~: 88.5 crn Blndi. lerlglh: 72.3 cm 
Lerigtll uf cross: 11.4 crn Lefrgfh oJL~iy: 6.6 cm 
BaLz~lce point: 1 cm - 4- 
Condikion: hilt very good in places; blade heavily corraded 

There appears to be no certainty with regard to its find-place. However, it was 
probably from the River Thames at Temple Church and was purchased from Henry 
Dunbar Baines. Legend has it that it came from the tomb of the Earl of fimbroke, in 
the Temple Church.' 

As stated above, the blade is heavily corroded along its whole length and indeed 
there are three holes in places. It has been broken same 28 cm from the cross and 
very poorly repaired.' It is still possible to discern that the blade was broad, with 
wide fulIers and stout cutting edges. The tip is almost intact. The blade construction, 
according to Lang and Ages, is pattern-welded and of three bands, with alternating 
straight and twisted sections along the length and across the width. 

The hilt is typical of a Petersen type S. All faces of the crossguard retain substantial 
traces of silver and copper alloy decoration in the Mammen style. Patterns of 
interlace have been picked out in copper alloy and the interior then filled in with 
silver alone or a mixture of copper d a y  and silver. The upper side of the crossguard, 
next to the grip, also has some decoration, but of a style differing from the lateral 
faces. The almost pa rde l  tang is completely bound with fine silver wire, but 
although there are other good examples from Scandinavia, I have grave doubts 
whether this is the intended original covering. At each extremity of the grip is a 
circle of plaited silver wire which may well have helped to hold a leather grip in 
place. The upper guard is of a similar shape to the crossguard, but smaller. It retains 
some ten percent of its original decoration and most of that remaining is silver, 
with tiny touches of copper alloy. The five lobed pommel is separated from the 
lower by two strands of stout silver wire, twisted together and forced into the 
groove.3 Each lobe is separated from the next by plaited silver wire bounded on 
each side by a string of copper alloy decorations. Sufficient decoration survives to 
deduce that dl other areas of the pommel were originally covered with similar 

I decoration to that on the crossguard. 

One worry is that the condition of the blade is not consistent with the condition of other 
swords, spears, spurs and metaIlic artifacts which have been immersed in the Thames. 
Indeed, the condition of the blade is more consistent with a gave  find. 
X~esIie Webster i s  of thc opinion that the blade was damaged before deposition. From 
Vikirtg to Crusnder: Tlte Scnrtdirznvintrs n ~ i d  EUI.O~C 800 fu 1200 (22nd CounciI of Europe 
Exhibition) (Copenhagen, 1992). cat. no. 413, p, 335. 

Sce especially Tan Pctersen, De Norskr ki.kil~gcsz~erd (Oslo, 1919) where a type S can have 
three or five lobes. 

4 Hilt of 1887, 2-9 1 with remaining silver ancl copper alloy applied decoration. ~ h o t % r a ~ ~  
courtesy nl and copyright British Museun~. 

+ Full length view oC 7 887, 2-9 4 .  Photograph co~rrtcsy of and copyright British Museum. 
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Nationalrnuseet, Copenhagen Petersen type: S 
Wheeler type: 111 

Dnttl: second half of the tenth century 
Fitzd-ploc~ lake near Soborg Castle, Denmark 
hrrnl l  lmgth: 87.7 crn Blndc Iengfh: 73 cm 
Let@/t of cross: 10.2 cm Lcllgtlt ofgrip: 9.1 cm 
Bnlnnce point: 15.3 cm 
Condition: generally good 

~t was a great joy to be in the presence of and indeed to handle this elegantly 
propohoned weapon, which found its way into the museum after being 'accepted 
by the Medieval Department as a present from Baroness Clara von Blken-Fineckp1.~ 
It had been found when the lake near to Seborg Castle was drained. 

This blade has a broad, 2.3 cm wide, shallow and well defined fuller on both sides 
which in areas is in almost pristine condition. Prominent cutting edges show some 
signs of honing and usage. Two areas on one side of the bIade stiU have large fragments 
of the scabbard adhering to them and there i s  a suggestion of an iron-inlaid inscription," 
although the main fabric af the blade is not pattern-welded. 

Although at first glance, the pommel appears to be trilobated, further examination 
shows two additional tiny vestigial lobes for a total of five. The slim, boat-shaped 
crossguard bears silver inlay decoration on both lateral faces.3 It appears to be some 
attempt at simple interlace, and may be reIated to the Mammen styIe.¶ The upper and 
lower faces of the crossguard appear to be undecorated. S M a r  silver decoration is 
present on both lateral faces of the upper guard and traces are discerned upan both 
sides of the three central lobes of the pommel. The larger lobe is separated from those 
adjacent to it by two sets of twisted silver wires. Both the beautifully tooled Me with 
its delicately applied decoration and the handsome sturdy blade exist hmoniously. 

Jan Petersen knew of some 25 examples of type S from Norway to which, of course, 
we may add the Chertsey sword and the example presently under consideration. He 
also h e w  of three examples with Ulfberht inscription to which agaul we may add 
the Chertsey sword? Another type S was found in the rich tenth century grave at 
Gjermunbu, Norderhov, Buskerud, Norway along with a helmet, a maiI shirt, riding 
gear and cooking equipment. The hilt of the sward was inlaid with silver and copper.6 

It was published in 1882 in Vilhelm Boye, Fund nf Gjensi~i~dcfra Old tiriert og Middelnlderen i 
08 ved Ssborg 5m (Copenhagen, 3882), p. 17. 
This blade is an excellent candidate for an x-ray examination which will almost certaidy 

reveal an iron-inlaid inscription or some form of decoration. 
'The silver wire employed is approximately 0.1 cm across, a l I o ~ j q  very fine work to be 
executed. 
Thanks are due to Anne Pedersen at the National Museum of Denmark who made this 

identification and drew my attention to Vilhelm Boye's book. She is also of the opinion that 
the decoration on these swords falls into two main goups, one which has a definite aninla1 
ornament in the Jelling style and one which has an interlace ornament which seems to be 
n~ore c1oscly related to the Mamrnen style. Jan Petersen does not name the style. 
'See the peat  type S with an Ulberht in sc~ ip t io~  from the Nation31 Museum of ~ e n m a ~ ~ f  
Copenhagen, accession 780-4, pp. 100-101 herein. 
Universitctets Oldsaksamling, Oslo, accession C27317. See also Frotn Viking fo Crusader, PP. 

254255, cat. no. 108. 



t Drawing of C16430 from Boye 
(1 8821, see note 1. 

6 Copenhagen C16430 full length 
view. Photograph courtesy of and 
copyright NatianaI Museum of 
Denmark. 

+ Copenhagen C16430 detail of 
hilt showing silver wire inlay 
decoration. Photograph courtesy of 
and copyright National Museum of 
Denmark. 



Universitetets Oldsaksamling, Oslo 

CI.8454, C3210 & C3211 

-- 

Petersen type: T 

Dntr: late tenth to earlv eIeventh cen tW'  
FiTlii-~&ce: blade, ~18454, at Skoven near Malinen at Lesjeskogen, Norway 
pommel, ~3210,  & crossf C3211, at Korsgirden ~ n s e s . ,  Hedemark, Norway 
Oucmlj lprrcptll: 96-7 c n ~  Blndc Inz$tll: 77.7 cm 
Le?t f l i~  qf cross: 11.7 crn LengtIz of,yriy: 9.5 
Cotldjtiur~: blade and hilt both in fine condition 
So much vagueness surrounds the find-places of the component parts of this fine 
weapon. The museum register records the ~ o U O W ~ ~ :  'The blade of a double-edged 
sword of iron from the early Iron Age. Exceptionally well preserved. Length 78.5 cm. 
The width of the upper part 5.5 cm. The tang is 11aked.l Witl~out the least trace of 
handle, and a little over 12.7 cm. long2 Found near Ivblrnen at Lesjeskogen, hidden 
in a cave in Skoven (18454).' A colour plate of the hilt is assigned a museum number 
of C1845-1. Yet another black and white plate showing the guard and pommel has 
been designated the museum numbers of C3210-11. Not even the museum staff or 
the museum register were able to unravel the mystery envelopin5 this weapon. My 
own feelings are that the pommel C3210 was found at Korsgdrden Anses., Wedemark, 
probably the aoss C3211 as weU; both at some stage being fitted to the 'naked' blade 
C18454 found in a cave at S k ~ v e n . ~  Yet another entry states that 'This was the only 
thing found at a placed called Mslen at Lesjeskogen' lie. the blade)? 

The well. formed blade appears to have been regcllarly used in antiquity and bears 
several deep nicks plus much evidence of regulm honing. The fullers are a little 
more than a third the width of the blade, and run to within 7 cm of the spatulate tip. 
One side of the blade is in almost mint condition and the other covered with shallow 
pitting, but still good. Both of the lateral faces of the boat-shaped crossguard and the 
trilobated pommel are almost entirely plated with silver.5 Then 0.4 crn diameter holes 
0.3 an deep and in rows, at right angles to the blade, were drilled through the siIver 
to expose the iron below, Each hole is swrounded by a circle, again cut though to 
the iron. Each little 'island' is then joined by a pair of parallel lines finely cut through 
the silver. Both top and bottom faces of the crossguard, the underside of the pommel 
and the lateral faces of the large central lobe also carry a simple interlace patterns5 
The two tiny flanking 1 obes give a distinct impression of representing animal heads, 
possibly bears. One is badly damaged, the other almost perfect. All the extreme edges 
of the guards are further decorated with a cut. through to the iron about 0.2 crn from 
the edge. This is surely one of the most striking hilts to have survived. 
Without a hilt. 
I made this measurement of 11.7 cm in July 1998. 
StyIistically, the aossguard and pornme1 are harmonious, with identical silver application 

and tkc~rat-ion. See colour plate VIII. See also Jan Petersen, T)e Norskc Vi!-&psverd (Oslo, 
1919), fig. 119. 
Wet wshing to further mnfuse the situation. but, apparently when the p~mmel (C3210) 
and crosspard (C3211) were found, there were stiIl the remains of the sword bIade itself. * 
man made a copy of the blade, mounted it with our hi1 t and presented it to the Univefiit~. 
Not our current blade, 1 feel. 
T h e  crossguard is slightly curved towards the blade. 
There are also similar traces upon the crossguard faces. 

+ ~ u l l  length view of the composite of silver covered and decorated iron hilt elemem C3210 
and C3211 with blade C18454. Photograph by couitesy of and copyright Univenitefeb 
Oldsaksamling, negative 5285. 



National Museum of Ireland, Dublin 

E122:94 
Dnte: mid eleventh century 
Finrl-plncc: Ch&t Church PIace, Dublin, Ireland 
Overnll length: presently 87.4 cm Blnde l m p l l z :  75 crn 
Letrgth of cross: 9.8 cm Letrgtlr ofgrip: 8.5 cm 
Bnlance point: 19.0 crn 
Condifton: MI. fairly plain, in good condition, and missing the pommel; blade good with 
fullers and cutting edges well defined in places 

This important weapon was found in a post and wattle house during excavations at 
the Christ Church Place site. It was found with other items, including shards of a late 
Saxon tripod pitcher, which have been dated to the late eleventh or early twelfth 
century. 

The wieldability of this weapon is not good, due to loss of the pommel, as mentioned 
above. The well-tapered blade bears much evidence of use and it is o d y  in the region 
of the tip that significant corrosion has occurred. One side of the blade bears an inlaid 
inscription which appears to be of silver. It begins close to the hilt and is some 15.5 crn 
in length. It is fairly easy to read, and is mostly contained within the boundaries of the 
Fuller, the letters being approximately 2.0 cm high. It reads SINIMlAtNIAIS and my own 
reading agrees entirely with that of Elizabeth Okasha even down to the identification 
of a lekker where the inlay is missing.' As the letter 'A' does not have a cross to it, and 
other factors, it is possible to obtain a different reading viewing the letters upside 
down and starting to read from the end furthest away from the cross, thus, SIVINIVIWINIS. 
However, in Jorma Leppaaho's revolutionary book we have a sword recorded with a 
similar inscription, but in this case, iron inlaid.3 It reads SHVAIMMHS. Again, the 'A's 
have no crass-bar. Whichever way up one reads the inscriptions on these two swords, 
they do not make any remnant of sense, and here again we may be considering cases 
whereby swords have been inscribed by swordsmiths who have seen lettering being 
applied but have no degree of undesstandkg as to its overall meaning? 

The boat-like crossguard is of iron and appears to be hollow. It is gently curved towards 
the blade. The upper guard is also of iron, again i s  hollow and essentially a smaller 
version of the ~ r 0 s . s . ~  There is an incomplete plate attached to the top of the latter, the 
boundaries of which would have represented the decoration between the upper guard 
and the p~rnrnel .~ 

See Elizabeth Okasha, 'Three Inscribed Objects horn Christ Church PIace Dublin', Aspects oJ 
Viking Dublin, Proceedings ofthe Eighth Viking Congress (Odense University Press, 1981), pp. 
49-51. For further information on this sword, see J. Cherry, 'Medieval Britain in 1973,II Post- 
Conquest', Med. Arch., XVIII (19743, p. 206. L. E. Webstex; 'Medieval Britain in 1972, T Pre- 
Conquest', Mcd. Arch., XVII (1973)) p. 152. Vik i~gand  Medim1 Dublin: N~t ionnf  Museunt 
Excnvntion, 196273 (Catalogue of Exhibition) (Dublin, 1973), pp. 17 and 36. 
* Ibid., footnote 2. 
Jorma Leppaaho, Sp~t~smzci f l iche Wafen nus Finnland: Sc!~werfinscl~rift~t u ~ d  

Waffenvenierungen dm 9.-I 2. Jahrhunderts (Helsinki, 1964), especially tab. 13, p. 31. 
Or perhaps inscribed by others associated with swordsmiths and skiLled in the application 

of inlaid inscriptions. 
This fairIy common form of hollow hilt did little ta improve the balance. 
It was indeed an experience of pure delight to handle and be in the presence of this 

important weapon. 
> L: 

+ Full length view 06 E122:94, photograph caurtesy of and copyright National Museum of Ireland. 



Petersen type: U 
Wheeler type: VII 

British Museum, tondon 

1915.5-4.1 
Dntr. tenth century 
Filld-ploce: bed of the River Lea near Edmonton, h.Iiddlese* England 
Length uf cross: 12 crn Lerrxth qf,pip: 9.8 

It js the remains of the decorahon ~ l b i c h  announces this example as being an important survivor from the 
tenth century. It came h;om the old bed of the River Lea at Edmonton, Middlesex and was donated by sir 
Charles Hercules Read. Petersen knew of eight other examples found in Norway with similar hilt types, a 
fine example being that found at Seim ~arda l . '  

A rndiogaphic study of the broken bIade of the sword presently under consideration at the British Museum 
revealed double-sided iron inlaid inscriptions. The roughly symmeMcal inlay on one side consists of a 
centtal equd-armed cross flanked on either side by an omega-like device oriented such that the 
looped end extends outwards from the centre of the jnsuiption: Cg+83. The opposite blade face inssription 
consists only of two transversely oriented bars. Nothing more of the pattern can be discerned? %iwov 
shows a similar figure, but instead of a plain cross, we have a cross potent.3 Leppaaho also illustrates two 
other exampIes, yet again, both incorporate a moss potent." 

The boat-shaped mssguard curves gently towards the blade and bears a chequer-board style of decorahon. 
The whole of the surface of the crossguard's lateral faces has crosshatched scratches on the surfaces. 
Suffiaent of the silver and copper applied metal. survives to be abIe to ascertain precisely the form of the 
pattern. The grip side of the hift was originally decorated only with copper. The proportions of this hilt are 
hamoniousIy balanced and the gently curving crossguard is complemented by a h e  thin fdobated 
p o m e l  made in one piece. Close examination shows that the decoration on the faces of the pommel-and 
some remains-was identical to that on the crossguard, and no doubt all of the separating grooves would 
have originally been filled with silver or copper wire, or both twisted together or even plaited. 

This sword must have been strikingly beautifd in its youth and the weapon of a man of some substance. 
One can almost visualize the warrior proudly standing, his sward h a n p g i n  its own scabbard dose to his 
left hip, with the rays of the sun catching the alternating facets of the copper and silver, like some jewel of 
war-j 

Jan Petersen, Dc Nbrske Vrkingesverd (Oslo, 1919), pp. 153-154. 
Janet Lang and Barry Ager, 'Swords of the Anglo-Saxon and Viking 

Periods in the British Museum: a Radiographic Study', Wenpns a d  
WarJare in Anglo-Saxon Englarzd, ed. Sonia Chadwick Hawkes (Oxford, 
1989), p. 106. These 'eyelet loopsf are what 1 refer to as omega-like devices. 

A. N. Kirpichnikov, 'Drevnerusskoye oruzhiye (vyp. I) Mechi i Sabli, IX- 
XllI w', Ark!~eologiya SSR (1966), pp. El-36, specifically pl. XVIII, no. 8. 
Jorma Leppaaho, Spiitei~e~zzer'tlicl~e Wnflcn aus FimzInnd: Scltwertinscllr$~n 

11rzd Wnff~nuerzier~lngen des 9.-12. JnhrJlil?rderts (HeIsislki, 1964), pl. 9, no. 4 
and pl. 10, no. 2. " spent. a lengthy period examining this sward in November 2000. It 
taught me sc much. For other intricately decorated hilts, refer to plates 1,2 
and 3 in the back of Petersen. 

Fig. 122 from petersen (1 91 91, p. 154, showing Universitetets 
Old5akamling C1779 from Suirn, Aardal, N, Bcrgenhus, Norway. 

1 '  , , , '.: _ . .-. J " Hilt of 191 5.5-4.1 with remaining silver and coppcr alloy chequer-board 
4 -- -. - 
I F  

svlc applied decaratlon. Photograph courtesy of and copyright British 
Muscum. 
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Petersen type: U 
Wheeler type: VI1 

Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen 

C5818 
Dnk:  tenth century 
Find-plncc; Osted, Volborg, KRbenhavn, Denmark 
Oirt~nll  lolgtll. 79.2 cm Blndc Jcle~rgfit: 64.3 cm 

k .  I Letigfh of' cross: 10.2 cm Length of grip: 8.8 cm 
aG bi Corrdlfion: blade in a poor excavated condition; hilt remarkably well preserved. 

A museum entry of 1887 indicates that this weapon was bought from a Mr. 
Wildmann, who found it 'on the surface of the gound'. The museum purchased it 
from him for 30 kroner. 

Theblade of this important sword was most obv'iously in a poor excavated condition 
when delivered to the museum in 1887. This poor condition and the electrolytic 
deaning to which the blade was subjected has, however, miraculously unveiled 
the remarkable pattern-welding of the central portion of the blade and the structure 
of the specially hardened and fitted c u t k g  edges.' The central area of the blade is 
consbucted of twa wide bands of pattern-welding in a herringbone configuration 
with a total combined width of 2.4 cm. This is flanked by cutting edges 
independently welded and with a structure flowing parallel to the blade. Analytical 
research has shown that on some blades of this period (and before), the smith had 
acquired s'kills whereby he could apply an even harder, tougher covering to the 
main body of the cutting edge.2 

We have discussed the fine physical qualities of the blade, but i t  is the kue beauty 
of the decoration upon the hilt which announces the importance of this weapon. 
Fortunately, the hilt was not subjected to the same form of cleaning. The pommel is 
trilobated and the larger central lobe is almost entirely covered in close patterns of 
twisted silver wire with dternate rows reversed, hammered onto the surface of the 
parent metal. This style of decoration is highly effective especially as the hilt is 
turned to a light source where all the angIed facets of its herringbone decoration 
exude qualiV3 The flanking lobes of the pommel also bear traces of similar 
decoration, as indeed does the upper guard. The deep channels between the lobes 
are empty, but must have also at one h e  contained the very commonly seen twisted 
silver wire or some similar decoration, perhaps a beaded siIver strip. There is 
sufficient decoration remaining on one lateral side of the crossguard to deduce that 
it too was also completeIy silver encased with identical decoration to the upper 
hilt. In conclusion, this is a weapon of princely status. 

This harsh clcaning process almost certainly destroyed other important details. 
Two blades of c. 700 have recently been analysed using non-destructive methods- The 
results showed that hardened pieces of steel had been welded onto the basic form of the 

:, 1 

, , i cutting edge. That this could be accomplished, at this early date, with no more than a 
. .'..5, I simple forge and basic tools is quite remarkable, 
.'r. : T4 

- I 

V o  have these Misted strands of silver wire adhering to the base metal of the hiIt 

I $1 elements for so many centuries must point to a very sophisticated technique of 
application. For similar decoration see Johs. Bee, 'Norse Antiquities in Ireland', V~killg 1 Anfiqirifics in Great Brilnifr ond Irelnncl, Pnrt 111, ed. Haakon Shetelig (Oslo, 1940), p. 13 and 

, * i  
' 1. 

fig. I, the sword found at Island-Bridge, Dublin, bcing museum number WK-15. 

+ C51118 full Icnglh view. Photograph courtcsy of and copyright National Museum of 
Dcnmark, negative 1IE 339. 

+ C5818 detail of hill. Photograph cotldesy of ar~d copyright National Museum of  enm mark^ 
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Petersen type V 

This type may be chzlracterized as having a relatively tall 
trilobate pommel, 3 to 4 crn in height, and straight guards. The 
maximum thickness of the pommel remains about the same as 
that of the upper guard The transitions between the lobes of the 
pommel are subtle, and while the outline of the pommel is not 
perfectly elliptical, it is quite rounded when compared with 
types such as R, S and T. Also typical is an applied decorative 
cavering aver the guards and pommel using silver and or bronze 
in a stepped pattern. Twined wires may accentuate the divisions 
between the upper guard and pommel and between the 
pommel lobes. 

Petersen placed this type in the earlier part of the tenth century 
and suggested a relationship with the earlier types D and E. All 
of the associated blades in his series were double-edged. 
Though concentrated in the east within Norway, the type has a 
very broad European distribution, as may be seen plotted in 
Jakobsson. 

Mikael Jakobsson, Krigarideologi och vikingatida svardstypologi 
(Stockholm, 19921, pp. 213, 227. 

Jan Petersen, De Norske Vikingesverd (Oslo, 191 9), pp. 154-1 56. 

+ PI. I [I, B2799, from Jan Petersen, De Norrke Vikingesverd (Oslo, 
19391, captioned Torblaa Ulvik S.B. 

Petersen type W 

This type is set apart from the following type X in that the hilt 
elements are made of bronze rather than iron. The upper hilt of 
this type consists only of a pommel, however, decorative grooves 
recall earlier types having a three lobed pommel atop an upper 
guard. The pommel has a semicircular profile and is relatively 
flat. Various repetitive motifs cover the surfaces apart from the 
lines and may be made up of various lines and or circular 
markings. 

Of the few examples in Petersen's series which retained blades, 
all of the blades were double-edged. Most examples have been 
recovered from Norway, though sporadic finds have been 
recorded from Sweden, Russia and England. Pe te~en  dates this 
vpe to the first half of the tenth century upon the basis of 
associated finds and similarities with some earlier examples of 

VPe X- 
Mikael Jakobsson, Krigarideologi och vikingatida svardstypologi 
(Stockholm, 13921, pp. 21 3 ,  228. 

+ Fig. 'I 23, T3107, from Jan Petersen, De Norske Vikingesverd (Oslo, 
791 9, pp. 156-758, captioned Bredvold, Aafjorden, S.T. 



Nationalmusee€, Cop enhagen 

638727 
Dnte: first half of the tenth century to the middIe of the eleventh century 
Find-place: Tissca, Ars, Ho lb~k ,  Denmark 
&ern11 length: 89.2 crn Blade length: 75.4 crn 
LerrgWt of cross: 11.9 cm Lm@h of grip: 9 cm 
Bnlntrce p i n t :  17 m 
Condition: excellent for excavated specimen 

The sword under examination, found in a Take near Tissa, was sent in to the museum 
by Captain G. A. Friis on behalf of 'batchelor' Khristian Larsen who received the 
princely sum of 50 kroner in the year of 1896. The overall proportions of this fine 
example are positively eye-catching and it is strikingly similar to a pattern-welded 
sword found with alarge number of other objects at Camp de Peran, CBtes-&Armor, 
France, in a 10th century context.' TWO other excellent exampIes of this type may 
be seen exhibited at the Mus4e de I' ArmPe, Paris." 

The bIade s t i l l  retains well-defined cutting edges and fullers, the latter being 
extremely shalIow with vague boundaries and are approximately 2.4 crn wide. 
The two weapons from Paris, mentioned above, are both pattern-welded and there 
are fairIy sbong signs pointing to this T i s s ~  sword being both pattern-welded and 
carrying an iron inlaid inscription and designs as with Oakeshott: X.4.3 

The hiIt with its small but dainty 'D' or 'tea-cosy' shaped pommel and sirnpIe 
rather thin cross is of plain ison. Halos of corrosion products accurately pinpoint 
the extent of the old grip.' - 
To date, this excellent weapon has received no form of conservation, but there is 
no doubt that upon completion of that process, the Nationalmuseet will be in 
possession of a sword of some distinction. Petersen states that there are two variants 
of this type and t h i s  sward from Tissa is of the uncommon and earlier type.$ 

See From ViX7ng to Crusnder: T h e  Scnndinnvians nnd Europe SO0 fo 1200 (22nd Council of 
Europe Exhibition) (Copenhagen, 19921, p. 321, cat. no. 359. Other finds included two 
spearheads, one of which may well be pattern-welded, an axe, an iron pot and a silver 
coin identified as a St. Peter penny of YorkVikings, dated c. 905925' 
Museum numbers JPO 2253 and JPO 2251, included herein on pp. 118-119 and 120-121, 

respectively, which most closely resembles the Copenhagen example. See also museum 
number 1372 in Nationalrnuseet, Copenhagen. 
Ewart Oakeshott, Records of the Medieval Szuord (Woodbridge, 1991), p. 24. 
' See Jan Petersen, De Norske Vikingesverd (Oslo, 1919), pp. 158-167 for other examples of 
type X swords. 

For more details on type X see NNI 2033:l the sword from Padasjoki, Finland, on pp. 
122,123 herein. 
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* Copenhagen c872J full length view. Photograph courtesy of and copyright National 
Museum of Denmark, negativ~ 111 339. 



.-+?!!!j 
uniwersitetets Oldsaksamlir~:', '3:; l0 

3 m>.>wL 9126494 
Dde:  tenth centurv 

\ 

. I  ~ i ~ d - ; ~ h ~ :  S1;atteby farm, Rogne parish, O5trc SIiilrc, I?tldres, Oppland, 
Norway 

: '  Owmll [ength: 94.8 cm Bin& length: 79.8 ctrt 
Lnl~t11 ojcross: 16.3 cm L ~ ~ g f l t  of grip: 9.0 cm 

d ::- Bnlnncc point: 13.8 cm 
Condition: hilt excellent with light pitting, blade generally well preserved, but 

E; : slightly bent and with one small hole close to the tip 

This remarkable sword was found in a tenth cenkry male grave on Skatteb~ 
farm, Rogne parish, 0stre SLidre, Valcires, Oppland county. According to the 
museum register, it was found in 1936 while digging the foundations of a 
house. A small mound of stone, half a metre high was discovered at the bottom 
of another mound, next to a big stone. The grave also yielded a fine shield 
boss and a spearhead, both of which had been damaged prior to burial. The 
spearhead has gladeskull. The finely tapered blade, 5.8 cm wide at the cross, is 
mostly in excellent condition, with well-defined shallow fullers and wide 
cutting edges, the former occupying sJightly less than one thixd of the entire 
width and running to a point some 19 cm from the tip where some corrosion 
has occurred, causing a cenkd  longitudinal hole and a small crack.' 

The massive hilt is strikingIy beautiful, especially as it is so simply decorated, 
with alI lateral faces of the pommel and crossguard covered with lines of tiny 
drilled holes, an average 0.2 crn in diameter and 0.6 crn apartS2 The longboat- 
shaped crossguard curves gently towards the handsome blade and the 
extremities of both lateral faces are marked with a narrow groove, acting as a 
pair of borders to the arrays of lined-up holes. The solid tea-cosy type pommel 
is divided into two sections by a groove, the bottom being the larger, and the 
top curved portion is further divided into three lobes, again by single grooves 
cut into the iron. There is also a single decora~ve cut at the boundary of the 
lower half of the pommel. 

Up until the publication of his book, Petersen reported that 49 of type X had 
been found, with a fairly even distribution across the whole country Of that 
number, oily two had single-edged  blade^.^ Jakobsson reports 198 examples 
of type X and illustrates a broad dstribution over northwestern Europe.' 

The gentle curve at the base of the pommel, the graceful curve of the massively 
long crosspard towards the elegant blade, the robust stout tang, the harmony 
of all the elements of the hilt with the blade, the fine balance and feel of the 
weapon, when handled; all of these qualities and more make this sword one 
of the very finest to have endured the rigours of timeq5 

Though the blade is slightly bent at the point of the crack, I do not think the sword 
had been 'titually EUed', as indeed the spear and shield boss appear to have been. 
For a similar hilt t ype  see Jan Pct~rsen, Dc Narskc 1,'ikirrgesverd (Oslo, 19191, p. 159, 

fig. 125. 
See Pctersen, p. 162. 
MLkaeI Jakobsson, Krignridcologi oclz mkirr~ntidn svrir&typoIogi (Stockholm, 19921, pP+ 

213-214 and 228. 

I 
' Lee Jones and I inspected this exceptional wcapon together in 1993 and in 1998 I 
had the joy of handling it again. 
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f Detail of the hilt of C26494 showing the shallow inscribed lines upon a pommel made as a single piece, recalling 
earlier forms with a separate upper guard and lobulated pommel. Photograph courtesy of and copyright Universiteiets 
Qldsaksamling, negative 15693. 

* Ful[ length view of C26494. Photograph by Eirik [rgens Johnsen courtesy of and copyright Universitetets 
Otdsaksamling, negative 23350A. 
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Musite de I'Amee, Paris 

JPO 2253 
Pi . F  1 

- 7 

Petersen type: X 

, . * '  
: .:" Dnte: tenth century 
; - d 
r;-T O-dm11 Ien$lt: 94.2 cm Blade leugflt: 79.1 

Lc.n,ptIz of cross: 10.3 cm Ler1g:l.h qfp'iy: 10.2 cm 
Bnlnrrce poinl: 15.0 cm 
Corrdifio,~: excavated condition, well consenred 

This must have been a stunning weapon to behoTd, in its youth. Even now its long 
grip and well-proportioned cross and pommel complement the long slender blade, 
in such a manner to announce the presence of a very speciaI weapon.' 

The blade has two central bands of pattern-welding, flanked by the cutting edges. 
For this type to be pattern-welded in the context of the Norweg~an material is extremely 
rare, for of the 49 swords of this type known to Petersen, none were pattern-welded. 

The corrosion has occurred uniformly and thus allows us to see, with some clarity, 
the structure of blade, its central section and both cutthg edges. It does appear that 
we have an excellent example of the blodiira style of pattern-welding through the centrd 
portion of the blade."e blade had been broken and re-welded in antiquity, at a 
distance of some 30 crn from the tip. 

The cross is robust, square in cross-section with simple rounded ends and is pieced 
by a sturdy tang, to which is attached a large and weighty D shaped pommel measuring 
7 cm in width and 3.8 cm in height. 

The latter is circumscribed by a saw cut into which a silver latten or iron wire would 
have been forced as a simple form of dec~ration.~ 

When considering this weapon, it would be wise to consider the footnotes to sword 
JPO 2251 on pp. 120-121 from the same collection and also to read the description of 
sword NM 2033:l from Padasjoki, Finland on pp. 122-123, for more details on type X. 

There is an almost identically hiltcd sword in the Musde de Cluny, museum no. CL 8607. It 
has a marginally smaller pommel and slightly longer cross. 
"or a fine example of this, see the beautifully pattern-welded sword on pp. 26-27. See also 
R. Ewart Oakeshott, The Arcl-lncolo$tj of Wenpons (London, 1960), fig. 70. 
"ometimes a single strand would be used or two strands twisted together, or aIternately a 
beaded sMp. 

Full length view of JPO 2253 showing a gently [apering blade. Photograph courtesy sf and 
tj ,*,,a copyright MurPc de IfArm6c, Paris, negatlvc ~ 2 3 7 2 0 .  

: :? + Hilt of JPQ 2253 showing a 'tca-cosy' pommel with a cif~urnfe~entiat groove giving the 
: + .  aPPearance of an upper guard m a t c h ~ n g  the Reight of thc crossguard. Photograph cor~rtcsy of and 

copyright M u s i . ~  dp ItArrn6e, Paris, ntbgativt? K2372 1 .  
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MusPe de lfArrn6e, Paris 

JPO 2251 

Dnfr: mid tenth through mid cleventh century 
Ozrcrnll I~ngt11: 87.8 cm Blnrit lcrlgth: 73.8 cm 
Lrrrcqtll qfcross: 10.4 c m  Lelzgth of yip: 9.4 crn 
Bnlnnce pin!: 14.9 cm 
Condition: excavated with focally severe corrosion 

. .  - 
9 

Petersen type: x 

This is another nicely tapering slender-bladed, exquisitely proportioned weapon 
dominated by a massively wide tang and dating from c. 950 to 1050. 

The bIade of this well-balanced weapon is in a fine state of preservation with some 
areas well nurtured by time. This was a well-used blade with deep nicks along both 
cutting edges.' 

Both the cutting edges and the fullers retain good form and there exists the remnants 
of an iron-inlaid inscription or pattern on both sides of the blade. 

It i s  certain that some inlay has been lost and almost dl is indecipherable apart from 
two bars at right-angles to the length of the blade, like II followed by a pattern sf 
interlace. This is veryreminiscent of Ulfberht's pattern, which accompanies his name, 
but with so little evidence rernainhg, it is so easy to give a wrong reading. The 
extreme tip of the bIade is bent back upon itself as shown in the illustration of the 
whole sword. 

As already mentioned, the tiny 'D' shaped pommel (5.7 crn in length and 2.5 crn 
thick) has one face almost totally un~orroded.~ 

The cross is of a simple square cross-section with rounded ends. 

This exciting weapon is almost identical to the sword ilIustrated on plate 2 in 
Leppaaho3 which has a similar pattern to that associated with ULfberht upon one 
side of the Made and the inscription DUNA + DUNA XX upon the other; all of the 
lettering and design picked out in pattern-welding. 

This yet again is one of the great treasures of the Mus6e de 1'Armee. 

Some of these 'nicks' have been accentuated by corrosion, which is a common 
phenomenon. 
%is is a Petersen type X. See Jan Petersen, De Norske Vikingesverd (Oslo, 19191, pp. 15% 
161. Also, for an almost identical type, refer to C8727 in the Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen 
reserve collection, described herein on pp. 115116. 

See Jorma Leppaaha, SptiteisenzeitlicJ~e Waflen aus Finnlnnd: ~chwerfinsclzriffen und 
Waficnaerzierungcn dm 9.-12. ~ l t r l ~ u n d t r t s  (Helsinki, 1964), p. 8 and pl. 2, sword NM8120 
and for a model with a smaller pommel, sword NM11840, p. 14, and pl. 5, examples 2a, b~ 
c, d, and e.  

+ Full length view of JPO 2251 showing a gently taparinp, blade with a spatulare tip. phot0gmph 
courtesy of and copyright Musee de ['Armbe, Paris, nc-ptivt! K23706- 

-' ~ i l r  of IPO 2257 showing the 'tea-cosyf pummel. rhotograph courtesy of and copyright 
Mus6.e d~ I'ArrnPe, Paris, negative K2371) J ,  





Petersen type: x Suamen hnsallismus~, j-fel~ink4 

NM 2033:l 
Dnfp: half of the tenth ct'lltur>' 
Find-plnce: Padasjoki, Finland 
Oirpmll jptl$h: 90.1 crn Blndt- ltn;<t?l: 77.6 cm 
Lejtgflr of cross: 18.6 crn Lencgtll 4 f ~ w :  8.9 
Bnlrrnce poirrt: 20.1 cm 
Condition: a certain amount of shallow overdl pitting on the hilt and a 
similar degree of corrosion on the blade, but with one area in almost 
pristine condition 
This elegant weapon has one of those finely tapering and beautifu]~~ 
proportioned blades, thin in section and yet, in conjunction with a 
somewhat tiny pommel, capable of producing an excellent degree of 
balance. The blade, which has undulations along its whole kngth 
probably due to differing degrees of corrosion, carries a central fuller on 
each side tapering from approximately 2.1 cm to 1 cm in width and 
terminating about 9 cm from the point. One central portion of the bIade 
is in almost pristine condition. Yet again, the tang is of a remarkably 
robust character, thus imparting great strength to the hilt. On one side of 
the blade is a very fine inscription inlaid jn iron and Milling the full width 
of the fuller, at that point approximately 1.9 cm in width. The inscription 
reads INLERURlEm and may well have had some important meaning or 
significance in antiquity. It may we11 be that a skilled, but illiterate 
swordsmith had seen other blades bearing inscriptions and had sought 
to bedeckhis own in a similar fashion, stringing a series of letters together 
in an incomprehensible manner. Conversely, each letter could be the first 
in a sequence of words forming some kind of religous invocation. On 
the other side of the blade, despite more heavy corrosion, it is just: possible 
to detect another iron idaid inscription or series of devices, but not 
possible to iden* the lettering apart from a letter M and the remains of 
wt omega.' The fullers and cutking edges remain well defined, the former 
being hUy capable even now of taking an edge. The delicately tapered 
cross is gently curved towards the bIade and of a type which the Vikings 
called goddhjalf or spikelnilt. The tiny 'tea-cosy' in transition to 'brazil 
nut' pommel remains in fine condition and successfuLZy completes the 
appearance of this handsome hilt. The whole appearance of this weapon 
is.reminiscent of the hauntingly beautiful Ingelrii sword in the Glasgow 
museum.2 

According to Petersen this type spans an extensive time period, namely 
fram the first haIf of the 10th century tothe middle of the llthlcentury. 
He further states that it appears in? two. variants. The oXder has a taller 
and slimmer pommel. while the cross-is.thicker (ir. profile) and slightly 
curved. The later and more common of the, two) variants. has a: lower 
thicker and shorter pommel and a less thick, but longer cross, which cm 
be up to 18 cm in length.' Petersen knew of 49 s p e b c n s  of this and 
quite evedy distributed across the whole of Norway. The earIier group 
com~nsed only 9 specimens whereas the Iater group totalled 40. Forty- 
five are double-edged. 2 single-edged and 2 cannot be determined. 
Apparently, on a couple of blades there are inlaid marks (not letters) but 
none were pattern-welded.' 



See Jorma Eeppaaho, Spiiteisenreitliche Wnflen nus Finnlnnd: Sch~uerfirrscErrqIer~ zrnd Wnfearwrzierrr~tgrl dcs 9.-17. 
Jnhrhur~derfs (EIelsinki, 1964), p. 14 and pl. 5, la*. 

See specifically Ewart Oakesho~, Sword irr fhe Age oJCIiiunlry (London, 19641, pl. IC. and Ian Peirce, 'The 
Development of the Medieval Sword, c. 850-1300', Idcds nnd Prnctice of Medimnl Knight hood: Pn~7crs porn the TI? ird 
SfrnmElerq Hill Confumce, ed. C. Harper-Bill and Ruth Harvey (Woodbridge, 1988), pp. 145146 and pl. 5. It must: 
be remembered that it was Ewart Oakeshott, who once owned this splendid sword, who first revealed and 
identified the Ingelrii inscription; a description of the unorthodox means by which this inscription was revealed 
appears in Ewart Oakeshott, Records q f t l r ~  Men'imal Sword (Woodbridge, 19911, p. 27. 
3 See Jan Rtersen, De Norske 
ViIin~emerd (Oslo, 19191, fig. 125, - 
which is the earlier type, and 
compare with the exampIe under 
consideration. 
'See Jaap Ypey, 'Einige 
wikingeneitliche Schwerter aus 
$en Niederlanden', Qfa 41 (1984), 
p. 224 and fig. 7 and Oakeshott 
Records (19911, p. 24, sward X.4. 
There are an increasing number 
of V h g  age swords being 
desnibed which are pattern- 
welded and also have iron inlaid 
inscriptions, patterns or devices. 

+ Helsinki 2033:T full length view. 
Photograph by E. Laakso (1 9471 
courtesy of and copyright National 
Museum of Finland, negative 
14329. 

+ He[sinki 2033:l detail of hilt. 
Photograph by E. Laakso (1 947) 
courtesy of and copyright National 
Museum of Finland, negative 
1481 2, previously published in 
Leppaaho, p. 15, pE. 5,l  a. 

4 Helsinki 2033:'1 photograph of 
blade inscription. Photograph 
couriesy of and copyright National 
Museum of Finland, negative 
28002, previously published in 
Leppaaho, p, 7 5 ,  pl. 5 ,  I c.; the 
inxription on the reverse side is  
also illustrated a5 pl. 5, 7 b. 



Private Collection 

D u t ~ .  mid tenth to early eleventh cr-ntury 
~').rlpmlI lol$h: 89.2 cm Blnrlc / ~ 7 1 ~ ! / 1 :  76.5 rm 
Lrns~!r of crass: 15.5 m L,C!I$!I ~ ? f  griy: 8.5 cln 
Bilinnc~ point: 16.5 crn 
Condifiorz: excellent state of preservation with a11 inlay intact 

To be in the presence of any UIfoerht is a moment to cherish, but to meet up 
with this exampl~  was sheer bliss. An that WE- know of its recent history is 
that it was 'found in Spain'. There are many outsta~tding features and qualities 
~vhich this weapon possesses, but perhaps the mast important and most 
remarhble lies in the fact that it could be drawn from its scabbard and used 
in battle even today. 

It is a beautifully balanced sword and possesses those elegant proportions 
which prevail when the blade is almost parallel for some seventy percent of 
its length before tapering begins. The fullers are equally well preserved, 
retaining much of their original form and occtlpy about half of the blade width, 
This blade had been well used during its 'fife', which probably began c. 950.' 
The cutting edges show much evidence of honing and bear numerous battle 
scars.2 Againl most amazingly, the point is completely intact, as befits such a 
unique weap01-1.~ The blade is as straight as a die. 

On one side of the blade is a handsomely executed +ULFBERHT+ inscription, 
with alI of the pattern-welded inlay intact and as firmly embedded and sound 
as khe day it was set in place. Upon the reverse side is dear old Ulfberht's 
characteristic lattice pattern between paraIlel lines and again with all inlay 
complete." 

Ulfberht, whoever he was, or those very sophisticated craftsmen who followed 
in his footsteps, probably his sons and grandsons and great grandsons (or 
daughters and granddaughters and greatgranddaughters) and so on, had 
realized the importance of backing-up the blade signature with a logo. 

A final word upon this weapon. The massively long cross, the hugely wide 
pommel and sturdy tang somehow complete the poetic equation which 
announces this example to be a very speciaI weapon. All the proportions are 
right to the eye, especialIy the fact that the pommel width is more than the 
blade width and one can only be in awe of the weaponsmith who realized 
the effect upon the eye of causing the cross to curve gently towards the blade. 

Evidence of sculpture shows that this pommel type 
was used well into the twelfth century, even up to c. 
1200. See the illustrations of the font horn Verona. 
This blade would have been much wider in its youth 

as indicated by the tell-tale signs of honing, regular 
sharpening from the crossguard to thc end of the 
Ulfberht inscription. The total length of Ulfberht 
inscription is 18.5 cm. 

A great rarity, as due to the thinness of the metal a t  the '_j 
hp it is mote quicWy eroded away. 
See lorma Leppaaho, S~~iifeise!~zciElicJIp MJaJ'Jen nus Fin~zland: ~chwertinschriftefl 

Wafcnverzie~.u~~~clr 6 s  9.-32. [clh~.hulrdert,(; (Helsinki, 14641, pp. 36-37 for an Ulfberht 
p a t t e r n - ~ ~ I d t d  lnscriptinn very similar to that under examination. 



+ Overall view of the 
side of the sword bearing 
an Ulfberht inscription. 
photograph by Sylvia 
Oliver. 

+ Hilt tram the side of 
the sword oppmite the 
Ulfberht inscription 
showing the brazil nut 
pommel and gently 
down-curved crossguard. 

I Photograph by Sylvia 
I Oliver. 

t! Detail from a massive 
I cawed marble font, c. 
I 1200, in an ancient 

baptistry at Verona, Italy. 
I Photograph by Ian Peirce. 

5 Details of the pattern- 

I welded iron inlaid 
Ulfberht inscription and 

! the geometric latticework 

design on the opposite 
I face of the blacle. 

Photographs by Sylvia 
Oliver. 

I 



Universitetets Oldsaksarnling, Oslo 

C18798 

I 

Petersen type: Y . 1  
\ 

Date: tenth century 
Find-plnce: Rygnest ad  farm, \7de S q n ,  Nedenes, Norway 
Ovc?.nll lmsfIr: 93.2 cm Bkdt  Intgth: 78.2 cm 
Lengfh of cross: 13.8 crn Leniptli qf grip: 10.3 cm 
Condition: badly corroded in places, but some areas are in pristine condition 

This unusual tenth century weapon was found on a farm called Rygnestad in Valle S o p  and the register 
has these details under an entry for 1897. 

It is a great rarity to see a tenth century sward with such an acutely tapered blade, and this example is not 
unlike the peat  sword from the River Great Ouse, Strefham, near to EIy? Although it is corroded through 
i n  places, the last 44 an of the sword presently under consideration are in a fairly healthy state, and in 
places, the fullers and cutting edges are in a fine state of preservation. 

The Mt. is rather imposing with its massive and sturdy Indian canoe-Iike crossguard. The huge tapered 
tang is terminated with a cocked-hat style pommel equally as sturdy as the crossguard. Some attempt has 
been made at applying decoration for just below the upper edge of the lateral faces of the pommel, a 
0.6 cm wide channel has been gouged. This feature is more easily seen on Petersen's fig. 130. Often for 
these swords of type Y, the upper hilt is made in two pieces2 and again very often the upper element, or 
pommel, has been lost leaving quite simpIy a w e d  bar, as in the case of the fine single-edged sword 
from Godbrandsdal, Oppland. 

All but one of the 18 swords with this hilt type listed by Jan Petersen have double-edged blades. Having 
an unusually finely tapered blade, this sword likely wodd have possessed excellent wieldability 

See R, Ewart Oakeshott, Records offke Mcdim111 Sword (Woodbridge, 1991), p. 74. 
Van Petersen, De Norske Wkingemerd (Oslo, 1919), figs. 131-132. 

.L Full length view of C18798. Photograph by Leif Pedersen courtesy of and copyright Universitetets Oldsaksarnling, 
negative 23 583/18. 



Suornen kansalltismuse, Helsinki Petelsen type: Z 
NM2886:lf 
Dnta middIe of the eleventh century 
Find-ylnce: VesiIahti, Sakoinen, Hukari, Finland 
&ern11 ImzgfIt: 87.2 cm BInde I~vgth: 72 cm (incomplete) 
Length of cross: 12.4 cm Se~zgth qf grip: 7.4 
Condition: blade is broken 32.5 cm from the hilt and much of both sides of the 
blade are in almost mint condition and exhibit the precisely defined 
boundaries of the fullers and cutting edges 

The broken off lower portion of this blade is badly corroded, but sufficient 
of it remains to establish, beyond any doubt, its shape and character. Here 
we have an acutely pointed blade, which must have given this weapon an 
unusually fine balance in the hand of its owner. The fullers are deeply cut 
into the blade to a depth of some 0.15 cm and, together with the cutting 
edges, are in almost mint condition to a point of some 9 crn from the hilt on 
one side and all of the first 28 an on the reverse side.' There are no s ips  of 
any iron inlay or any form of decoration on khe blade. 

Leppaaho remarked that the hilt was originalIy silver-plated but had been 
'greatly spoiled by fire'.' A translation of Leppaaho's text regarding the 
method of application of the silver ornamentation is not entirely clear, but it 
wodd appear that the parent metal of the hilt had received its design by the 
careful use of a fine chisel, accompanied by numerous scratches on the 
surface, onto which the applied sheets of sjlver could be hammered and 
consequently be attached. This unusual style of cross does in fact still retain 
ornamentation on four sites: the central field and right hand arm on one 
lateral face and the cenbal field and left hand arm on the other? The former 
side's central field has a 'Maltese style' cross chiselled neatly into the surface 
and is almost identical to the cross in the same posision on the reverse side. 
The decoration on the other 'two sites, which may have had some sigruficmce 
in Viking times, defies description and in reality is not quite as simple as 
illustrated in Leppaaho. There is also a smaller Mdtese moss incised with 
great predsion into the central field of the lowa element of the pommel and 
this area appears to have retained some silver plating. Indeed, the five lobes 
of the pommel do still exhibit areas of silver, but the decoration is badly 
worn, possibly a consequence of fire damage. The pommel is most beautifully 
crafted and is similar to two other swords of Petersen type Z from Loken, 
I-iole, Busk and Hafstem, Gransherred, BRB., and another, made of bronze in t 

'Z 
$C; 

I.. 

:he British Museum.' 

It is indeed most rare to inspect a weapon (as Lee Jones and I did h 1994) which still retains its original surface. 
Other good examples are, of course, the sword sf Sancho the TV of CastilIe and the splendid A459 in the Wallace 
collection. 
Jorma LeppBaho, Spiif&enzeitIichc Wafen nus Finnlnnd: SchwerfinschriJtcn u~td WaffEnverzierungen des 9.42. 

Inhrjiunrleris (Helsinki, 1964), p. 78, pl. 37. Leppaaho's mention of firc and the fact. that areas of the hilt and blade 
are in pristine condition must mean that ~ledcsknll is exhibited. 
"eppaaho comments that the ornamentation was made mwe visible by the application of alumioium oxide. See 
~e&aaho, pl. 37. 
"an Petersen, Dc Narske Mkingcsverd (Oslo, 14291, pp. 175177. Note that both of these weapons illustrated in 
Petersen have extremely sIim Langs, like 2886:ll. 

Helsinki 2886:ll full view. Photograph by E. Laakso (1955) courtesy of and copyright National Museum of Finland, 
negative 18671. 
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Musee de I'Arrnee, Paris 

JPO 2242 

Oakeshott type: x 

I 

I '  
Dntc: first half of the eleventh century, silver inlay probably later 

I Ovurnll lcrigtlr: 100.4 cm Blnde In~gth; 86 cm 
1 

Ltm,tii of cross: 17.3 cm Length of grip: 9.1 cm " < 

Bnlnttce point: 21 crn 
Condition: both blade and hilt in an excellent state of preservation 

It was a source of great joy for me to handle, examine and record the many 
attributes of this remarkable weapon, both in 1993 and again in 1995.' Prior $0 
1993 it had not been examined closely or rigorously. Even without its totally 
intact, intricate, puzzling and beautifully executed sfiver inlays, this sword 
would feature among the top ten survivors 01: its period. This beautifully 
decorated sword is in such a robust physical condition that, should the need 
arise, it could be used today? 

The very long, slender blade swiftly tapers from a point some 43 cm from the 
hilt and has shallow fullers running to within 15 crn of the point. The cross is 
long and thin with a sJight taper. The broad acutely tapered tang terminates 
with a well-preserved type B pommel which is almost 2 inches (4.9 a) across. 
It appears that all of the silver inlay upon the blade remains intact. An 
interpretation of the meaning of all the strange figures and devices upon both 



faces of this blade, and indeed the blades of the others mentioned below, may be difficult, especially if 
they are actually s rmdomly collected series of decorations being 'the work of an i n d i ~ d u a l  or a group of 

with ideas of their own, doodling on the blades they are given to decorateJ.l Putting this 
expl;mation aside, however, it may be possible to explain one or two elements. 

One side of the blade has more decoration than the other. Starting at the cross we have: 

1. A roundel with an eagle-like bird perched within it. 
2. A large wolf-like creature devouring a snake; the personification of evil is often expressed by the 
presence of a snake. 
3, A roundel, the same size as the first above, inside of which is a perched bird. 

4. A small off-cenb-e letter N. 

5. An unusual winged creature with a tiny head and a fish-me tail. 

6.  A smaller Ietler as above. 
7. A roundel with a bird-like creature inside followed by two tiny circles. 
8. A parrnette design almost identical to that on the River Bann blade. 

9. A roundel in which is a marigold-like flower; often used as a symbol of Christ. 
10. A small dove-like bird jn flight. 

11. This shape, , at right angles to the length of the blade. 

12. A reversed letter 'S' inside a small cjrde, O . 

Upon the reverse side and illustrated on the opposite page: 

1. A parrnetke design. 

2. A large wolf-like creature (2b) which is being chased by a small wolf-like animal. 
3. A symmetrical design very similar to that upon the blades of many mid eighteenth centwry small 
swords, 
4. A large wolf-like creature devouring a small dog-like animal. 
5. A large wolf-like creature chasing a small dog-like creature, the latter being almost identical to 
that in $4, and 

6. A smaller vwsion of the design in #3 above. 

Almosl. all of the wolf-like creatures closely resemble those to be found in the lower border of that unique 
pictorial source, the Bayeux tapestry." Yet again with diligence, and again in the Iower border, we may find 
an unusual winged creature with a tiny head and fish-like tail so similar to that image found upon the 
blade5 There are at least eight other weapons, both complete and framentary, which have similar fine 
inlay decoration, either in silver, latten, gold or copper. Two were found in Switzexland, one at Yverdon 
and the other in the lake at Neuenburgb Another is from Leikkimaki, Kokernaki, Finland where all of the 
extensive inlay is in gold.7 Much work needs to be done to better understand the decoration upon the 
blades of this important group of swords. 

This Finnish weapon is one of 17 whole or incomplete swords with similar hilt types, many found with 
silver decorated spearheads. Two were found in ireland, one from the River Bann and a splendid ewmple 
from the River Blackwater. Another three incomplete specimens are from Holland, one from the Waal 
near Nyjrnegen, one from the lower Rhine at Rees and one from Lummada on the island of OsdR This 
remarkable sword, from Pans, as a whole, probably dates from circa 1000 to 1050 but I have a strong 
feeling that the silver inlay was applied later. perhaps in the late eleventh to early twelfth century. 

* Overall view of JPO 2242 in Paris. Photograph courtesy of and copright Musde dc I'ArmCe, Paris; negative K 23722. 

Details from the blade of 2242, cnl~rged from the adjacent ~hotograph and with enhanced contrast. 
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? Detailof the hilt of Paris JPO 2242. Photograph courtesy of and copyright Musbe de I'Armee, Paris; negative K 23723. 

Thanks are due to Jean-Paul Sage-Frenay of the Dspartement des Ames  et Armures, Musbe de TArmGe, Paris for 
many kindnesses and help. 
'This sword is to be subject of an in-depth study by the author, sometime in the near future. 

See Ewart Oakeshotk, Records qf the Medievnl Sword (Woodbridge, 1991), p. 47. 
See Sir Frank Stenton, et al., Thc Bayeux Tapestry (19573, pl. 4. 
bid, pls. 20 and 23. 
Collection, Schweizerisiches Landesmuseum, museum no. EM 10116 and IN 7002. See also Hugo Schneider, 

Wnffen im Schweizmischen Landesmusmrn: Gr~finf fen 1 (Zurich 198Q), p. 22, #16 and p. 23,817, respectively, where 
these swotds are illustrated and dated to 1150 to 1250. 
Collection, Helsinki University, museum no. NM 1174:l (seep. 138 herein). 

Tollection, National Museum of Ireland, Dublin, museum no. WK.48. Found buried in the smd in the bar or shoal 
between Tame and Greagh, the ancient ford of the River Bann between the counties of Derry and Antrim. See Jobs. 
Bse, 'Norse Antiquities in Ireland', Viking A~tfiquifics in Grmt Britnin arrd Irela~zsi, h r f  111, ed. Haakon Shetelig (Oslo, 
E940), pp. 83-84, pl. 56. The other sword was recovered during dredging operations in the River Blackwater, 
between the townlands of Copney, Co. Armagh and Derrygally, Co. Tpone. It was found in 1974 and taken to the 
Ulster Museum. Becausc therc arc scveral rivers named Blackwater ir, IreIar~d it was decided i t would be called the 
'Copney-Derrygally Sword'. Sec also Oakeshott, Records, pp. 4,F-,51. 



Muske de l'AmCe, Paris 

JPO 2241 
Oakeshott type: Xa 

~ n t e :  mid tenth century to mid eleventh century 
&~ernll length: 102.7 cm Bin& length: 88.7 a 
~mgfh  of cross: 19.8 cm Lengfh ofgrip: 9.7 cm 
Bnlnnce point: 22.1 Cm - -  ,.. 
condition: A river find without any doubt, with some areas of the bIade 
aoss and delightfully sculptured pommel showing original surfaces. 

kst a brief glimpse of this weapon and one is reminded of the great IngeK, 
now in the Glasgow Couection but once in the care of Ewart Oakesho~, 
~vho  discovered its inscrip tion.' 

ms elegant, finely tapering blade has well-formed fullers running down 
to within a few centimetres of the point. The cutting edges are also in 
good condition and bear much evidence of use. On one side of the blade, 
set within the fuller (at a distance of approximately 10.0 cm from the cross) 
is a cross-potent: )P. This may well precede an inscription and on the same 
side of the bIade, just halfway down, there appears to be an '0' or an 
omega, but the d a y  is missing. There also appears to be evidence of an 
hen-inlaid inscription upon the reverse side.' 

The lengfh of the blade is longer than the average and is, for example, 
some 11.0 an longer than the Glasgow sword. 

The long (almost 20.0 cm or 8 indies) narrow and gently tapering cross is 
of a t ype  known by the Vikings as gaddhjnlf or spike-hilt and the added 
length would have given the hand of the warrior considerably more 
protection without overly increasing the weight. 

The tang is stout, with a minute taper and terminates with a beautifully 
presewed walnut s tge  pommel, which boasts its original surface. 

This weapon conveys a most-powerful presence and should be compared 
with the splendid example (which is even larger) published by Jarma 
Leppaaho and which dso appears within this volume? 

It is also true to state that all weapons with this style of hilt seem to demand 
one's attention. 

' Ewart Oakeshott, Records of t h  Medimnl Sword (Woodbridge, 19911, pp. 27 and 
32. See also Ian P&ce, 'The Development of the Medieval Sword, c. 850-1300', 
Ideals and Pmcf i c ~  of Medimnl KH igli thood: h p e r s  Jronr the Tzlriud Strawberry I-lill 
Conference (19S$J, ed. C. Harper-Bill and Ruth Harvey, pp. 139-158 and in 
parkicular 145 to 146 and pl. 5. Also Ewart Oakeshott, The Sword ia the Age of 
Chimlrl,: Revised Edifion (London, 19&1), p* 29 and p1. lc. 
"rosses often precede and end an inscription. 

Namely NM 2033:l in Jorma Lepp$aho, Spnteiscnzeillichc Wajfen aus Finnlnnd: 
Sc~~wfftinsclzr$ter~ und Wnfcnvtrzierungcn des 9.-12. JuhrJi ruiderts (Helsinki, 1464:), 
p. 14 and pl. 5, 

Full view af JPO 2241. Photograph courtesy of and copyright M~lsPe de I'Armke, 
Rris; negative K 23724. 



Sllomen kansaIlismuse, Helsinki 

NM 11840 
Oakeshott type: Xa 

1 I 

1 
8 , Dnk: late tenth century to middle of the eleventh century 
I' % Find-pIncr: Vammala (formerly TryvA5) railway statlon, Finland 
I 

Oz~crnll laigflt: 95.3 cm BInde 1t:rrgflr. 54.9 cm 
Leriptlz of cross: 13.8 cm Length ofgrij): 9.7 cm 
Bnlfincr point: 18 3 cm 
Co~zdition: some deep surface pitting upon the blade and crossguard; the pommel 
is in an excellent state of preservation with some small areas of Light pitting 

This is a n~ost  elegant weapon, much due lo  the acuteIy tapered line of the blade. 
A narrow fuller, some 0.2 crn deep at the proximd end, runs to within some 14 
cm of the point on both sides of the blade. It carries a misspelt Innominidomini 
iron inlaid inscription on one side of the blade, characteristically set between 
two crosses potent, within a narrow fuller which is 1.3 to 1.1 cm in width. It is 
clearly visibIe and almost alI of the iron inlay remains. The achral inscriptian 
reads +INNOMNEDH1+ and mirrors that seen and recorded by Jorma Leppaaho. 
On the reverse side is another inscription, which after a lengthy examination in 
June 1994, Dr. Lee Jones concluded to be +NSOMEFECITf and not as recorded in 
Leppaaho-I There are at least thee  other swords inscribed with +NISOMEFE:C!T+; 
another in Helsinki, one in private hands, and the last in the museum at Stade.2 
According to Leppaaho, the inscriptions on the sword under consideration are 
damascened. The cutting edges remain well defined especially towards the 
proximd end of the blade. 

The crossguard is simply a gently tapering bar of iron, crudely pierced to take 
the long, robust tang. The pommel is Liny and yet most precisely formed, being 
of a 'tea-cosy' type in transition to a 'brazil nut'. Overall, the hilt is plain, carrying 
no form of decoration, and yet, when all of its components are considered as a 
whole, the effect produced I s  one of harmony, b d k c e  and quality. The sturdy 
massive tang provides tremendous strength to the hikilt of this long-bladed 
weapon. 

Petersen comments on the fact that this type spans an extensive time period 
stretching from the early tenth century to the middle part of the eleventh century- 
It appears in two variants, the sword under consideration being from the later 
and more c~rnrnon.~ 

I The present example is also illustrated and described in Jorma Leppaaho, 
Spiifeisenzeitlicl~e Wnffen nlrs Finnlrrnd: Schwertinscl~rif#ct~ lo~d Mh,@er~verziemn,~~~ des 9.- 
12. Jolrrlrtrttdcrfs (Helsinki, 1964), pp. lP15 ,  pl. 5,2a+. See also From Viking to Crusader: 
Tlre Scnndinauians and Europe 800 to 22130 (22nd Council of Europe Exhibition) 
(Copenhagen, 19921, p. 283, cat. no. 214c, where the inscription has been read as 
ISOMEECF. 

Another example in the National Museum of Finland, NM 20331, is shown on the 
same pages in Leppiiaho citcd above and is also included herein on pp. 122r123. The 
example in a private collection i s  illustrated and described in Ewart Oakeshott, Rtcorrfs 
qf titc Mrdievnl Sronrd (Woodbridge, 1991), p. 54, as example X.1. 

A further discussion of type X accompanies Nh? 20331, the sword from Padasjoki, on 
pp. 122123, 

+ Full length view of Hetsiriki 11 84U. I3hotograph courtcsy of and copyright National 
Museum of Finland, negativc 281 55, 
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I 1. Detail of hilt of Helsinki 11840. Photograph courtesy of the National Museum of Finland, negative 15556, previously 
I published in Leppaaho, p. 15, pl. 5, 2a. 

1 4 Drawing of the iron inlaid inscriptions from within the fuller on opposite Qces of the forte of the blade. Indistinct areas 
I in the drawing indicate indistinct areas in the actual inscriptions. Drawing by Lee A. Jones. 



Bakeshott type: X I  

Dntc: late eleventh to  early h ~ e l f t h  century 
Find-plnce: Marikkovaara, Ravanierni, Lappland, Finland 
Overnll lerqtlj: 97.5 cm Blndc lengtlr: 81.7 crn 
Length of cross: 14.2 rm LengMr of g r i p :  9.5 cm 
Bnin~rce point: 11.2 crn 
Condition: excavated condition but very good 

This well preserved weapon was discovered just below ground surface on 
MarLkkovaara mountain in Rovaniemi, LappIand along with a beautifully and 
skilfully pattern-welded spearhead, a smder  double-barbed spearhead and a 
typical working axehead. It is thought probable that these artifacts were left by a 
traveller to Lappland who lost his way in the wilderness, some time in the twelfth 
century.' 

The blade is of slender proportions, perhaps due to much use and therefore the 
consequence of regular honing. It terminates in an acute point with a narrow 
fuller sunning down both sides of the blade and to w i t h  a centimebe or two of 
the business end. The fullers and cutting edges xemain extxemely well defined 
and little corrosion has taken place. On one side of the blade is a beautifully 
executed iron inlaid inscription INNOMlNEDOMlNll all set within the width of 
the fuller, the lettering being 0.8 cm high. On the opposite side of the blade is the 
not so cIearly discernible inscription -H31CELIN MER followed by part. of a C and 
aT and terminating with a cross. To date seven swords with identical. inscriptions 
have been identified, six with the lettering inlaid in iron and the seventh neatly 
executed in silver-The most outstanding of these is the splendid weapon 
discovered by W. Mark Dineley while bsowsing in a second-hand bookshop in 
Shaftesbury.3 The sward under examination has a massively robust tang for such 
a narrow blade and this feature almost certainly adds to the excellent wieldability. 
Unusually, the delicately sculptwed cross has a gentle curve towards the blade. 

Yet another remarkable feature of ths sword is that it possesses a wheel pommel. 
This is not an isolated case as Leena Tomantera records 15 other swords, 13 
complete weapons, 2 just the pommels, but all having whccl pommels Of these 
a totd of 8 were found at HaIikko RiMa. Generally we associate the popularity 
of this pornme1 type with the mid 13th century. 

The pattern-weIded spearhead which accompanied this weapon is illustrated 
on p. 151 and is also described in Leppaaho." The central lobe of decorahon is 
most beautifully executed and remains in a remarkably fine state of preservation. 

' See in particular, Jorrna Lepphaho, Syateise~rzeitliclz~ Wl~ffen nrrs Finnlnrtd: 
Scltzuertinschriften ir nd WnJfcnvrrzifrri rllgcrz des 9.-22. Inlrrh lunderts (Helsinki, 1964), pp. 
58-59; Leena Tclrnanterb, Kuki  KiiyEi&r rnickknhrttltm. I/lalknttk~rCnt~a~r C-X-nl~tris~orr hff uhf 
X V l  jn XVll (Helsinki, 1978), pp. 31-32 and Ewart Onkcshott, Records o f t l ~ e M c d i ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  
Sulord (Woodbridge, 1991), pp. 57-59. 
T h e  swc~rd with the silver inscription is regisrration number 12690;479 and was found 
at I-Ialikko Rikala. During a conversation wiih Lcena Tomantera in 1994, she pointed 
out that Ib-ld on p. 59, pl. 27 of Lcppiiaho (1964) are ~ndecd related to the silver 
inscription of sword 12640:474, 



3 Ewarl Oakeshott, S?uord in the Age of 
Cjtivdv (London, 19641, p. 34, also pl. 
4b. See also Ian Peirce, 'The 
~jevcloprnent of the Medieval Sword, 
,. 85G130OP, I h l s  nnd Prncfice of 
I\tt&it.vnI Kniglll/tood: Pn,vers.Fronr f l ~ e  
T/,ird Sfrmuherry Hill Cor!ferencef ed, C .  
Harper-Bill and Ruth Harvey 
(Woodbridge, 19681, pp. 14&147 and 
pl. 7. Also Oakeshott, Records of the 
Medimnl S~uord, p. 59. 
Tomantera (1978)r p. 62. In a later 

conversation with Leena, she told me 
additional finds had bmught the total 
to 17 swords with wheel pommels. 
Leppaaho (1 9&), pp. 1XLl23, pl. 

la-b; collection number 363112. 

T Diagram of the pommel of Helsinki 
3631 :I viewed in profile. 

3 Helsinki 3631 :1 detail of hilt. 
Photograph by Krister Katva courtesy of 
and copyright National Museumof 
Finland, negative 58045; previously 
publishedin Ceppaahoi,p:.59, pl. 27,. 
1 a 

+ Helsinki 3631 :I full length view. 
Photograph by H. Malrngreer (1972) 
courtesy of the National Museum of 
Finland, negative 70454. 
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Oalceshott type: XI Suomen kansallismuse, Helsinki 

NM 704 
Bnte: eleventh century 
Find-place: Jiirnsa, Finland 
&~~rnl l  l f i t lp l j r :  103.9 crn H Q ~ E  lel~$fl: 88.7 cm 
Lengtlr of cross: 15.1 cm Len@h ? f , ~ r i ~ :  9-3 
Bnlmzcc yoznt: 17 crn 
Corrdifion; excavated condition; the blade has moderate corrosion and undulating 
bends along its length and appears to have been causficauy cleansed; towards the 
point &ere is an area of better blade preservation 

This was once a most elegant weapon, which even now retains many hints of its 
former glory.' 

The blade is massively long with a total length of just under 35 inches. There is 
e ~ d e n c e  that this sword was used in battle, as both cutting edges of the blade 
have several Iarge 'nicks' upon them. A narrow fulIer of approximately 1 rm 
width runs down both sides of the blade to within some 19 ern of the point and 
extends a short distance into the tang. Most of the letters of the inscription, once 
picked-out in a precious metaI, possibly silver, are s t i l l  clearly discernible and 
the harsh cleansing process appears to have been responsible for the removal of 
any remaining inlay. The inscription reads: 

- 
I - F ~ % H ~ X F R H ~ X ~ I ? H ~ : X F ~ ~ +  

- 
F F C ~ = ~ E Z F R # C X  c g CX 

The style of the lettering is very similar to that on a sword in the Nationalmu~eet 
Copenhagen, though the actual content of the inscriptions are different:' 

~ Z ~ P F T R N ~ ~  

8 CNEDiCF--iTNTJi/,SfToMA~'~' + 
Tfie pommel is not completely circular, a charactexistic which is totally in keeping 
with this type, Oakrshutt A. Where the tang fits into the prnrnel there is a 
hollow recess which still retains some brown organic material. 

Another sword with an inscription which exhibits the same 'hand~yriting' as 

these two is preserved in the Victoria and Albert Museum in   on don.^ It was 
found In Whifllesea Mere, near P~ tc rbo rau~h ,  in England. Ever since the time 
of it?- acquisition by the tnuseum it has bccn dated to the early fourteenth centuv 
Wit11 the nlore recently found and identified e\,idence of the sword described 

this also musk be 06 t l ~ f  eleventh, not t h t  fourfeenth century. 
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+ Helsinki NM 
704 futf length 
view. 
photograph 
courtesy of and 
copyright 
~ational 
Museum of 
Finland, 
negative 1 801 5. 

+ Helsinki NM 
704 detail of 
hilt. Photograph 
by I. Salo 11 959) 
courtesy of and 
copyright 
National 
Museum of 
Finland, 
n ~ a t i v e  23006, 
previou~ly 
published En 
Leppaaho, p. 
57, pl. 26 2a. 

Details of the  
inscription of 
Helsinki NM 
704 (from 
Leppaaho, pp. 
56-57, pt. 26 
b & 2 d .  

tnscription on 
similar sword 
found in 
Denmark and 
presently in the 
Nationalrnuseet 
in Copenhagen 
(fro rn 
Oakeshott, 
Records X1.3, p. 
55 and 
Oakeshott 
Sword in the 
Age of Chivalry, 
P 35, plate 4c 
and p. 142, fig. 
1311. 

' See lorma Lepp'da ho, Spdteisenzeitlfche W@ nus Firmland: Schwertinsckr$tea und W@nverzicruflgcn des 9-12. 
Jhhrhunderfs (Helsinki, 1964), p. 56, pl. 26,2a-d. 
' €wart Oakeshatt, Sword in the ~ g c  of Chivalry (London, 1964), p. 35 and pl. 4c. A150 Ewart Oakerhott, ~ccord5 offjre 
pdimal Sword (Woodbridge, 1991). p. 55. 

Oakeshott, Records, p. 39, no. Xa,4 and Oakeshott, Sword i~ Age of Chivglq PI. 48 c. and fig- 131- 
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Oakeshott type: XI1 

Dnte: eleventh century, favour first half 
Firrd-plme L&kirnaki, Kokemaki, Satakunta, Finland 
Or~run11 Lng-tlr: 105.2 cm Blade length: 90.4 cm 
Lurgflr of cross: 9.0 cm Let~gf l~  of grip: 8.9 crn 
Gnlnncc yoirzt: 28.4 cm 

.x;"P. , @. ,.-. d 
Condifion: hilt complete and in excellent condition, though detached from the Made w ~ ~ h  

>y- >-+ 
4, k, . 
g.:-.v... 

is fairly good except for heavy corrosion especially towards the hilt 
,y- + - . 
g?< : .: T h i s  splendid huge-bladed weapon belongs to a goup of m a e c e n t  swords, very similar 

' 
to Viking Age Scandinavian examples, mostly found in the east of the B a l h .  Swenteen :* 

C.: ..- . - :- ' whole or incomplete swords of this type are known from Finland, some of them found 
with silver decorated spearheadsJ in eleventh century gaves.] This weapon was discovered 

, - in a cemetery before 1870. 
g;: -. - 

A "  

$5. 7; . So far fornard is the balance point of this sword that it is extremely doubtful that it was 
I YXh' p,. --' -' ever used in combat. A role as some kind of ceremonial weapon is suggested by the fact 
,, 5 .. that i t  is beautifully decorated on all. elements of the hilt. The tang does not appear to be 
F->",-. - .  " *  - ;-. . original and it seems likely to be a poorly executed modem addition. 
{< .=--. , 
< . - b  

$,-.:L' The silver-plated hilt is decorated with Umes-styie animals, with spirals and parmettes, 
and a considerable amount of the decoxat-ion has survived the rigours of h e . 2  The central 
element of the hilobated pommel is separated from the outer portions by strips of twisted 
silver wire, a feature which is common among several of the other swords of this type.3 

Even now the decoration upon the hilt is strikingly beautiful, yet it is the gold inlay upon 
both sides of the blade which announces the considerable importance of this weapon, 
both as a work of art and as an object of war or ceremony. On one side and some 20 cm 
from the point is a most beautifully executed 'hand of God', not in the attitude of bIessing. 
At least four other swords bear this type of 'open hand'! Further towards the hilt is a 
dove-like creature, perhaps the dove of peace, followed by an as yet unidentifiable inlay, 
then another dove followed by a another piece of inlay which defies interpretation and 
finally the remnants of a dove. On the reverse side and situated some 20 cm from the 
point, is the outline of a bishop's crozier which, when considered dongside the hand of 
God and the doves, may well point to the involvement of this weapon in religious 
ceremony. The symbols on this blade, by context of find-place and decoration of the hilt, 
would be most probably dated in the first half of the eleventh century, though a range 
from the late tenth centuxy though to the close of the eleventh century remains possible- 
The inlaid inscriptions closely parallel, both in style and content, two other swords in the 
Schweizesischen Landesmuseum in Zurich: These Swiss examples, since their finding 
one in the Neuenberg fake late in the nineteenth century and the other at Yverdon, 'have 
traditionally been dated to the Iate thirteenth century. In the expanded context including 
this example from Finland, it is necessary now to re-date tllese swords to the eleventh 
cenhrry. They were both published in a doctoral dissertation in 1902 by Rudolf V\Jegefi, 
and again published in 1903 in ZeilscE~rififilr WnJfen und Kostumku~zde, vol. 3, figs. 12 and 
13. More recently they have been illustrated in SchneiderSs Wafleor h ~chvwizrrische~ 
Lnndesm lrseum (1980) as no. 16 and 17, pp. 22-23, and in Oakeshott's Records of fh f  Medimnl 
Sword (1991) as nos. Xa.14 and Xa.15, pp. 49-50. 

' Several are illustrated in Jurrna Lepphho, SpfifejscnzEjflicJlt WnfJcn nrts FinnlrrnA: 
Schruerfinscllrffefl Ufld ~f l f l~c~3ocn i~r t ln~ycn  rirs 9.-22. Inhrhundtyk ' ( ~ ~ l ~ i ~ k i ,  1964), namely 
10813:1. NM 9562:1, NM 10842:39,34, NM 8723:194, f\bf 3090:10, NM 13204:393 and NM 8697, 
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+ Helsinki 11 74:l full length 
view. Photograph by lorma 
~eppsaho courtesy of and 
copyright National Museum 
of Finland, negative 27989. 

+ Helsinki 11 74:T detail of 
hilt. Photograph by Jorma 
~eppaaho courtesy of and 
copyright National Museum 
of F~ntand, negative 23504. 

+ Helsinki 11 74:1 drawings 
of blade inscriptions. 
Photograph courtesy of and 
copyright National Museum 
of Finland, neptive 19903, 

published in 
Leppaaho, p. 77, pl. 36 b 
& c. 

pis. 33-35. See also Frotn Vikittg to Crusndcr: The Scn~~dinnvinns nnd Europe 800 to 1200 
(22nd Council of Europe Exhibition) (Copenhagen, 19923, cat. no. 228 and Leena 
T~manterii, Kaksi K4Iiijn rniekknhnrtlnu. bhnltnnknrtano~t C-kalnti~ton hnrrdnt X'Vl jn 
XVII (Helsinki, 19781, pp, 62-77. 

According to Lena Tomanfcr$ the silver decoration is characteristic of Gotland and 
is not of a sort which she would expect to have held-up long under hard wear- 

See, jn particular, LeppAaho, pls. 33,34. 
All four had segmented polygonal pommels, per a conversation with Leena 

'Ibmantera in 1994. 
Museum numbers 10216 and 7002. 



National Museum of Ireland, Dublin 

1988:226 

Dnk: mid to late eleventh century 
Firid-plrrce: Lougl~ Derg (New Cusraghmore), C o ~ ~ n t y  Tipperary, Ireland 
@en711 lengflr: 78.5 crn Blade lerr~th: 64.5 crn (found in five pieces and fitted together) 
Lenytlr of cross; 11.3 crn LcngbIt uf grip: 8.4 cm 
Cundifio?~: Hilt excellent, blade in pieces but sufficiently preserved to accurately determine blade type 

One of the criteria governing the swords included in this bookwas that they be complete, intact, specimens. 
I make no apologies for the inclusion of this example, much due to the unusual style of the hilt and its 
outstanding condition. Even now with each broken piece of blade abutted and aligned, it takes little 
imagination to form a picture of this weapon as it appeared somewhere between c.  1050-1100. We must be 
sincerely thankful that such a skilled operator as Mr. Paul Mullarky was assigned to conserve this weapon.' 

The finely tapered blade with a deep and narrow hiller (1.0 crn width) immediately reminded me of the 
blade upon the sword found by Mr, Mark Dinely which has a GlCEUN MEFECiT iron idaid inscription 
upon one side and INNOMINI DOMINI upon the other.2 

The blade still has large traces of wood and scabbard lining (probably leather and wool) attached to it. 

The best desaiption of this very special example is that of Raghnall 6 F l o h  who states 'The pommel and 
pard are plain and slightly curved, and the grip is provided with a pair of mounts with scalloped inner 
edges." These are inlaid with a border of twisted copper and silver wires and an interlaced pattern of 
siTver wires against a niello ground. The interlaced strands terminate in plant scrolls, some of which may 
be debased animal heads. In form, the sword betrays Anglo-Scandinavian influences with its curved 
pommel and guard and scalloped mounts. The decoration is, however, purely Iri~h.'~ 

This inlaid decoration is paralleled on ecclesiastical metal work of the same period, namely the 
Clonmacnoise crozier and the bell shrine from Glankeen County, Tipperary, both places not far from 
where this sword was found. The hilt itself is extremely light, leading one to believe that both cross and 
pommel are hollow. 

My thanks are due to Mr. Paul Mallarky for his friendship, and the kind considerations I tend to associate with 
The National Museum of Ireland in Dublin and for making me aware of the splendid artifacts in the finest of 
museums in Europe. " have handled and studied this weapon for several hours on two separate occasions. See Ian Peirce, 
Tleveloprnent of the Medieval Sword c. 850-1300', Jdecis and Pmctice of Medicvnl Knighthood: Papersfiotn flte Third 
Sfrawberry Hill Confermc~ (1988), pp. 139-158 and Ewart Oakeshott, The Sword in fhe Age qJChivalry (London, 19641, 
plate 4B. 
3 e e  Fronr Viking to Crnsnder: Tlzc Scslndinauinrzs nnd Europe 800 to 1200 (22nd Council of Europe Exhibition) 
(Copenhagen, 1992), pp. 340-341 and cat. no. 431. This informative entry was written by Raghnall 6 Floinn of the 
National Museum of [reland. Often scabbards were lined with sheep skin, wool side in whereby the lanolin 
protected the blade. 
' The pommel and cross are made of copper alloy. 

+ Hilted fragment of 1988-226. Photograph courlcsy of ancl cnpyri~ht by rhc National Muscutn of Ireland. 
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Qntc: late eleventh to early hvelfi-h century 
Coltectio~l: Musde dt I'hrm&, Pasis, accession: J4 
Ozw-rrll I~trg!-llr: 8.5 cm Blficlu l ~ n ~ t l ~ :  72 ern 
terigtlz qf crass: 19.9 cm Latgth ofgriy: 8 cm 
Condition: hilt excellent; the blade has been much corroded and either 
elechc~lytically cleaned or treated with a caustic solution or both 

The scant museum details on this important weapon state 'coming 
horn the Rerefond's collection, 2nd Empire, Napoleon 3rd'. It is 
exhibited with ofher swords, but it is to this weapon that one's eyes 
are drawn. A few who will read this description are acquainted with 
'The Household God' and will know precisely what I mean by the 
last statement. The dating of this weapon is diEcult to ascertain, but 
I have a very powerful feeling that it is earlier rather than later.' 

The blade of this unique sword is massively wide, with equally wide 
fullers extending down to within a few centimed-es of the point. The 
cutting edges still have remarkably good definition and bear evidence 
of much use. The blade may well have been in a fairly good condition 
after excavation, but i t  and the hilt have a greyish tinge about them 
probably the result of a harsh caustic cleaning proces~.~ The latter 
process almost certainly caused the pattern of holes which occur 
towards the point. 

The cross is of the typical Viking gaddhjnlf type, but in this case 
unusually curving gently towards the blade and tapering beautifully 
towards its ends. The grip is extremely broad and no doubt hides a 
sturdy tang? The grip is covered by a neat binding of heavy gauge 
wire which is almost certainly tarnished silver, overlying a former 
probably composed of wood. Both ends of the grip are finished off 
with bands of silves, decorated with tram lines, into which are placed 
little bead-like dents in relief; a simple pattern, but hugely effective." 
The disc pommel is very wide, to match the  breadth of the blade and 
a little more than half an inch thick 

It is always reassuring to be able to resort to medieval rnanusaipt 
illustrations for additional information, especially as manusuipts 
can be accurately dated by information contained in the text or by 
art historians and others applying their expertise to the decoration 
or illustrations therein. Massively broad bladed swords are rare in 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries, but become common during the 
first half of the thirteenth century and many can be seen beautimy 
depicted in the magnificent Madeiowski Bible, c. 1250.5 However, 
the very best, and perhaps ear~iest, illustration of a sword dosely 
resembling J4 may be seen in t11e Spanish Bentus Commentaries on fh@ 
Apocnlypse in the Archaeological Museum of Madrid, dated to the 
early twelfth c e n t ~ r y . ~  This illustration is hugely important, for not 
only does it s11o.u. tlzc earliest depiction of a faceguard attached to a 
helmet, but also the fully mailed warrior is holding an extremely 
wide bladed sword with a disc pommel. In the filustration, the 



pommel of the sword is in gold and there 
are traces of gold on the cross.' Another 

in the same scene has a sword with 
the cross curved towards the bIade like J4 
which also has a gold pommel and traces of 
gold on the cross.# Jan Petersen recorded a 
much corroded sword from Eidnes which 
has a three inch (7.6 cm) blade-width at the 
hilt and several others with blade-widths in 
excess of 2.6 inches (6  ~ r n ) . ~  Indeed, any 
sword with a blade-width in excess of 2.2 
inches (5.5 cm) may be considered very rare. 

1 See Ewart Oakeshott, Tlie Sword in flte Age of 
Chiz~nlry (London, 19641, p. 30, pl. 2b. 
'The blade of this sword is extremely thin, as 
indeed it was in its youth. It needed to be, in 
order to produce any degree of wieldability. 
I'liith such a broad blade this would be 

necessary. 
For further discussions on the grip of this 

s~vord, see Ewart Oakeshott, 'The Grip of the 
Medieval Sword and a Battle near Tagliacozzo', 
Pnrk La~rc Anns Fnir CrzfnIog.lrc 11 (19941, pp. 67.  
Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, M. 638, 

f. 10, in particular. 
This important manuscript was closely 

examined by Mrs. G a a n  LMurton and myself in 
December, 1995 in Madrid (MS2, f. 106). 
See Ian Peirce, 'The Knight, His Arms and 

Amour c. 115&1250r, Anglo-Norman Studies: 
XI! Proceedings o f fhe  Battle Conference 1992 
(Woodbridge, 1993), pp. 251-274, pl. 6. 
' It i s  extremely rare in medieval art for the 
m 5 5  of a sword to be shown grlded. 

See Jan Petersen, De Norske Vikingesnerd (Oslo, 
1919), p. 161, fig. 127 and p. 159, fig. 125. The 
sword from Snoen also has a blade-width of 3 
inches; see pa 147, fig. 117. 

+ lllusttation from the Spanish Beatus 
Commentaries on the Apocatyps~ in the 
Archaeological Museum of Madrid, dated to the 
early twelfth century. Photograph courtesy of and 
copyright Archivo Fotogrifico. Museo 
Arqueaidgico National, Madrid. 

+ Paris 14 Overall view showing the broad, but 
relatively short hIade. Photograph courtesy of and 
copyright Mus4e de I'Armee, Paris; negative 
K23718. A derailed photograph of the hilt is 
reproduced overleaf. 



T Paris 14 detail of hilt with its disc pnrnrnel and long, curved and pcntly tapcrir~s crussguard. Photograph courtesy of and 
copyright Musbe de IfArm6e, Paris; nccativc K 237'79. 
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Blade Construction and Pattern-Welding 
Lee A. Jones 

Rather than having been formed from a single piece of homogeneous material, the sword blades 
of the T r i g  Age, like their Migration Period and Celtic predecessors, usually have been formed 
by the forging together of a number of rod and or strip elements running the length of the blade. 
Termed a 'piled' structure, this manner of construction allowed the swordsmith to locaIize desired 

I propertie;by joining together irons with differing properties resuIting, in turn, from differing 
concentrations of trace elements. Requfig hardness, the cutting edges were best made of steel, 
which is an alloy of iron with small amounts of carbon. However, an increasing carbon content 
also causes increasing brittleness and too much carbon and or other trace elements, such as 
phosphorus, followed by the wrong heat treatment would result in a significant risk for an all- 
hardened steel blade to break with use. Intuitively, a bending failure offers a better chance of 
survival for a sword's wielder than the breaking of the blade. Between the significant and 
unpredictable variations in successive blooms of source metal and the limitations of a very 
imperfect superstitious empirical understanding of heat treatment of steel, there was a need to 
b d d  a 'fail-safer into the construction of a sword to favor bending over breaking. For this reason, 
softer and more malleable wrought iron or mild steel wodd be used for the remainder of the 
blade away from t h e  tip and edges in oxder to impart resistance to fracture. Piled construction 
allowed such localization of properties to provide a sword with a hard and sharp edge with a 
tough backing. Another advantage, considering the variable quality of the source rnatelial. is that 
piled construction will tend to average the strengths and weaknesses of the inhvidual components, 
m . ~ h  in the way that the layers of modern plywood reinforce one another. Additionally, the 
small rods could be carburized to increase hardness by increasing carbon content. 

technique of pattern-welding likely arose as a consequence of the piled sbucture of Celtic 
swords. If one or more of the rods or ships forming such a blade is twisted, recognrzable patterns 
emerge which are easily manipulated. Occasional twisted stips are seen in swords dating from 
fhe late La T h e  period and t rue pattern-welding becomes evident from about the 3rd century, 
=achingits zenith in terms of complexity in the 6th and 7th centuries. Late   at tern-welded blades 

have a thin veneer of pattern-welding over a more homogeneous iron core, suggesblng that, 
while pattern-welding may have evolved as a consequence of a piled structure, in the end it was 
a decorative process. Pattem-welding is generally considered to have passed out of use by the 

the Viking Age, though it has since recurred in the edged weapons of many other cultures. 
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Cross-Sections Showing Variations in Construction of 
Viking Age Double-Edge:! Sword Blades 

I' The diagrams designated by Roman numerals have been labelled after the scheme presented in fig. 103 on p. 246 of 
R.F. Tylecote and B-1-1- Ciln~our, B.A.R. British Series 755: The Metallography of Eady Ferrous Edge Tools and Edged 
Weapons (Oxford, 1986). !us about any cross-sectional possibility which could be inferred from surface examination of 
excavated pattern-welded swords has been confirmed by metallographic studies. Type Ill represents a blade having, in 
this example, three pattern-wetded rods welded one to another side by side and forming a core to which have been 
attached steet edges. Metallographic studies frequently show the edge sections to also be af complex composite 
structure. The core of type IV incorporates a central rod, which is  exposed on either surface of the blade, to which have 
been attached two rods on either side, each of these additional four rods being exposed on one blade face only. Type V 
employs an even number of rods welded back to back, with half visibte on each blade face. In type VI, half of the rods 
are visible on each blade face, but a central core has been added. Types V and Vl are the forms most commonly 
encountered. The i[lustration labelled VI b represents one of the early Geibig type 1 blades which lack fullers. Also shown 
is an ULFBERMT style blade, after Alan R. Williams, 'Methods of Manufacture of Swords in Medieval Europe: [Ilustrated 
by the Metallography of Some Examples', Cladius 13 ( 3  9777, pp. 75-101. These blades were built up from a complex 
piled structure, with steel in the edges and the lowest carbon concentrations at the core. Vestigial pattern welding is 
present in the form of a thin inlay forming the smith's name or geometric patterns, see also the itlustration on p. 8. 

4 Detail of patterns evident on the surface of a double-edged sword found in a third to fourth century votive bog deposit 
at Nydam, C25340 in the Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen. This is not classical pattern-welding, but rather a lattice made 
up of iron inlays overlain one on top of another. While such inlays are often thought of as a late feature, this Roman Iron 
Age blade, as well as the Migration Age blade shown on pp. 148-1 49 are both evidence of early application of such 
technique. A large number of pattern-welded blades were also recovered from the Nydam site. Photograph courtesy of 
and copyright the National Museum of Denmark, negative 1555. 



+ ~ ~ t h  the straight [streifendmast) and curved 
(rosendarnast) patter" which are obsewed in a 
p a ~ e r n - ~ ~ d d c d  blade ultimately arise from the 
same process of twisting a laminated rod made up 
of alternating layers of contrasting materials. The 
pattern which develops is  a function of the depth to 
which the rod is ultimately exposed by grinding 
and polishing, the extent to which the rod had 
been twisted and the number of layers in the 
starting laminated rod. 

In the diagram at right, a clay model of a rod 
of sixteen alternating layers prepared by 

bladesmith Dan Maragni was twisted and then 
progressively ground, forming a facet along its 
lengh which was photographed at regular intervals. 
The percentage of reduction in the overall thickness 
of the rod is shown in the scale, such that 50% 
represen& the centre of the rod. Were the rod 
further levelled, a mirror irnase of the patterns first 
disclosed would be exposed. 

Depending upon the ultimate design desired, the 
rods may be twisted at varying intervals, either to 
the left or right, or allowed to remain straight. After 
preparation of the component rods, the next stage 
is their assembly into a blade, where rods with 
complementary twist patterns are crltimately 
installed side-by-side to form a central pattern- 
welded panel. 

The rods actually used in making these swords are 
frequently found ta contain seven alternating layers 
of varyingly dissimilar irons, Variations in carbon 
content are associated with subtle differences in 
surface colour following etching, though patterns 
will also emerge to some degree even when similar 
iron i s  used in all layers owing to slag inclusions and 
trace elements added by the flux used in welding. 
Increased contrast between the layers could be 
achieved by use of phosphorus rich iron, which 
remains lighter in colour when etched by mildly 
acidic agents. 

fanet Lang and Barry Ager,  sword^ of the Anglo- 
Saxon and Viking Periods in the British Museum: a 
Radiographic Study', Weapons and Warfare in 
Anglo-Saxon England, ed. Sonia Chadwick Hawkes 
(oxford, 'I 989)) pp. 85-1 22. 

Herberr Maryon, 'Pattern-welding and 
Damawening of Sword-blades: Part I-Pattern- 
Welding', Studies in Conservation 5 11 9601, PP. 
25-37. 

Lena Th i I i n -~e r~m~n ,  'Blacksmithing in Prehistoric 
Sweden', !ran and Man in Prehjs toric Sweden, ed. 
Karin Cal~ssendorff, et al. (Stockholm, 19791, PP. 
99-1 33. 

Development of Patterns from a 
Laminated Twisted Rod 



+ NM 2022:l from 
V~hmaa, Lahdinko, Hualila, 
dated to the 8th century. The 
side shown above has three 
bands of pattern-welding 
visible In the forte of the 
blade, near the hilt, each 
about 0.7 cm in width. Areas 
forming a straight repeating 
diagonal characteristic of a 
peripheral section of a 
twisted rod may be seen 
and alternate with straight 
areas. When oppositely 
twisted rods are welded side 
by side and ground to this 
shallow depth, a 
herringbone or chevron 
pattern such as this i5  

formed. Further down the 
blade a curved pattern 
characteristic of about 25% 
of the rod having been 
ground away is seen, beyond 
which the pattern rapidly 
transforms into two bands, 
each 'I cm in width, which 
form a checquer-board 
pattern characteristic of the 
center of a twisted rod. 

Photograph by Jorma 
Leppaaho courtesy of and 
copyright National Museum 
of Finland, previously 
published in lorma 
Leppaaho, Spateisenzeitliche 
Waffen aus Finnland: 
Schwertinschri ften und 
Waffenvenierungen des 9.- 
12. jahrhunderts (Helsinki, 
19643 pp. 66-67, pl. 31. 



4 The pattern on the 
,pp~site surface of the blade 
begirls as hvo bands of 
curved pattern, each 11.3 cm 

Azone of corrosion 
obscures the pattern in a 
zone several centimetrcs 
froin the tang, just beyond 
ivhich are hvo inlaid iron 
strips perpendicuIar to the 
Ien$h of the blade which 
cover the fuller. Beyond this, 
thrw bands of diagonal 
pattern alternate with 
straight areas until the mid- 
portion of the blade, where 
the central band lifts above 
its adjacent companions and 
transtorrnr into a wavy 
serpent-like inlay 
alterriatingly covering the 
remaining nvo bands and 
what appears to be an 
untwisted rod in between as 
it makes its undulations 
approaching the tip. The 
changes in numbers of bands 
upon a blade face and the 
transformation of a band into 
an overlay are both unusual 
features. 

Photograph by Jorma 
Leppaaha courtesy of and 
copyright National Museum 
of Finland, previously 
published in jorma 
Leppaaho, Spateisenzeitfiche 
Waffen au5 finnlandr 
kkrtinschriften und 
Waffenverzier~n~en des 9.- 
72. lahrhundexts (Helsinki, 
1964) pp. 68-69, p[. 32. 



T Detail of patterns evident on the surface of C6374 in t h ~  Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen. The pllotagraph to the !eft, I:? 

which includes the crossguarcl, shows a blade with two bands of pattern-welding having semicircular reflecting curves 4 

ind~cating that the planc of scction through the twisted rods is vcry near to the centre. An iron inlay in the from of an '8', 
5 

as viewecl, i s  also prpscnt. In the photograph on the right, thc same paflern continups into the tip. The manner in which L- 
the pattern-welded panel rapers ancl trrminates within the tip i s  typical. Photograplis courtesy of and copyright the 
NatronaI Museum nf Denmark, nrgalivc 1331 5 (left) and 7 331 b (right). '3 

?! 



a ~ult tength view ancl detail of a pattern- 
welded spear, Helsinki 3631 :2, found on 
~~r i kkovaara  mountain in Rovanierni, 
~ ~ p ~ l a n c l  together with the sword illustrated 
ancl described on pp- 134-135. The style of 
the spear is consistent with the eleventh to 
hvelfth century dating given for the sword. 
photographs by E. Laakso courtesy of and 
copyright National Museum of Finland, 
negatives 14823 and 27 281, respectively; 
previously published in Leppaaha, p. 123, pl. 
59, l a  8 l b .  

just as with swords, the spear blades of these 
times have a piled structure, that is, they are 
built up of multipIe components, ideally 
having good qualib steel at the edge, tough 
iron at the core and, in a decorated example 
such as this, contrasting alloys to form the 
pattern. Tylecote and Gilmour, cited below, 
carried out metallographic studies of another 
spear with similar surface parterns found in 
the Tharnes near the ford at Kempsford in 
~loucestershire. X section from one half of 
that spear disclosed ten discrete components, 
implying that the full cross-section would 
include double rhar, or rwenty. In that 
specimen, a narrow hardened steel edge was 
supported between two considerably wider 
iron plates, occupying the position of the 
lighter metal next to both edges in the 
photograph on the right. The serrated or 
regularly wavy boundary between this and 
the darkly staining adjacent metal marks a fult 
thickness weld boundary. Tylecote and 
Gilmour concluded that the components 
forming this join would have been corrugated 
such that they would interlock before they 
were welded together. This dark layer is 
welded to another Iayer of lightly staining 
alloy, which in turn is welded to an iron core 
which supports two thin strips of typical 
paltern-welding, one visible on each face. 

A. Anteins, 'Die Kurischen ~hombischen 
Lanzenspitzen mit Damasziertem Blatt', 
Gladius V11 (1 9681, pp. 5-26. 

Tylecote and &.].I. Gilmour, B.A.R. British 
Serier; 7 55: The Merallography of Early Ferrous 
Edge Tools and Edged Weapons (Oxford, 
1986I, pp. 11 9-1 23. 

Jaap Ypey 'FIijgellanzen in niederlandischen 
Samrnlungen', Vor- und FrijhgeschEchte des 
unteren Niederrheins. ~uellenschn'ften zur 
we~tde~tschen Vor- und ~riihgeschichte 10 
(19821, pp. 241-267. 
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construction, 30-31 
capper alloy, 140 
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95 
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129 
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brass, 6, 17, 43, 48-50, 
90, V-VI 
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30-31, IV 
interlace, 9697, 102- 

108,140 
Irish ecclesiast~wl, 140 
Jelling style, 106 
knot motif, 89, VI 
teners, 128-1 29 
Maltese cross, 127 
Mammen style, 98, 

104-1 07 
manner of appliwtlon, 

127 
niello, 6 ,  20 
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66-67, 70-71, 74-75, 
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evorution of, 6, 46 
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Mannheim type, 17-18 
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30, 31 
rivets, 77, 51, 58, 68, 77, 

90,100 
absence of rivets, 88 

spikehilt 5, 122, 131, 
142,144 

upper, single piece, 114 
Holmgang, type of duel, 11 
Iron, best sources, 3 
Kenning, 1-2 
Manuscripts, as mcans of 

dating, 142 
Pattern-welding, 7, 21, 26- 

27. 30-32.34-35,4041, 
44, 56, 58-69, 74, 76, 88, 
104,112,175,1~8,145- 
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G4-65, (is,? 2-73, 87- 
89, 96, 102-107,127 

seven-lobed, 16, 20, 
70-71 

three-lobed, 4, 36, 46, 
74-75, 77-79,301)- 
101, 110,112,114, 
138-1 39 

rounding of underside, 20 
semicircufar, 46, 86, 714 
singtc piece, 20, 72-73, 

80-87, 110, 115-116, 
118, 120, 122-123 

small, 47 
tea-cosy, 116, 132-133 
thickntss, 89 
triangular, 1 6 1  7 
weight, 84 
wheel, 5,10,18,7 34- 

135 
zoomorphic, 4,17, 46 

Rosendamast, 3 47 
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duels, 10-13 
Egil's saga, 1 1-7 2 
Eyrbryggja Saga, 1 2-1 3 
Korrnac's Sap, l l  
Song of Roland. 13 

Scabbard 
chape, 30-31 
leather lining, r-idual. V 
nature of tintng, 140 
wood, residual, V 

Spear, 10,64,134,15~ 
Streifendamast, 147 
Sword 

Baltic region, 138-1 39 
boys, 86.95 
Celt~c, 145 
Chettsey, 100 
cultural importance, 1-2, 

13-1 4 
design, persistence of 

Features, 16 
destruction of, rlttual, 6,  

68,87,102,127 
dimensions, 20-24 

length, 36 
weight., 35,  40, 42 

distril~ution, 16 
duration of use, 2, 6, 15 
Migration Period, 145- 

146 
names, 1-2,11-T3 
register of examples, vi 

Tang 
shim, bronze, V 
width, 127 

VcFttrirn, see grip, ferrule 
Welding. scarf, 10 


